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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Systems engineering (SE) is a multidisciplinary and integrative approach that enables the
successful realization of engineered systems. It encompasses fundamentals, principles, and
models of foundational systems science, and associated scientific, technological, and
management methods for the entire system life cycle.
However, the SE body of knowledge is fragmented, as seen from the various guidelines,
handbooks, and standards existing in this domain. The lack of a cohesive body of knowledge
and shared conceptual framework hinders the mutual understanding of the nature of SE, the
practical application of SE approaches, and the sustainable development of the SE discipline.
Therefore, the establishment of a common knowledge representation for the entire SE body of
knowledge and a shared SE ontology is urgently called for and strongly advocated.
This thesis presents a study on the development of a formal ontology for the entire SE body of
knowledge using a novel and emerging ontology learning approach. The study was completed
using a well-defined scientific process. First, a systematic literature review on relevant cognate
studies was carried out to understand the state of the art of ontology development and its
application in SE. The literature relating to ontology-based systems engineering (OBSE) was
synthesized and analyzed. Then, based on the literature, the gaps and limitations were identified
and used to define the research questions and goals. This analysis revealed that manual
codification is used to develop SE ontologies, which is tedious, time-consuming, and errorprone. There is a clear need for a formal ontology that depicts the entire body of knowledge.
Therefore, to address this gap, this research proposes an ontology learning methodology that
takes advantage of natural language processing and machine learning techniques and makes
use of existing SE standards to learn an SE ontology derived from available SE knowledge
assets. In terms of the development of the SE ontology, three ontology models were developed
to portray the conceptual, logical, and data facets. Regarding the validation of the research
method, a comprehensive case study was conducted to apply the proposed ontology learning
methodology along with the ontology models. From the case study, a formal ontology for the
SE body of knowledge was obtained, with a controlled vocabulary of SE terminologies, a
concept hierarchy with nine top-level classes, and relations between concepts. To further
demonstrate the application scenarios of the ontology, the concepts and relations in the system
life cycle processes were separately studied and used for restructuring the life cycle processes
more robustly and dynamically. Finally, the thesis incorporates vital learnings and insights to
help both academic researchers and practitioners implement a comprehensive and generalizable
strategy to create SE ontologies for other application domains or use cases.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an introduction and rationale for the research undertaken. It begins by
identifying the main problems existing in the SE domain and highlighting the key benefits of
ontologies. Then, specific research questions are presented. Next, the goals of the research are
outlined. Fourth, the research process used to study the problem is presented. Fifth, the study’s
findings and contributions are summarized. Finally, an outline of the thesis structure is provided.

1.2 Background
Large socio-technical systems are often characterized by a high degree of complexity, a strong
interaction with their environment, and an integration between human, cyber, and physical
components. Systems engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary and scientific approach that
leverages systems thinking, system life cycle models and system life cycle processes to enable
the successful realization of complex systems, often characterized with large scale, high
intricacy and significant heterogeneity (Buede and Miller, 2016; Haskins and Ruud, 2018;
Kossiakoff et al., 2011; Wasson, 2015). It is responsible for delivering complex projects to
meet the needs of the stakeholders in the system life cycle.
SE is lauded to address various levels of complexity in projects, as evidenced by the broad
application of SE approaches and processes. For example, the Øresund Bridge is the world’s
largest composite structure that has the longest cable-stayed bridge span in the world and costs
30.1 billion DKK (4.03 billion EUR). The success of this award-winning bridge could not be
achieved without an outstanding SE team that helped define comprehensive requirements, carry
out systematic risk analyses, and collaborate with all the stakeholders (Dahlberg, 2016). The
Shanghai Transrapid project cost 10 billion Yuan (1.1 billion EUR) and took 2.5 years to
complete. The super-high-speed train using state-of-the-art maglev technology can reach
almost 320 km/h in 2 min. SE played an essential role in extending the effort performed in
concept exploration (Prasad et al., 2019). It reduced the risk of hasty commitments without
adequate study and is praised for integrating numerous disciplines into coordinated team efforts,
from the concept design to the disposal (Vargas et al., 2016).
SE is a compelling methodology yet it is not so easy to fully master, as the SE body of
knowledge covers a wide range of fundamentals, principles, models of foundational systems
sciences, associated management, and engineering processes. It is a multi-faceted knowledge
base system that spans multiple disciplines and requires academic and professional knowledge
applications. As argued by Fraga and Llorens (2015), the primary challenge for the SE novice
is SE itself because the SE body of knowledge involves a lot of terminologies, concepts,
definitions, and models. All these fundamental elements consist of a variety of knowledge areas,
2
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and these knowledge areas make up the substantial and complicated SE body of knowledge
(Haskins, 2014).
SE is very creative in nature and evolves in an unpredictable manner. However, this makes
generating a shared conceptualization of the SE body of knowledge very challenging (Chourabi
et al., 2010; Honour and Valerdi, 2014). Although SE is proven to be the answer to many
complex questions associated with cross-organizational integration, there is no universally
accepted theory within the SE discipline. The main reasons that hinder the efficient
implementation of SE knowledge are as follows.
First, the responsibility for implementing effective SE practices belongs to engineering and
project management. In general, engineering and project management focus on international
standards, industry-recommended practices, or organizational guidelines to assist in decisionmaking processes to adjust SE strategies properly. Unfortunately, there is limited information
in common standards for SE, forcing project management to rely on individuals and
organizations, rather than relying on knowledge-based system thinking decisions. Although the
best practices of SE have been documented in various handbooks and standards, e.g., the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288: system life cycle processes (ISO/IEC/IEEE International Standard,
2015), the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) SE Handbook (INCOSE,
2015a), the ISO/PAS 19450: object-process methodology (ISO/PAS International Standard,
2015), these resources while invaluable are still hardcoded and shared as PDFs which are not
the format of choice for semantic representation of information and knowledge (Di Maio, 2011).
Second, SE is transiting from a document-based approach to a model-based discipline (Madni
and Sievers, 2018a; Rosa et al., 2019). Model-based SE (MBSE) depends on the creation of
digital artifacts or models to simulate the system life cycle processes. It requires that all the
digital artifacts should be traceable and machine-readable, as data exchange and information
transfer between various artificial models are the key to success of realizing the system (EitoBrun, 2016). Nevertheless, current SE standards still remain document-centric (Ernadote, 2017),
neglect the importance of system interoperability (Givehchi et al., 2017), and provides little
guidance on knowledge sharing and integration (Engel et al., 2018). Therefore, SE standards
require an upgrade to radically change from the current static presentation and natural language
description to more robust and explicit knowledge representation.
Third, SE is multidisciplinary. It is commonly seen that SE projects often involve many
stakeholders who are equipped with a variety of competencies and skills (Haskins and Ruud,
2018; Sarder et al., 2007). When considering the multitude of stakeholders involved in the
entire system life cycle processes, it is hard to maintain a unique vocabulary due to the diverse
set of terminologies used across the project team (Rousseau et al., 2016). Even if there are some
3
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commonalities, each specialist will integrate specific terms according to the type of the system
being designed (Ernadote, 2015). These issues are magnified when previously separate
communities start working together. The same term is often applied to different concepts
(semantic problem), and different terms may be used to denote the same entity (syntax problem)
(Lin and Harding, 2007).
Due to these problems within the SE domain, researchers are increasingly calling for a new
method to aid the model-based transition, enable efficient information exchange and
communication, and portray the SE body of knowledge in a shared manner. This research aims
at providing a possible solution for addressing these problems. The specific research gaps are
identified from the literature and synthesized in the next section to reveal the true needs for this
research.

1.3 Problems and Gaps
Research has shown that significant system failure costs are caused by a lack of adequate
standardization of SE (van Ruijven, 2013). In other words, SE still does not have a
comprehensive, detailed knowledge representation that describes the concepts that domain
experts agree upon, as well as their terms, definitions, and semantics. Although some initial
effort has been made to reduce the miscommunication and misunderstanding between
stakeholders by formalizing SE terminologies, there still lacks a cohesive knowledge
representation to conceptualize the entire SE body of knowledge (Adcock et al., 2016; Di Maio,
2010; Martin et al., 2013).
SE is a multidimensional, interdisciplinary knowledge process that contains complex problems
that cannot be easily solved by traditional engineering paradigms. The multidisciplinary nature
of SE creates a very high level of complexity and confusion about how to use, choose, and tailor
SE standards and life cycle processes (Ward et al., 2018a). This problem is accentuated by the
existence of many different standards and processes in the SE knowledge domain. Moreover,
two significant shortfalls have not been completely resolved: the difficulties in developing
systems on budget and on time (Dwivedi et al., 2013), and the considerable waste of resources
dealing with the correction of mistakes (Hallberg et al., 2012).
Four reasons can summarize the causes of these problems according to the literature: (1) the
implicit nature of SE, (2) the limitations of best-practice standards and meta-models, (3) the
absence of a widely accepted and consistent terminology, and (4) inefficient collaborations due
to the misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
(1) The implicit nature of SE. SE originates from heuristics and personal experience. Research
has shown that the SE discipline has been recognized for 50 years as essential to the
4
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development of complex systems (Haskins and Dahl, 2013). However, SE is still treated
primarily as heuristics learned by each practitioner during the personal experimentation of a
career (Honour, 2004). The heuristics known by each differ, as shown b y the fractured
development of SE standards. As a result of this heuristic understanding of the discipline, it has
been nearly impossible to quantify the value of SE (Hutchison et al., 2017). However, both
practitioners and managers intuitively understand that value. They typically incorporate some
SE practices in every complex program. The differences in understanding, however, result in
disagreement over the level and formality of the practices to include.
(2) Limitations of best-practice standards and meta-models. Although certain standards, such
as ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288, provide information on how to implement the best practice of SE
processes, they are limited to human-readable descriptions and are not computer interpretable
(Yang et al., 2017). Meanwhile, the Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) approach
requires that the models which are created in the system life cycle should consistently produce
the expected deliverables (Haskins, 2011). However, existing meta-models that support MBSE
deploy a language that is sometimes unfamiliar to some intended users (Giachetti, 2015).
(3) The absence of a widely accepted and consistent terminology. Most of the views of SE
presented by current standards and handbooks are primarily process-centric. Nevertheless, SE
processes are not sequential, and the tasks are performed in a parallel and iterative manner
(Chourabi et al., 2010). Each step may produce engineering artifacts, such as technical
documents. Experience shows that they are usually written in a language to suit local culture
and circumstances (Sillitto, 2011). As a result, the same word may mean different things in
different contexts, and different words are used in different domains to mean the same thing
(Schindel, 1997). Such different interpretations of SE concepts by individuals and communities
can lead to misunderstanding and misinterpretation in the development of systems (Dori and
Sillitto, 2017).
(4) Inefficient collaboration caused by misunderstanding and misinterpretation. Research
shows that the major reason for system failure costs is a lack of adequate information exchange
and communication within projects (van Ruijven, 2013). A quarter of these failures arise during
the design phase of a system, which can be traced back to a lack of efficient collaborations
between parties involved in the system life cycle processes. According to Hallberg et al. (2014),
there is no unambiguous and comprehensive use of concepts in the field of systems
development. This causes misunderstandings, misinterpretations, and irritations in the
development of systems, in the most severe cases inhibiting the functioning and usability of the
emerging system.
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1.4 The rationale for the Study
The effective application of SE practices requires an understanding and experience of SE
domain knowledge and systems thinking. SE is a developing discipline, which is subject to
ambiguity and interpretation due to its state of maturation. As an evolving knowledge-based
discipline that originated from the need for a multidisciplinary and integrated approach, SE has
grown to become a recognized academic field of study that is inherently rooted in the
application of knowledge-based systems for the management of complex projects. To date,
much research has been conducted focusing on defining the common language, including basic
concepts, and describing the behavior of the integrated relationships of a shared
conceptualization of SE, which are commonly referred as ontologies for SE (Ernadote, 2015;
Giachetti, 2015; Martin et al., 2013; Ring, 2002). Ontologies, an emerging means of knowledge
representation and information technology, are lauded for providing explicit, formal, and shared
specifications of a domain (Guarino, 1998, 1992; Guarino and Giaretta, 1995). Madni et al.
(2001, 1998) assert that ontologies can ensure that multiple systems share a common
terminology, which is the essence of knowledge sharing and reuse. Aslaksen et al. (2011) claim
that ontologies allow a computer to understand the meaning of a text and enable a much more
productive interaction between humans and machines. Mezhuyev (2014) indicates that formal
definitions for the different properties and processes of SE would be a significant contribution
toward improving accuracy and precision in the implementation of SE. By using a predefined
ontology, it is possible to reduce the number of misinterpretations within projects.
However, ontology-based SE (OBSE) is still in its infancy. Despite the fact that several
ontologies have been created for solving particular SE problems (Engel et al., 2018; Givehchi
et al., 2017; Hallberg et al., 2014), there is a lack of mature and formal ontologies for depicting
the entire SE body of knowledge (Adcock et al., 2016; Di Maio, 2010; Martin et al., 2013).
Researchers are calling for more research to develop a complete, formal, and heavy-weight SE
ontology to specify the domain vocabularies, concepts, relationships, and axioms for the entire
knowledge domain (Di Maio, 2011; Dogan et al., 2014; Ring, 2002; Schneider et al., 2012).
The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) is advocating a classification
ontology to specify the SE body of knowledge and accelerate the MBSE transition (INCOSE,
2015a).
However, manual creations of a comprehensive and complete SE ontology may be beyond
human ability, as various SE concepts need to be fully taken into account (Hepp, 2006). The
available ontologies for SE are either developed for partial SE subdomains or have low degrees
of formality (Yang et al., 2019a). Building new ontologies requires substantial investment in
time, effort, and cost (Liu et al., 2017). Not only is unifying the language and maintaining a
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consistent terminology difficult but also dealing with clashes of concepts and complex relations
is even more challenging (Raskin, 2006). SE is seeking a new method to replace the traditional
manual codification in ontology development to save the substantial investment in time, effort,
and cost (Liu et al., 2017).
Therefore, to address the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, ontology learning approaches are
advocated to automate the process (Hourali and Montazer, 2011; Jirkovsky et al., 2017; Zhou,
2007). Ontology learning deals with discovering concepts and determining how such concepts
can be grouped, related, and subdivided according to their semantics (Asim et al., 2018). It
often uses natural language processing (NLP) techniques and machine learning (ML) methods
to process textual documents and discover implicit semantic relations (Cimiano, 2006). It has
been advocated to solve the knowledge acquisition bottleneck in manual constructions (Hourali
and Montazer, 2011; Park et al., 2010). It exploits recent progress in ML and NLP techniques,
focusing on knowledge storage and retrieval to enable scientists to explore potential new
materials more effectively (Remolona et al., 2017).
However, little research has been found in developing SE ontologies through the ontology
learning approach. The ontology learning approach is a new and emerging area. No one has
used an ontology learning approach to establish a formal ontology for the entire SE body of
knowledge. The state-of-the-art and the future roadmap of ontology-based SE (OBSE) are also
not clear and require further and in-depth investigation. Therefore, this research aims at
addressing these problems.

1.5 Goals of the Research
In order to leverage the advanced techniques in ontology learning and establish a formal SE
ontology for the entire body of knowledge, this research is determined to tackle the following
questions.
First,
What is the state of the art of ontology development in SE?
This question is to explore the status quo of ontology-based (OBSE) and further composed by
the following three sub-questions.
1.1) What SE knowledge areas are supported by ontologies, and to what extent?
1.2) Why are ontologies created for these areas?
1.3) What SE ontologies are existing and how formal are they?
Second,
What can be further investigated in OBSE?
7
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The following sub-questions are designed to aid the exploration.
2.1) How to improve the current manual creation of SE ontologies? How to automate
the process (i.e., from ontology engineering to ontology learning)?
2.2) How can the learning process make use of the extant SE standards?
2.3) How to model the learned SE ontology?
Third,
What improvement does the learned ontology make to the current SE body of knowledge?
The research is in three pivotal phases: (1) analysis of the literature, (2) development of a novel
ontology learning approach, and (3) validation of the proposed approach. Therefore, the
research goals are also delineated in three.
First, the research aims at understanding the state of the art of ontology development and
application in the field of SE domain. This includes
•

creating a typology for analyzing the extant literature,

•

reviewing what SE knowledge areas are already supported by ontologies based on the
typology,

•

investigating what contributions that ontologies have made,

•

reviewing the existing SE ontologies regarding their ontological primitives, and

•

evaluating these ontologies from a technological ontology engineering perspective.

Through the literature review, this research identifies and defines the limitations and gaps in
the extant studies and proposes a new roadmap for future research directions of OBSE.
Second, this research intends to propose a novel ontology learning methodology for learning a
formal ontology for the SE body of knowledge. To be specific, this goal includes
•

specifying the stages, tasks, activities, and methods of the ontology learning process,

•

generating conceptual, logical and data models for depicting the SE ontology,

•

formulating methods for extracting critical components of the SE ontology, and

•

devising visualization strategies of the learned SE ontology.

Third, this research plans to evaluate the proposed ontology learning methodology through a
case study. This consist of
•

extracting the ontology components or ontological primitives from a real SE standard,

•

populating the ontological primitives into the ontology models,

•

developing the concept hierarchy and taxonomic relations,

•

visualizing the ontology through sophisticated tools, and

•

applying the ontology to a specific scenario to demonstrate its functions.
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1.6 The Research Process
This research employs a thorough research plan to realize the research goals. It is demonstrated
by the Integrated DEFinition (IDEF) approach in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 employs the IDEF0 method, which is the functional modeling method. The two
primary modeling components of IDEF0 are functions (represented on the diagram by boxes)
and the data and objects that interrelate those functions (represented by arrows).

Figure 1.1 Research process modeled by IDEF0

The entire process can be divided into eight functional blocks, which are
•

conducting a state-of-the-art literature review,

•

designing a scientific research method,

•

proposing an ontology learning approach,

•

developing ontology models,

•

applying the ontology learning approach and the ontology models to develop an
ontology,

•

presenting and visualizing the developed ontology,

•

discussing the results, and

•

identifying limitations and future work agendas.

The following explains each function in more detail.
(1) Conducting a state-of-the-art literature review. As seen in Figure 1.1, the top left box
represents the first activity, which focuses on synthesizing the literature and identifying the
research gaps. In order to understand the state of the art of the development and implementation
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of ontologies in the SE domain, a systematic literature review (SLR) was developed. The review
results can reveal the gaps and help analyze the status quo.
(2) Designing a scientific research method. Based on the gaps and problems identified from the
literature, the research questions were defined. In terms of the research questions, a scientific
research framework was generated to address the research questions and achieve the research
goals. This research framework acts as a control of the whole research process. It helps steer
the research directions and control the research progress.
(3) Proposing an ontology learning approach. This step is the core of the research process,
which is to propose the ontology learning methodology for developing the SE ontology. As a
methodology, it was specified in phases, tasks, activities, methods, as well as outputs. This
ontology learning approach was designed based on the latest best practices. It is also a universal
approach that can be tailored to suit other disciplines.
(4) Developing ontology models. The ontology models are developed under the control of the
research framework. They can be seen as the overarching structure in which the SE knowledge
can be gathered. Three ontology models, respectively representing the conceptual, the logical,
and the data facets, are invented. The conceptual model is developed through an analysis of the
characteristics of the SE body of knowledge standards, representing the terminologies, concepts,
descriptions, and properties. The logical models consider the multiple parenting taxonomic
relations in the SE ontology, providing a polyhedron hierarchy for the data representation. The
data model deals with the precoordinated and postcoordinated expression rules and grammar in
the ontology. All of the three models become a part of the well-shaped and predefined structure
to capture the SE knowledge in a standard and systematic way.
(5) Applying the ontology learning approach and the ontology models to develop an ontology.
This is the application and implementation stage of the research process. A case study was
carried out to apply the proposed ontology learning approach and the developed ontology
models in practice. Both the ontology learning approach and the ontology models need to be
tested in real case studies. The INCOSE SE handbook (INCOSE, 2015a) was chosen to test the
approach and the models to derive an SE ontology. The handbook, acting as the SE knowledge
materials, was processed by Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools. The output from the
processing is a series of ontological primitives. These are the components of an SE ontology.
The complete case study was recorded and presented in detail.
(6) Presenting and visualizing the developed ontology. As an artifact, the SE ontology must be
easily used and clearly presented. The visualization of ontology is also an important component
of the whole research process. Sophisticated tools were selected to help present the complex
relations in the SE ontology. The ontology was edited in web ontology language (OWL),
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presented and visualized by a suite of software, such as Protégéand WebVOWL (Web-based
Visualization of OWL).
(7) Discussing the results. The learning approach, ontology models, and the developed ontology
were evaluated and compared with extant work.
(8) Identifying limitations and future work agendas. The final step is to summarize lessons
learned and provide future research recommendations.
The key deliverables of this study include
•

a comprehensive literature review detailing the state-of-the-art of OBSE,

•

a novel ontology learning approach for learning an SE ontology,

•

a set of ontology models to depict the SE ontology,

•

a formal ontology deriving from authoritative SE standards to conceptualize the entire
SE body of knowledge, and

•

a visualization of the SE ontology by sophisticated ontology tools.

The next section elaborates on the findings from each research activity and the contributions of
the research deliverables in more detail.

1.7 Findings and Contributions
The findings of this research can be summarized in four aspects.
(1) Literature review results from the state-of-the-art review on OBSE. At the beginning of the
study, a comprehensive review of the literature was conducted. The entire SE knowledge
domain was firstly divided into specific knowledge areas. Consequently, a typology
representing the classification of the SE knowledge areas was created. Based on the typology,
a systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted to see what knowledge areas have been
supported by ontologies.
The results indicate that ontologies have been applied in various SE knowledge areas. However,
only seven areas have more than ten research articles. Most areas have only one or two pieces
of evidence. This shows that in the SE domain, there is a dearth of research on ontologies. The
existing research is still at a very preliminary stage. Furthermore, it has been found that 53 out
of 116 articles have reported their ontology models. This means ontology engineering has been
applied to the SE domain. Unfortunately, only 14 has presented the details, which makes the
ontology sharing, mapping, and reuse very limited. Nevertheless, only eight ontologies are
supported by formal ontology engineering methods and tools, which indicates that most
ontologies are developed based on heuristics or the authors’ own experience. The quality,
degree of formality, and completeness are thereby doubtful. Moreover, none of the ontologies
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considers the entire SE body of knowledge. Only manual codification methods are used in
developing ontologies, leaving the application of the ontology learning approach a giant gap.
Based on the results of the literature review, conclusions can be drawn as follows.
•

No ontology captures the entire SE body of knowledge.

•

The methods of developing SE ontologies are all manual and in need of automation.

•

The extant ontologies remain at a general level and lack a detailed representation.

•

The development of the ontologies requires using sophisticated languages and tools to
increase the formality.

•

Little work has been done regarding the visualization of the ontologies and their
potential application scenarios.

However, there is also some positive feedback from the literature review. For example, the
advantages of ontologies are highly acknowledged by the SE community. Many ontologies are
created and play an essential role in improving a particular aspect of SE. Although most of the
time, the contributions of ontology are implicitly hidden in the research results, the benefits of
ontologies are still praised by the SE community. In order to improve the current state, it is
necessary for future research to clarify the intention or purpose of using or creating ontologies
at the early stage of the study. Otherwise, there will be unfavorable consequences in the later
development stage of ontologies.
(2) The ontology learning approach shows great advancement in SE knowledge acquisition.
From a methodology perspective, this research proposes a novel methodology for developing
SE ontologies through the ontology learning approach. As found from the literature, previous
studies all define SE ontologies by manual codification. This traditional ontology engineering
method is criticized as tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone, as it relies heavily on the
inputs from domain experts and shows a knowledge acquisition bottleneck. On the contrary,
the proposed ontology learning methodology results in a high-efficiency and high-intelligent
ontology creation process. Also, it makes full use of the extant SE standards, enabling the reuse
of rich legacy repository.
This novel methodology employs natural language processing (NLP) techniques to carry out
the lexical and morphological analyses on the standard documents. From the learning process,
important terminologies, synonyms, concepts, and relations constructing the SE body of
knowledge are automatically recognized and classified. A formal and sophisticated SE ontology
is achieved, which can be used to harmonize the extant standards, unify the languages, and
improve the interoperability of the MBSE approach.
(3) A formal ontology for the SE body of knowledge. From the perspective of ontologies as an
artifact, this research also contributes to a formal domain ontology for the SE body of
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knowledge for both descriptive and classification purposes. First, this research created three
ontology models for depicting the SE body of knowledge, i.e., the conceptual model, logical
model, and data model for ontology learning and development. Through a comprehensive case
study, these three models are proven to be applicable and valid, especially for their rationality.
Second, the ontology created contains a concept hierarchy with nine top-level classes. These
classes depict the entire universe of the SE domain and can be specified in subclasses. This
research has identified areas in which there is limited information pertaining to the necessity
for the SE ontology development. As the SE community has not yet identified leading
ontologies that can be considered for adoption or modification, this ontology can be generalized
to a wider audience. Third, the ontology provides a controlled vocabulary of the SE terminology.
It reduces language chaos and eliminates terminological inconsistency and ambiguity.
Considering the multidisciplinary nature of SE, this SE ontology can be a communication
bridge that links various stakeholders involved in a complex SE project.
(4) Restructure of the system life cycle processes through ontology reasoning. Currently, the
SE life cycle processes are presented in a linear sequential manner without providing an overall
picture of how the processes are linked. The different processes rely solely on isolated diagrams,
called the Input-Process-Output (IPO) diagrams (INCOSE, 2015b), showing each process as
standalone without properly highlighting the connections with all the other processes. To apply
SE successfully and tailor SE processes to different organizations, IPO diagrams need to have
feedback and feedforward mechanisms. From the perspective of the reconceptualization of the
system life cycle processes, the original static and isolated IPO diagrams are upgraded and
connected into a more dynamic, robust, and interrelated knowledge representation. The
appendices of this thesis provide all 34 life cycle processes in 16 diagrams with their
interrelations derived from the SE ontology. Moreover, this knowledge representation can be
very supportive of process tailoring and process reorganization.
The research progression spanned four years, beginning with an investigation into existing
work; development of an ontology learning methodology and three ontology engineering
models; and, finally, application of the methodology and models in a case study. The outcomes
associated with this progression include six peer-reviewed papers as listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Publication artifacts

Paper
Yang et al. (2016)
Yang et al. (2017)
Yang et al. (2019a)
Yang et al. (2019b)

Title
An ontology model for systems engineering derived from ISO/IEC/IEEE
15288: 2015: systems and software engineering-system life cycle processes
Towards a methodology for systems engineering ontology development An ontology for system life cycle processes
Ontology-based systems engineering: A state-of-the-art review
Learning systems engineering domain ontologies from text docu ments
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Paper
Manenti et al. (2019)
Yang et al. (2020)

Title
Functional modelling and IDEF0 to enhance and support process tailoring
in systems engineering
Ontology learning for systems engineering body of knowledge

The initial investigation is made to define the requirements for developing an ontology model
for the system life cycle processes. Yang et al. (2016) contain a framework for creating
ontology models for SE. The ontology models specify the concepts or classes, relationships,
and logical axioms within the SE knowledge domain. They are used to infer the concept
hierarchy based on the constraints made by the properties, which are known as the logic level
of the ontology model.
Yang et al. (2017) lay the foundation of knowledge acquisition and knowledge representation
and distinguish different knowledge representation models into four levels according to the
semantic primitives. At the preliminary level, the typical representative is to use natural
language to explain terminologies, also known as a glossary, which is a list of terms and their
textual definitions. At the taxonomy level, terms are organized into a collection with a
hierarchical structure, which describes parent-child relations between each term. At the
thesaurus level, lexical relations are used in addition to parent-child relations to create a
networked collection of concepts. Finally, at the ontology level, concepts are defined in a more
formal logic-based language by combining the previous relations with other more complex
relations between concepts to completely represent a certain knowledge domain.
Yang et al. (2019a) analyze the knowledge representation of SE and review the state of the art
of ontology-based SE. The review is to draw a clear roadmap of how ontologies support SE
and to determine what extent they have been applied in this domain. This review contributes to
a holistic examination of the primary studies relevant to the topic of ontology -based SE,
spanning nearly two decades. The findings provide an integrated and comprehensive
understanding of and shed new light on (1) the SE knowledge areas supported by ontologies;
(2) the contribution that ontologies make to SE problems; (3) the existing ontologies that are
created to support SE; and (4) the techniques adopted from an ontology engineering perspective.
It assesses the influence of ontologies in SE knowledge areas, expounding and highlighting the
effects of ontologies.
Yang et al. (2019b) exploit the ontology learning approach and establish the architecture of the
learning process for deriving the ontology, with a map between the adopted methods and the
deliverables or outputs. Eight tasks are defined for learning domain ontologies according to the
constitution of an ontology, i.e. term, synonym, concept, concept hierarchy, relation, relation
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hierarchy, axiom and general axiom. These elements are corresponding to the so-called
ontology learning layer cake.
The case study contains two parts and was written in two articles. The first part involves
applying the proposed ontology learning approach and the ontology models to a textual
standard of SE, and obtained a formal ontology for the SE body of knowledge (Yang et al.,
2020). The second part is a collaborative effort. Manenti et al. (2019) reported the application
scenarios of the SE ontology, which are to restructure the system life cycle processes using
IDEF0 and conduct process tailoring.

1.8 Thesis Structure
This section provides an overview of the research progression cross-referenced with papers and
outcomes, and an outline of the subsequent chapters in this thesis. Table 1.2 illustrates the
related papers produced in the course of addressing the research questions.
Table 1.2 Research progression cross-referenced with papers

Thesis chapters

Related papers

Chapter 2:
Theoretical Foundations

Yang et al. (2017)

Chapter 3:
Literature Review

Yang et al. (2019a)

Chapter 4:
Research Methodology

Yang et al. (2019b)
Yang et al. (2020)

Chapter 5:
Ontology Modeling

Yang et al. (2016)

Chapter 6:
Case Study

Manenti et al. (2019)
Yang et al. (2019b)
Yang et al. (2020)

Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundations presents the theoretical lens for this research. It begins
by introducing SE in terms of the definitions, important system fundamentals, and a
classification of the SE knowledge areas. Then, the definitions and formalisms of ontologies
are introduced, followed by the features and different types of ontologies. Next, the ontology
learning method is introduced, including the definitions and the role in the SE ontology
development. Then, the model of ontology learning layered cake is presented, followed by the
ontology learning methods and tools. Finally, knowledge related to ontology modeling and
process modeling is respectively expounded.
Chapter 3: Literature Review presents a state-of-the-art review of the literature on ontologybased SE (OBSE). It begins with an introduction to the systematic literature review (SLR)
process adopted in this research. Then, it highlights the search strategy used in the literature
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retrieval and the 7-step SLR methodology designed for the literature review. Third, it presents
the four review questions dedicated to investigating the state of the art of OBSE. Finally, this
chapter reviews research on the development and application of ontologies in SE in terms of
the knowledge areas, reasons for application, scope, and techniques used.
Chapter 4: Research Methodology outlines the overall framework of methodologies and
methods used to develop SE ontologies through the ontology learning approach. First, it uses
IDEF0 to present the research framework. Second, the chapter presents the proposed ontology
learning methodology for learning an SE ontology to conceptualize the body of knowledge.
Three stages are respectively described in the ontology learning process.
Chapter 5: Ontology Modeling presents three models for depicting different perspectives of
ontology engineering of the SE ontology, which are respectively the conceptual model, logical
model, and data model. These models are the overarching structure in which the SE knowledge
can be gathered and ensure the SE knowledge is captured in a standard and systematic way.
Chapter 6: Case Study provides a comprehensive case application of the proposed ontology
learning methodology and developed models. It also shows the SE ontology that is created for
conceptualizing and formalizing the body of knowledge, including the terminology, top-level
concepts, taxonomic relations, and the concept hierarchy. Moreover, an application scenario of
the developed ontology is presented. It helps reorganize the system life cycle processes and
exposes the implicit relations within the processes. A set of IDEF0 diagrams are generated to
illustrate the life cycle processes after reorganization.
Chapter 7: Summary of the work, Contributions, Limitations, and Recommendations for
Future Work, provides a summary of the research on learning ontologies for the SE body of
knowledge. It highlights the contributions and limitations. It also provides a recommendation
for future research directions. Finally, it concludes the thesis.

1.9 Conclusion
This chapter presents a summary of the research undertaken. First, a background to the study is
provided, and particular emphasis is placed on the challenges identified between the documentcentric standards and the model-based transition. Next, specific problems guiding this study are
identified. Third, the goals and objectives of the study are outlined. Fourth, the research process
used to study the problem is presented. Fifth, the study’s findings and contributions are
summarized. Finally, an outline of the thesis structure is provided.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a theoretical foundation and lens for this research. In this chapter, the
extant literature related to SE, ontologies, ontology learning, and ontology modeling is
presented. First, it defines what SE is and provides a theoretical background about fundamental
systems concepts, such as systems science, systems thinking, systems praxis, and system life
cycle processes. Then, it presents an original classification of the SE knowledge areas. Next,
the literature related to ontologies is synthesized, including the definitions, features, and
classifications. Fourth, the definitions of ontology learning are presented, and the role of
ontology learning in SE ontology engineering is depicted. Fifth, the ontology learning process
is explained, focusing on the model of ontology learning layered cake and the technical learning
methods and tools. Finally, the notion of process modeling is set forth.

2.2 Systems Engineering (SE)
Systems engineering (SE) is an overarching discipline, providing the tradeoffs and integration
between system elements to achieve the best overall product and service. It is a
multidisciplinary engineering field that needs to integrate many academic and technical fields.
Although there are some important aspects of project management in the SE life cycle processes,
it is still much more of an engineering discipline than a management discipline (Aslaksen et al.,
2011). It also overlaps with other engineering disciplines, such as software engineering, human
factors engineering, and industrial engineering. The systems approach, as well as the systems
theory, have evolved over the years. Therefore, it is essential to clarify the range of the SE body
of knowledge first to define the scope of this study.

2.2.1

Defining SE

Among the several definitions of ‘system’ that exist, there are some that appear more commonly
than others, although in slightly different shapes. Buede and Miller (2016, p. 3) define a system
as “a collection of hardware, software, people, facilities, and procedures organized to
accomplish some common objectives”. Kossiakoff et al. (2011, pp. 3–4) emphasize a system is
“a set of interrelated components”. This emphasis implies a multiplicity of interacting parts that
collectively perform a significant function. In other words, a system is “an integrated set of
interoperable elements or entities,” as Wasson (2015, p. 3) argues, “each with specified and
bounded capabilities, configured in various combinations.”
There are many ways to interpret SE. It can be a perspective, a process, and a profession, as
illustrated by the following three different but representative definitions.
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INCOSE (2015a, p. 11) defines that “SE is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable
the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required
functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with
design synthesis and system validation while considering the complete problem: operations,
performance, test, manufacturing, cost and schedule, training and support, and disposal. SE
integrates all the disciplines and specialty groups into a team effort forming a structured
development process that proceeds from concept to production to operation. SE considers both
the business and the technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality
product that meets the user needs.”
According to Eisner (2008, p. 5), SE is “an iterative process of top-down synthesis,
development, and operation of a real-world system that satisfies, in a near-optimal manner, the
full range of requirements for the system.” As can be seen from this definition, there could be
more different definitions, applications, and the declarative statement that define SE, which can
be accomplished within the context of which SE is applied. This is done through a formal and
organized process in which governance guidelines and life cycle processes are used to manage,
control, and objectively demonstrate stakeholder requirements at any and all applicable phases
of the system life cycle.
In the field of science and technology, SE is a systematic interdisciplinary approach to project
delivery of applications, structures, or components. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has played an influential role in promoting the development of SE.
NASA (2016, p. 3) defines SE as “a methodical, multidisciplinary approach for the design,
realization, technical management, operations, and retirement of a system. It is a way of looking
at the big picture when making technical decisions. It is a way of achieving stakeholder
functional, physical, and operational performance requirements in the intended use
environment over the planned life of the system within cost, schedule, and other constraints. It
is a methodology that supports the containment of the life cycle cost of a system. In other words,
SE is a logical way of thinking.”
For this research, SE is considered in terms of an interdisciplinary approach and means to
enable the implementation of a successful system. It contains all the three aspects, a perspective,
a process, and a profession. It emphasizes defining customer requirements and essential
functions in the early development cycle and then conducts design synthesis and system
validation. SE integrates all disciplines and specialized groups into one team, creating a
structured development process from concept to production to operation. SE considers the
business and technical needs of all customers intending to provide high-quality products that
meet their needs. SE bridges the natural gap in subject-specific engineering practice by
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facilitating a systematic and structured process of implementation throughout the product or
project life cycle.
Traditional definitions of SE have emphasized the sequential performance of SE activities
(INCOSE, 2014). However, modern SE has a more global context shaped by the global
environment, human and social needs, policy and business challenges, as well as the
technologies that underlay systems. The entire intellectual and practical endeavor creating
holistic solutions to complex system challenges consist of the SE knowledge domain. To sum
up,
•

SE is a management process of improving the delivery of high-quality products and
services, with the correct people and performance features and metrics, at an
affordable price, and on time.

•

SE is a multidisciplinary approach to bringing systems into existence and is
characterized in many ways.

•

SE is described as a function of design structure, functional and performance
requirements, or operational life cycle processes.

•

SE is also characterized in terms of stakeholder requirements, capital investments,
risks, availability, and reliability.

2.2.2

Systems Fundamentals

Systems science is both the “science of systems” and the “systems approach to science”,
covering theories and methods that contrast with those of other sciences, which are generally
reductionist in nature (INCOSE, 2015d). It identifies, explores and understands patterns of
complexity through contributions from three broad areas (Martin et al., 2013): (1) foundations,
which are meta-theories, such as methodology, epistemology, axiology, which help us to
organize knowledge; (2) theories about systems, e.g., complexity, cybernetics, which identifies
patterns abstracted from and applicable across domains and specialties; and (3) representations
that allow insight into and communication about systems and their contexts, by describing,
exploring, analyzing, and making predictions. The concepts, principles, and patterns of systems
thinking arise from the work of practitioners applying the insights of systems science to realworld problems.
Systems thinking is another term that is used widely but without explicit agreement on meaning.
The emergence of the systems movement in the 20th century was primarily due to advances in
mathematical and computer technology. Systems thinking is the art of simplifying complexity.
It is about seeing through chaos, managing interdependency, and understanding choices
(Gharajedaghi, 2011).
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Martin et al. (2013) define the relations amongst the three key SE fundamentals: systems
science, systems approach, and systems thinking. Integrative systems science allows
identifying, exploring, and understanding patterns of complexity relevant to a problem . The
systems approach to practice draws on integrative systems science to address complex problems
and opportunities. Systems thinking binds the two together through appreciative and reflective
practice using systems-paradigm concepts, principles, and patterns.
Systems praxis (Singer et al., 2012) refers to the entire intellectual and practical endeavor of
creating holistic solutions to complex system challenges. Systems concepts, principles, and
methods are designed to be integrative across traditional domain boundaries. However, multiple
dimensions of complexity (social, technical, environmental, etc.) may require a blend of
approaches and techniques from disparate systems traditions. There are many approaches to
recognizing and creating systems. Systems praxis, as a human activity system, prescribes
competencies, and processes for organizing various technologies into responsive systems. This
activity is exceedingly complicated by varieties of systems types and the lack of common
language among systems theories and practices. With a common language for systems praxis,
practitioners, systems integrators, consultants, and their employers will find it easier and faster
to work successfully across multiple communities of practice to achieve a common purpose
(Martin, 2012).

2.2.3

System Life Cycle Processes

SE processes usually organize themselves around the concept of a life cycle. A life cycle can
be defined as a series of stages through which a system or manufactured product passes
(INCOSE, 2015e). As the definition of SE, the detailed conceptualization of the life cycle is by
no means unique across the communities that employ the discipline. ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288
(ISO/IEC/IEEE International Standard, 2015) is an international standard that covers the
knowledge of system life cycle stages and processes. It states that a system progresses through
its life cycle as the result of actions performed and managed by people in organizations, using
processes for execution of these actions. Life cycle stages include concept, development,
production, utilization, support, and retirement. SE can also be considered from a generic life
cycle process perspective as it can be defined as an interdisciplinary approach governing the
total technical and managerial effort required to transform a set of customer needs, expectations,
and constraints into a solution and to support that solution throughout its life (INCOSE, 2015e).
Therefore, system generic life cycle processes are one of the most critical knowledge areas in
SE.
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2.2.4

SE Knowledge Areas

SE is an all-encompassing term since it represents more than a logical way of thinking
(Matsuoka, 2014). It is worth noting that this domain is so broad that it must be specified in
concrete knowledge zones. It will benefit from a classification of detailed sub-components to
better understand its knowledge areas. Substantial publications of books can be acquired to
explore a wide variety of topics within the SE body of knowledge. One of the documentations
that has holistically structured and classified a broad array of knowledge areas is the “Guide to
the SE Body of Knowledge (SEBoK)” (BKCASE Editorial Board, 2017). The top-level
classifications of the SEBoK are referred to and tailored to conduct this research. The final
classification of SE knowledge areas is enriched and extended with authoritative SE standards,
such as the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 to further specify the knowledge areas of SE. Rather than a
vague and abstract definition of SE, Figure 2.1 shows a typology of the SE body of knowledge,
classifying the knowledge areas into specific discourses.
The creation of this classification is based on the understanding and synthesis of widely
accepted standards and tailored to fit the scope of the literature review. It acts as a catalog so
that the process of the literature retrieval is systematic, and the final results can be presented
clearly.
It is worth noting that the terminologies used to describe the SE knowledge areas vary slightly
in different publications. For example, in the generic life cycle stages, the ‘development stage’
can be expressed as ‘realization stage’, and ‘utilization stage’ can also be called ‘deployment
stage’.
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Systems Engineering Knowledge Areas
Systems Engineering Standards
Systems Fundamentals
A1. System
A2. Behavior
A3. Complexity
A4. Emergence
Representing Systems with Models
B1. Model
B2. Model-based System Engineering
B3. Modeling Language

D1. Modeling Standard
D2. Related Standard
Generic Life Cycle Stages
E1. Concept Stage
E2. Development Stage
E3. Production Stage
E4. Utilization Stage
E5. Support Stage
E6. Retirement Stage

Engineered System Contexts

Systems Engineering Management

C1. Product Systems
C2. Service Systems
C3. Enterprise Systems
C4. System of Systems
C5. Cyber-Physical Systems

F1. Planning
F2. Assessment and Control
F3. Decision Management
F4. Risk Management
F5. Configuration Management
F6. Information Management
F7. Measurement
F8. Quality Management

Figure 2.1 Classification of SE knowledge areas (Yang et al., 2019a)

2.3 Ontologies
As stated, the SE domain is a dynamic domain with different definitions depending on the
organization or standard used, which creates ambiguity. Ontologies are considered as a method
to reduce ambiguity or disambiguate by providing semantics and common vocabularies upon
which organizations can build descriptions and communicate activities. Ontologies facilitate
the decomposition of knowledge and eliminate the need for duplicate definitions. Ontologies
also lay the foundation for interoperability between different systems.

2.3.1

Defining Ontologies

In general, the word ‘ontology’ is used in two ways. On the one hand, when it is used as an
uncountable noun (Ontology, with a capital O), it refers to a branch of philosophy dealing with
the nature and structure of reality. On the other hand, when it is used as a countable noun (an
ontology or ontologies, with lowercase letters), it refers to a special kind of computational
artifact, known as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” (Gruber, 1995). An
example of the use of the term ‘ontology’ is that “ontological engineering is a branch of
knowledge engineering which uses Ontology to build ontologies” (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995).
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With increasing development and application of ontologies in computer science, the definition
of computational ontologies is modified. Borst et al. (1997) emphasize that the
conceptualization should express a shared view between several parties, thus redefines the
meaning of an ontology as “a formal specification of a shared conceptualization.” Studer et al.
(1998) optimize this definition and consider an ontology as “a formal, explicit specification of
a shared conceptualization.”
The definitions of ontologies have evolved over the years, as can be seen from Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Definitions of ontologies

Definitions from Literature

explicit specification of a conceptualization

formal and structural way of representing the
concepts and relations of a shared
conceptualization
shared conceptualization of a domain as they are
assumed to reflect the agreement of a certain
community or group of people
shared conceptualizations for representing
domain knowledge
form of formal representation of domain-specific
knowledge
formal and rigorous approach for knowledge
representation
representation of entities and their relationships
in a particular domain

References
Alobaidi et al. (2018)
Barforush and Rahnama
(2012)
Jiang and Tan (2010)
Lau et al. (2009)
Jung (2004)

Definitions from Literature

References

formal and explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization

Rani et al. (2017)
Ruiz-Martínez et al. (2011)
Gómez-Pérez and Manzano-Macho
(2005)

Asim et al. (2018)

effectively formal and explicit
specifications in the form of concepts and
relations of shared conceptualizations

Wong et al. (2012)

Cimiano et al. (2006)

formal conceptualization of a particular
domain shared by a group of people

Gacitua et al. (2008)

Kong (2007)

Dong and Hussain (2013)
Chen et al. (2013)
Liu et al. (2011)

the specification of the objects, properties, and
relations that one would encounter in a particular
domain of discourse

Cai et al. (2016)

a shared understanding of some domains of
interest, which is often conceived as a set of
classes (concepts), relations, functions, axioms,
and instances

Gaeta et al. (2011)
Ding and Foo (2002)

shared formal conceptualization of
particular domain between members of a
community of interest, which help them
exchange information
explicit conceptualization of a problem
domain
a standard for knowledge representation
a formal description of a discourse
domain
a highly structured system of concepts
covering the processes, objects, and
attributes of a domain as well as all their
pertinent complex relations
a shared and common understanding of a
domain that can be communicated
between people and applications

Benslimane et al. (2008)

Wouters et al. (2005)
Quan et al. (2006)
Hu et al. (2014)

Li et al. (2009)

Bhatt et al. (2004)
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The table shows a collection of representative definitions of ontologies, which indicates a slight
change over time to suit different research focuses. Many authors agree that an ontology is a
specification of a conceptualization (Alobaidi et al., 2018; Barforush and Rahnama, 2012;
Gómez-Pérez and Manzano-Macho, 2005; Jiang and Tan, 2010; Jung, 2004; Lau et al., 2009;
Monika Rani et al., 2017; Ruiz-Martí
nez et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, Rani et al. (2017), Ruiz-Martí
nez et al. (2011), Wong et al. (2012), and GómezPérez and Manzano-Macho (2005) put extra emphasis on the characteristics that the
specification and the conceptualization should possess. They argue that an ontology should
have formality and explicitness in terms of the specification, and shared understanding
regarding the conceptualization.
Asim et al. (2018), Kong (2007), Dong and Hussain (2013), Chen et al. (2013), Liu et al. (2011),
and Quan et al. (2006) believe that an ontology is a knowledge representation or represents
domain-specific knowledge. Asim et al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2011) further indicate that the
knowledge representation is carried out in a way that characterizes the concepts (objects or
classes) and relationships in a domain. Cai et al. (2016), Gaeta et al. (2011), Li et al. (2009),
and Ding and Foo (2002) further point out that the components of an ontology should also
contain properties (or attributes), functions, axioms, and instances.
Although these definitions reflect different viewpoints of what an ontology is, they share some
common elements. Based on a synthesis of the extant definitions, this research defines
ontologies as an explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of concepts and relations
for formal knowledge representation in a particular domain of interest. It should be able to
reflect the agreement of a specific community or group of people (Cimiano et al., 2006), help
them exchange information (Benslimane et al., 2008), and provides a common understanding
of a domain that can be communicated between people and applications (Bhatt et al., 2004).

2.3.2

Terminological and Assertional Formalism

Ontologies are becoming extremely important in fields such as knowledge management,
information systems, and semantic web, where they play a key role in defining agreed
terminologies between agents, by providing essential concepts, taxonomies, relationships and
domain axioms (Fensel et al., 2011; Gaševic et al., 2009). The effective use of ontologies
requires not only a well-designed language but also rigorous logical reasoning. Therefore, built
upon the well-defined description logic languages and theories, ontological knowledge bases
are equipped with a terminological formalism, so-called ‘T-box’, and an assertional formalism,
‘A-box’ (Brachman et al., 1983; Mann, 2003). For computational ontologies in information
systems, ontologies come to mean two related things (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999): a
representation vocabulary (T-box), which provides a set of terms with which to describe the
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facts in any given domain; and a body of knowledge (A-box), meaning the fact associated with
a conceptual model or ontologies within a knowledge base.

2.3.3

Classifications of Ontologies

Ontologies can also be classified into different types according to their level of generality, level
of formality, and purpose of creation. Table 2.2 shows the different types of ontologies.
Table 2.2 Types of ontologies

Dimensions

level of generality

level of formality

purpose

Classifications
top-level ontology
domain ontology

References
foundational ontology
core ontology
specific domain ontology

task ontology
application ontology
informal ontology/lightweight ontology
formal ontology/heavyweight ontology
semi-formal ontology
classification ontology
descriptive ontology

Navigli et al. (2003)
Rani et al. (2017)

Wong et al. (2012)

Rani et al. (2017)

Ontologies can be represented in various forms depending on the level of abstraction or the
degree of formality. They can be expressed as sets of declarative statements in natural languages.
However, it is impossible for computers to process natural language statements. For more
formal representations, web ontology language (OWL) is widely used in practice, supported by
ontology modeling tools, such as Protégé(Musen, 2015). Well-structured and well-developed
ontologies enable various kinds of examinations for logical consistency, and they also enhance
the interoperability between different applications.
Based on the classification of different types of ontologies presented in Table 2.2, this research
aims at creating an SE ontology that is in accordance with the following characteristics.
Regarding the level of generality, this research will create a domain ontology for SE. In terms
of the level of formality, this ontology will be formal and heavyweight, which means it will be
developed in formal ontology languages by sophisticated tools and equipped with both T-box
and A-box. For purposes, this ontology is both descriptive and a classification ontology to
describe and classify the SE body of knowledge. The position of the created ontology is
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Position of the ontology developed by this research

This SE ontology can assist systems engineers and project management within the collaborative
design team by providing accurate design process information and guideline. It is a hierarchical
decision management tool that forms a set of terms that describe the design domain and can be
used as a basis for knowledge base and shared conceptualization. As SE projects become
information-driven, ontologies are becoming more and more relevant to include heterogeneous
resources. The main idea behind ontology is to create common vocabularies that are logically
well-defined and can be used to manage the information coming from different sources so that
the information becomes integrated and the sources become interoperable.

2.4 Ontology Learning
This section presents the theoretical foundations concerning the emerging ontology learning
approach. It starts by defining the concept of ontology learning. Then, an original fra mework
of a four phases ontology engineering methodology is generated, especially for enabling the
establishment of this research, indicating the role of the ontology learning approach in general
ontology engineering methods. Third, a review is presented concerning the evolution of
ontology learning processes over time. Fourth, the specific ontology learning methods used in
this study and the supportive tools are briefly discussed to provide a foundation for later use.
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2.4.1

Defining Ontology Learning

Ontology engineering is a field that studies the methodologies for building ontologies.
Traditional ontology engineering methods relying on domain experts to manually create the
ontologies are time-consuming, error-prone, and tedious (Hu et al., 2014; Maedche and Staab,
2001; Villaverde et al., 2009).
Ontology learning is an emerging approach that uses natural language processing (NLP) and
machine learning (ML) techniques to solve the knowledge acquisition bottleneck in manual
constructions (Hourali and Montazer, 2011; Remolona et al., 2017).
From a synthesis of the extant literature, Table 2.3 provides a variety of viewpoints on what
ontology learning means.
Table 2.3 Definitions of ontology learning

Definitions

References

The process of building an ontology for domains of interest by identifying
the related concepts and the relations between those concepts in those
domains using (semi-) automated approaches

Alobaidi et al. (2018)

A reverse process as the domain model is reconstructed from input text by
exploiting the formal structure saved in the author’s mind

Asim et al. (2018)

The process of converting text to ontology

Rani et al. (2017)

Automatically or semi-automatically generating ontology from some input
information sources of types structured, semi-structured or unstructured

Idrissi et al. (2014)

The process of identifying terms, concepts, relations, and optionally,
axioms from textual information and using them to construct and maintain
an ontology

Colace et al. (2014)
Wong et al. (2012)

The process of extracting ontological representations starting from an
extensive amount of unstructured text

Gaeta et al. (2011)

The extraction of ontological elements from knowledge-rich resources

Liu et al. (2011)

extracting conceptual knowledge from several sources using a set of
techniques for building ontology which can be done from scratch or
enhancing the existing ontology in a semi-automatic fashion

Santoso et al. (2011)

Semi-automatically or automatically build ontologies from some given
data with limited human intervention in order to speed up the ontology
construction process and lessen its cost

Hazman et al. (2009)

The process of automatic or semi-automatic construction, enrichment, and
adaptation of ontologies

Gil and MartinBautista (2014)
Alves et al. (2009)
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Definitions

References

Acquiring knowledge in the form of ontological categories such as
concepts, taxonomies, properties or axioms from information sources
describing a specific domain of interest

Simperl et al. (2008)

The set of methods and techniques used for building an ontology from
scratch or enriching or adapting an existing ontology in a semi-automatic
fashion using several sources

Kong (2007)

The application of a set of methods and techniques used for building an
ontology from scratch by enriching or adapting an existing ontology in a
semi-automatic fashion using distributed and heterogeneous knowledge
and information sources, allowing a reduction in the tim e and effort
needed in the ontology development process

Gómez-Pérez and
Manzano-Macho
(2005)

From Table 2.3, it can be seen that the definitions of ontology learning do not change
dramatically. The definitions, in fact, share a lot of common points. Therefore, the definition of
ontology learning in this research focuses on a process of extracting and identifying conceptual
knowledge of a domain from the textual information, which uses a set of methods and
techniques for constructing an ontology in an automatic or semi-automatic fashion from scratch
or enriching an existing one.

2.4.2

Role of Ontology Learning in SE Ontology Development

As an emergent approach, ontology learning is used to extract ontological primitives during the
early phases of ontology engineering. It is more cost-efficient and time-efficient to deal with
the knowledge acquisition bottleneck than the traditional manual construction relying on
domain experts’ knowledge. Figure 2.3 presents the role of ontology learning in the
development of an SE ontology in this research (Yang et al., 2019b).
Phase 1
Pre-processing

Phase 2
Ontology modelling

Task

Output

Process

▪
▪
▪
▪

Document collection
Format conversion
Discourse structure
analysis
Text cleaning

1
▪
▪

Pre-processed text
Domain corpus

Phase 3
Ontology population

Task
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Phase 4
Ontology evaluation

Task

Term extraction
Synonym
acquisition
Concept formation
Concept hierarchy
creation
Relation extraction
Relation hierarchy
creation
Axiom schemata
instantiation
General axiom
learning

▪

Ontology model
Target knowledge
structure - templates

▪

▪

2

Concept instance
learning
Relation instance
learning

Task
▪

4

3
Visualized ontology
with some instances

Gold standard based
evaluation

▪

Results of the
evaluation

Figure 2.3 A four phases ontology engineering methodology driven by ontology learning
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Figure 2.3 is a four phases ontology engineering research process. What is distinct is that it is
enabled by ontology learning approaches.
Phase 1 is the pre-processing phase. In this phase, documents are collected, and available
document resources in PDF format are obtained. Then, these files are converted from the PDF
format to TXT format to allow text processing at a later stage. Also, structure analysis of the
documents is essential in this early stage since it enables the content to be controlled for later
phases. Also, the cleaning of the text should be done in this phase to obtain a plain text without
messy characters. The output of this stage is a domain corpus that allows further parsing and
manipulating.
Phase 2 is the core stage for constructing the domain ontology. Based on the well-known
ontology learning layer cake (Cimiano, 2006), activities are designed to obtain the elements for
an ontology. This phase contains eight activities according to the eight layers of the composition
of ‘the cake’. After the completion of each activity in this phase, an ontology can be gradually
assembled by the elements, such as domain vocabularies, concepts, taxonomic and nontaxonomic relations.
Phase 3 is the process of building the ontology by populating the instances into the ontology
model. As the ontology models are built in Phase 2, they can be en riched by, for example,
increasing the depth of the concept hierarchy, adding new non -taxonomic relations, or
extracting more complicated concepts and instances. The outcome of this phase is a visualized
domain ontology consisting of SE domain concepts and relations.
The last phase (Phase 4) is to evaluate the ontology generated from the former three phases.
The gold standard evaluation method proposed by Zavitsanos et al. (2011) can be referenced
to help evaluate the learned ontology.

2.4.3

Evolution of Ontology Learning Process

The concept of ontology learning is firstly proposed by Maedche and Staab (2001). They
propose a looping model of the ontology learning process. The principal activities are importing
and reusing existing ontologies, extraction of ontology models, pruning ontologies, refinement
of ontologies, and validating the resulting ontology. Figure 2.4 illustrates the looping process.
Jung (2004) agrees with the looping process and indicates that ideally, ontology learning has
four main phases that are importing, extracting, pruning, and refining.
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Figure 2.4 The ontology learning process model proposed by Maedche and Staab (2001)

Missikoff, Navigli, and Velardi (2002) propose a different model. They believe that the
ontology learning architecture should contain three phases: terminology extraction and filtering,
semantic interpretation, and domain concept forest generation. The three -phase process is
illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 The ontology learning process model proposed by Missikoff, Navigli, and Velardi (2002)

These two models are contemporary. However, their focus is different. The former emphasizes
the use of legacy data, and through a looping process, the data are pruned and refined. The later
begins with a domain corpus and highlights the role of NLP. It is closer to the methodology and
thinking of the current ontology learning approach, seeing the process through a perspective of
extracting the components of an ontology, i.e., terminology, concepts, taxonomic relations.
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Later on, Lee, Na, and Khoo (2003) propose a very similar model, as shown in Figure 2.6.
However, it is mainly suitable for medical ontology learning. It can be seen as an application
of the Missikoff, Navigli, and Velardi (2002)’s model.

Figure 2.6 The ontology learning process model proposed by Lee, Na, and Khoo (2003)

The most widely known and accepted definition of the ontology learning process is the
development of the ‘ontology learning layered cake’. Cimiano (2006) argues that the
ontological primitives that comprise the components of an ontology can be seen as a cake (as
shown in Figure 2.7) From the bottom (Term) to the top (General Axiom), the abstract degree
progressively arises, and the complexity of the learning process gradually increases (Asim et
al., 2018). Therefore, the course to obtain each of the layers of the cake naturally becomes the
ontology learning process.

General axiom

Axiom schemata
Relation hierarchy
Relation

Taxonomic layer

Concept hierarchy
Concept
Synonym

Lexical layer

Term
Figure 2.7 Ontology learning layer cake (adapted from Cimiano (2006))

A noticeable improvement can be seen in Kong (2007). The author combines the above models
and generates an ontology learning framework dedicated to information organization and
knowledge discovery. Figure 2.8 illustrates the framework. It can be seen that ML and NLP
start to become the core of ontology learning. Also, this model clearly defines five phases of
the ontology learning process, text processing, concepts extracting, relations extracting, formal
representing, and application and evaluation.
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Figure 2.8 The ontology learning process model proposed by Kong (2007)

Sooner after, Gacitua, Sawyer, and Rayson (2008) emphasize the role of semantic annotation
of a domain corpus, which is not mentioned in the other models. They define the ontology
learning process into four phases: part-of-speech and semantic annotation of a corpus,
extraction of concepts, domain ontology construction, and domain ontology edition. Figure 2.9
illustrates the proposed process.

Figure 2.9 The ontology learning process model proposed by Gacitua, Sawyer, and Rayson (2008)

Simperl, Tempich, and Vrandečić (2008) generate a more comprehensive model of the whole
ontology learning process. This model is based on the traditional ontology engineering process
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but added with learning-driven features. Figure 2.10 illustrates the model. It contains eight
phases: feasibility study, requirements specification, selection of information sources, selection
of ontology learning methods and tools, learning preparation, learning execution, ontology
evaluation, and ontology integration.

Figure 2.10 The ontology learning process model proposed by Simperl, Tempich, and Vrandečić (2008)

Villaverde et al. (2009) emphatically explore the process of discovering and labeling
relationships of the entire ontology learning process. Figure 2.11 illustrates the model.

Figure 2.11 The ontology learning process model proposed by Villaverde et al. (2009)

Through the review of extant ontology learning process models, the following observations can
be obtained.
From a methodological perspective, there is no detailed methodology for guiding the ontology
learning process, regardless of the source used for learning or the method considered. Only
methods that provide general guidelines exist, and they need to interact with users to achieve
their goals. Also, there is no complete correspondence between the methods of ontology
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learning and the tools developed. The proposed method for learning ontologies from text is
mainly based on natural language analysis technology, supplemented by statistical means. Such
techniques are used to derive new concepts or relationships from selected sources. All of these
methods require an ontologist to assess the accuracy of the final ontology and learning process.
From a technical point of view, it is possible to draw the following conclusions. There are no
fully automated tools to perform the learning process. Some tools focus on helping to acquire
semantic knowledge of vocabulary, while other tools help draw concepts or relationships from
the preprocessing corpus. Also, no tool can evaluate the accuracy of the learning process, nor
can it compare the different results obtained using different learning techniques. Therefore, the
participation of ontology experts is required to evaluate the final ontology. Further ontology
learning should benchmark ontology learning tools to measure their performance relative to a
standard and compare similar processes in different situations.
Ontology learning is a suitable process to accelerate the knowledge acquisition activity of the
ontology development process. It can be useful for building an ontology from scratch, reusing
an existing one, or speeding up the construction of ontologies to be used for different purposes.
However, the aim of automatic building an ontology is far from being achieved.

2.4.4

Ontology Learning Methods and Tools

When implementing the ontology learning approach, a lot of statistical, linguistic, and logic
methods are used to enable the process. Figure 2.12 shows the architecture of the learning
process for deriving the ontology, with a map between the adopted methods and the deliverables
or outputs (Yang et al., 2019b).
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Figure 2.12 A mapping of activities, methods, and outputs in the ontology learning approach
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The ontology learning approach is applied to the development of ontologies. So far, four phases
are identified, i.e., pre-processing, ontology modeling, ontology population, and ontology
evaluation. Eight tasks are defined based on the ontology layered cake, namely term extraction,
synonym acquisition, concept hierarchy creation, concept formation, relation hierarchy creation,
relation extraction, axiom learning, and axiom schemata instantiation.
The following sections briefly introduce each of the methods as they provide technological
support for this research.

2.4.4.1 Statistical and Linguistic Methods
Ontology learning defines a set of methods and techniques for the fundamental development of
new ontologies, for extension or adaption of already existing ontologies in an automatic way
from various resources. Nine fundamental statistical and linguistic methods have been
identified, and they are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
(1) Tokenization. A stream of text can be broken up into words, symbols, phrases, or other
meaningful elements, i.e., tokens. This process is called tokenization. It is widely used to
explore words in a sentence (Verma et al., 2014). Without tokenization, large textual documents
cannot be interpreted by computers. In NLP, it is required that information can be retrieved by
words of the data set. Therefore, a parser is needed to process the tokenization of the text. It
allows text to be stored in machine-readable formats. However, there are still some problems
that have been left, e.g., punctuation marks must be removed, as well as other characters like
brackets, hyphens, etc. The main use of tokenization is the identification of meaningful
keywords. Another problem is abbreviations and acronyms, which need to be transformed into
a standard form.
(2) Part-of-Speech Tagging. Following tokenization, Part-of-Speech Tagging aims at labeling
each token with a unique tag that indicates its syntactic role, for example, plural noun, adverb,
etc. The trending topics in Part-of-Speech Tagging are to train a classifier to tag a tokenized
text automatically and achieve high accuracy. The best Part-of-Speech classifiers or taggers are
based on classifiers trained on windows of text, which are then fed to a bidirectional decoding
algorithm during inference (Verma et al., 2014). Features include preceding and following tag
context, multiple words context, and handcrafted features to deal with unknown words.
(3) 2 Test. The Pearson’s 2 test, or just 2 test, is named after the mathematician Karl Pearson.
It is also called a ‘goodness of fit’ statistic. In the NLP area, it is often used for feature selection.
Feature selection is a very important step, as the selected feature words directly affect the
accuracy of the classifier (Yao et al., 2017). To check if there some common features between
two categorical variables or not, this test can be useful in merging the synonyms among the
feature words so that the dimension of feature space can be reduced.
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(4) Lexical and Morphological Analysis. Sentence comprehension essentially relies on
processes that recapture semantic and syntactic information from words and morphemes.
However, lexical information is sometimes encoded incoherently across the word forms (Allen
et al., 2003). Usually, a word is composed of two recognizable morphemes: the stem, which
encodes the content of the word (i.e., its meaning, grammatical category, complement options,
etc.) and the suffix, which denotes the inflectional feature. In contrast, there are other words
that cannot be decomposed into transparent morphemic constituents. Instead, a single form
jointly encodes the content of the stem and the inflectional feature. Because regularly inflected
forms are transparently compositional at the form level, the NLP task might recruit two
autonomous access mechanisms to handle such forms—one that is dedicated to processing the
lexical content of stems, and the other dedicated to extracting syntactic feature values from
affixes. The potential benefit of such an arrangement is that the processor could identify the
core lexical properties associated with a stem independently of the outcome of processe s that
compute is particular inflectional value. Based on these considerations, it would seem
advantageous for the language processor to store and access all regularly inflected forms in a
decompositional manner, even those forms that occur frequently enough to motivate encoding
as whole-word units potentially. Performing a lexical and morphological analysis on text is
very useful for synonym acquisition and concept formation.
(5) Latent Semantic Indexing. Latent Semantic Indexing is based on the vector-retrieval method
in which predefined relationships between terms are modeled. The advantage s of using the
Latent Semantic Indexing lie in the fact that it allows semantic querying and respects the
interrelatedness of the terms within a document (M. Rani et al., 2017). It also measures the
similarity of context and creates a reduced dimension feature-space representation.
(6) Cluster. Clustering can ensure partitions contain only semantically correlated data and are
able to detect outliers when developing the concept hierarchy of ontologies. The cluster depends
on the semantic similarity, or, more generally, relatedness between two terms or concepts.
There is at least one maximal concept in a concept cluster (Zhou et al., 2007). The concept
clustering process is carried out between the parent and child concepts.
(7) Named Entity Recognition. Named Entity Recognition deals with identifying and classifying
texts into pre-defined ontological classes. It enables relevant instances of concepts to be found.
It includes two phases: detection of names, and classification of the names by the type of entity
they refer to (Cimiano and Völker, 2005). The first phase is to ensure that names are defined to
be contiguous spans of tokens, with no nesting. This segmentation is similar to chunking. The
second phase requires choosing an ontology by which to organize categories of things. For this
research, the emphasis is placed on the first phase.
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(8) Lexicon-Syntactic Patterns. There has been considerable work conducted in regard to
pattern-based extraction of ontological information. Lexico-syntactic patterns can model
various semantic relations, although hyponymy seems to yield the most accurate results (K. Liu
et al., 2011). Moreover, they have the advantage of a frequent occurrence across many different
text genres, and a reasonable overall accuracy even with little or no pre-encoded knowledge.
(9) Semantic Lexicon. A semantic lexicon is a digital dictionary of words labeled with semantic
classes, so associations can be drawn between words that have not previously been encountered.
Semantic lexicons are built upon semantic networks, which represent the semantic relations
between words.

2.4.4.2 Natural Language Processing (NLP) Tools
Manually processing large amounts of information is time-consuming, repetitive, and hard to
scale. Fortunately, Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools can help discover valuable
insights in unstructured text and solve a variety of text analysis problems, like sentiment
analysis, topic classification, and more. NLP is a discipline within artificial intelligence that
leverages linguistics and computer science to make human language intelligible to machines.
By allowing computers to analyze massive sets of data automatically, NLP tools can help find
meaningful information very efferently. The most commonly used tools are the Natural
Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK) and the Stanford CoreNLP.
(1) Natural Language Processing Toolkit. The Natural Language Toolkit, or commonly
referred to as NLTK, is a suite of libraries and programs for symbolic and statistical NLP for
English, written in the Python programming language (Bird and Loper, 2020). NLTK is very
supportive to research in NLP or closely related areas, including empirical linguistics, cognitive
science, artificial intelligence, information retrieval, and machine learning. NLTK has been
used successfully as a teaching tool, as an individual study tool, and as a platform for
prototyping and building research systems. It has been used in many universities for teaching
and research all over the world. NLTK supports classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging,
parsing, and semantic reasoning, and many other functionalities.
(2) Stanford CoreNLP. Stanford CoreNLP provides a set of human language technology tools,
including the part-of-speech tagger, the named entity recognizer, the parser, the coreference
resolution system, sentiment analysis, bootstrapped pattern learning, and the open information
extraction tools. It can give the base forms of words, their parts of speech, whether they are
names of companies, people, etc., normalize dates, times, and numeric quantities, mark up the
structure of sentences in terms of phrases and syntactic dependencies, indicate which noun
phrases refer to the same entities, indicate sentiment, extract particular or open-class relations
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between entity mentions, and get the quotes people said (Manning et al., 2015). Moreover, an
annotator pipeline can include additional custom or third-party annotators.

2.5 Ontology Modeling
This section introduces the modeling methods and tools that are used in this research to develop
the SE ontologies.

2.5.1

Logic Modeling Methods

Knowledge extraction methods range from statistical techniques to logical techniques. Logical
methods are also used to extract ontological knowledge from the input. Logic-based learning
methods may discover new knowledge by deduction or induction and represent knowledge by
propositions, first-order, or higher-order logic. Five logic modeling methods are introduced as
they are used in this research.
(1) Logical Inference. A semantic reasoner, reasoning engine, rules engine, or simply a reasoner
is a piece of software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set of asserted facts or
axioms in an ontology. The inference rules are commonly specified using an ontology language,
and often a description logic language. Many reasoners use first-order predicate logic to
perform reasoning. It is also useful for evaluating the ontology in terms of whether its logic is
meticulous. In most of the ontology editing tools, a reasoner is embedded and should be
performed during the construction of the ontology to evaluate if the classification is correct or
the relationships are valid.
(2) Co-occurrence Analysis. Co-occurrence analysis assumes that two semantically related
terms regularly co-occur in the same text segments (Liu et al., 2005). Therefore, this method is
used for enriching both the concept and relation hierarchy. A small set of terms from domain
experts or from known ontology repositories is first selected as a seed ontology. Then, the seed
ontology terms are through a lexical and morphological analysis. Terms are selected according
to a threshold value on the co-occurrence significance.
(3) Syntactic Dependency. A syntactic dependency is a relation between two words in a
sentence with one word being the governor and the other being the dependent of the relation.
Syntactic dependencies often form a tree.
(4) Association Rules. Association rules are expressions of the type “if antecedent then
consequent” (David et al., 2006), representing implicative tendencies between conjunctions of
attributes in ontology queries. Association rules are based on the notion of a transaction, which
is an observation of the co-occurrence of a set of items (Nebot and Berlanga, 2012). This is
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basically a set-based representation of the world, which contrasts with the numerical vectorbased representations used in clustering and classification.
(5) Inductive Logic Programming. Prior conceptual knowledge is a core ingredient in inductive
logic programming that was born at the intersection of concept learning and logic programming
(Lisi and Esposito, 2009). Thus, it has been historically concerned with rule induction with the
aim of prediction.

2.5.2

Ontology Modeling Tools

Tools are essential to aid an ontologist in constructing an ontology and merging multiple
ontologies. Such conceptual models are often complex and multi-dimensional that are difficult
to manage. The ontology modeling tools also usually contain mechanisms for visualizing and
checking the resulting model, over and above the logical means for checking the satisfiability
of the specified model. Therefore, Protégé, WebProtégé, and WebVOWL are selected to
develop SE ontologies. They are essential for maintaining the complex SE ontologies that are
necessary for capturing the SE body of knowledge.
(1) Protégé. ProtégéDesktop is a feature-rich ontology editing environment with full support
for OWL (Tudorache, 2019). It has direct in-memory connections to description logic reasoners.
It supports the creation and editing of ontologies in a single workspace via a completely
customizable user interface. The visualization tools allow for the interactive navigation of
ontology relationships. The advanced explanation support contributes to tracking down
inconsistencies. It is available from https://protege.stanford.edu/.
(2) WebProtégé. WebProtégéis another powerful tool developed by Stanford University for
collaborative ontology development (Tudorache et al., 2013). It provides the following
additional features. It provides a full change tracking and revision history. Collaboration tools
such as sharing and permissions, threaded notes and discussions, watches, and email
notifications are embedded. Multiple formats are supported for uploading and downloading of
ontologies (supported formats: RDF/XML, Turtle, OWL/XML, OBO, and others). It is
accessible from http://webprotege.stanford.edu/.
(3) WebVOWL. WebVOWL is primarily used for ontology visualization in this study. It a webbased visual ontology modeling application that is independent of a particular device and
interaction context (Wiens et al., 2018). Ontologies are visualized using the VOWL notation,
which is a well-specified visual language for the user-oriented representation of OWL
ontologies.
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2.6 Process Modeling
There are a lot of methods and tools available for process modeling, such as the business process
model and notation, unified modeling language, flowchart techniques, and data flow diagrams.
For this research, the IDEF methods are chosen since the IDEF0 modeling method is very
suitable for presenting the life cycle processes in the case study. IDEF methods are a suite or
family of methods that support a paradigm capable of addressing the modeling needs of systems
and software engineering fields. IDEF0 is the function modeling method that is designed to
model the decisions, actions, and activities of an organization or system. IDEF5 is the ontology
description capture method, which assists in creating, modifying, and maintaining ontologies.

2.7 Conclusion
This chapter provides a theoretical basis for the research in this thesis. It mainly includes five
aspects, theoretical foundation relevant to SE, ontologies, ontology learning, and ontology
modeling, and process modeling.
In theory relevant to SE, the definition of SE was discussed, followed by a brief introduction to
the fundamentals of the system, such as systems science, systems thinking, systems approach,
and systems praxis. The definition of system life cycle processes was presented to provide an
introduction to the SE standards. In the end, an original classification of the SE knowledge
areas was proposed, which identifies six groups of SE knowledge domains with 28 knowledge
areas.
Regarding the theory related to ontologies, a synthesis of the definitions was provided first,
followed by the ontology formalisms, terminological formalism (T-box), and assertional
formalism (A-box). Then, different types of ontologies were discussed, clarifying what kind of
ontologies this research aims to develop.
This chapter also provides all the relevant theoretical foundations for the ontology learning
approach. The definitions of ontology learning were introduced. It also clarified the role of
ontology learning in this research. The basic theory of the ontology learning layer cake model
and the appropriate modeling methods and tools were discussed.
As this research aims at developing an SE ontology for the entire SE body of knowledge, the
relevant theories about ontology modeling were presented in this chapter, focusing on the logic
modeling methods and the modeling tools. The methods and tools were used in the following
chapters.
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Finally, a brief introduction to the process modeling was presented. The IDEF methods for
modeling business and functional processes were introduced, as they were used to restructure
the system life cycle processes.
To sum up, this chapter provides a theoretical foundation for the following research activities.
It comprises five key aspects:
•

systems engineering - the application field of this research,

•

ontologies - the deliverables of this research,

•

ontology learning - the methodology of this research,

•

ontology modeling - the logical modeling methods and tools, and

•

process modeling - the process modeling methods and tools.

The next chapter moves into a detailed and comprehensive literature review on the state of the
art of OBSE.
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3.1 Introduction
In order to understand the state of the art of the development and implementation of ontologies
in the SE domain, an SLR is conducted for analyzing the status quo and revealing the gaps.
Given that an in-depth literature review can provide theoretical support for research objectives
and directions, the following sections present the review process and review results in detail.
The structure of the section is outlined as follows.
•

Section 3.2 presents a systematic methodology for conducting the literature review.

•

Section 3.3 states the review questions.

•

Section 3.4 to Section 3.6 elaborates on the results of each review question using the
collected literature.

3.2 Literature Review Methodology
This section presents the methodology that is used to conduct a state-of-the-art review on OBSE.
It first introduces the definition of a systematic literature review (SLR). Then, the search
strategy of retrieving cognate studies is discussed. Third, a 7-step SLR methodology designed
for and adopted by this study is described in detail.

3.2.1

Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

A systematic literature review (SLR) is a means of identifying, assessing, and analyzing
primary studies’ results relevant to a research problem, topic area, or phenomenon (Kitchenham
et al., 2015). There are many SLR methodologies proposed in the literature, but the majority
are designed for medical science (Tranfield et al., 2003). Kitchenham and Charters (2007) adapt
the work conducted in the medical domain and implement it in software engineering. As
software engineering and SE are intimately intertwined disciplines, this review follows their
guidelines and also refers to other SLR methods. The critical elements of a systematic review
process are learned, such as framing questions, identification of relevant work, assessing quality,
summarizing the evidence, and interpreting findings (Cronin et al., 2008; Khan et al., 2003).
For electronic search strategies, Page (2008) is referenced.

3.2.2

Search Strategy

A search strategy is deployed to find publications systematically to retrieve primary studies as
comprehensively as possible. As ontologies are the primary concern in this review, the search
focuses on papers that develop ontologies for SE or use ontologies in SE. Additionally, the SE
body of knowledge is broken down into specific areas. In Chapter 2, Figure 2.1 presents the
breakdown structure. It contains six groups of SE knowledge areas, including systems
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fundamentals, representing systems with models, engineered system contexts, SE standards,
generic life cycle stages, and SE management. Each group is subdivided into more specific
knowledge areas, a total of 28. The literature review follows the structure of these SE
knowledge areas to ensure a systematic and thorough retrieval and analysis of the existing
literature. During the design phase of the literature review, the term ‘systems engineering’ acts
as the broadest keyword in the search string and is combined with each knowledge area defined
in the classification to narrow down the topics into concrete areas. The classification ensures a
relatively comprehensive paper collection process in the early phase of the research. Various
terminologies related to the same knowledge area are thoroughly considered during literature
retrieval.

3.2.3

7-step SLR Methodology

A well-designed 7-step methodology is used to conduct the literature review, which is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
To begin with, papers were thoroughly retrieved according to all possible terminologies in
mainstream electronic databases, including IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Scopus, Web of
Science, and Wiley Online Library. After eliminating the duplicated papers, more than 600
papers entered the second-round selection. In this round, according to the inclusion and
exclusion criteria shown in Table 3.2, the abstracts of these papers were reviewed. The number
was then reduced to 183 papers, including journal articles, conference papers, and book
chapters. Next, the 183 papers were retrieved for full texts and carefully reviewed, leaving 116
for the final inclusion review. These papers were then evaluated to obtain relevant information
for each research question.
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Step 1: Design search strings according
to the pre-defined knowledge areas,
search literature and remove duplicates.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
More than 600 candidates
(titles, abstracts, keywords)

Step 2: Review the titles, keywords and
abstracts and exclude those that do not
attend the selection criteria.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
183 papers
(full texts)

Step 3: Retrieve full texts, review
introductions and relevant details for
further inclusion and exclusion.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
116 papers included

Step 4: Extract relevant information
from papers for answering proposed
research questions.

SE knowledge areas

RQ1: What SE knowledge areas have been supported by an ontology?

RQ2: What are the contributions that ontologies make to SE?

RQ3: As an artifact, what are the scopes of the ontologies developed for SE?
RQ4: From an ontology engineering perspective, what languages, methods
and tools have been adopted to develop SE ontologies?

Step 5: Synthesize the literature,
according to
(1) the classification of SE
knowledge areas;
(2) the contributions of ontologies;
(3) the scopes of SE ontologies;
(4) the ontology engineering
languages, methods and tools.

Systematic analysis reporting on
the literature

Step 6: Discuss the results, outline the
gaps and provide future research
direction recommendations.

Distribution of papers visualized
by Bubble Charts

Step 7: Complete the review paper.
Conclusion of the state-of-the-art
review

Figure 3.1 Literature Review Methodology

The next section elaborates on each question in more detail and explains the literature inclusion
and exclusion criteria.

3.3 Review Questions
This state-of-the-art review aims to investigate how ontologies support SE and to ascertain to
what extent they have been applied. So far, there is insufficient work that evaluates the values
of ontologies to SE. In this study, four research questions were proposed to explore the state of
the art of OBSE, as presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Review Questions

#

Review Questions

RQ1

What are the SE knowledge
supported by an ontology?

areas

RQ2

What are the contributions that ontologies
make to SE?

RQ3

As an artifact, what are the scopes of the
ontologies developed for SE?

Descriptions and Motivations
This question is designed to decompose SE into
its fundamental aspects. The classification of the
SE knowledge areas is defined in Figure 2.1.
This question aims to explore the effects of
ontologies on SE.
Since ontologies can be final deliverables, this
question is raised to summarize the existing
ontologies for SE.
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#
RQ4

Review Questions
From an ontology engineering perspective,
what languages, methods, and tools have
been adopted to develop SE ontologies?

Descriptions and Motivations
The answer to this question is to summarize the
ontology engineering languages, methods, tools
that are used to develop SE ontologies.

As shown by Table 3.1, this review aims to clarify what, where, and how ontologies are used
in the field of SE, followed by to what extent they are used. As Figure 2.1 predefines the SE
knowledge areas, it is reasonable to start the review by examining whether these areas are
supported by ontologies, which yields RQ1 where ontologies are applied in the field of SE.
Then, RQ2 follows to discern what roles ontologies play in SE and what benefits that ontologies
bring - in other words, RQ2 illuminates how ontologies are used. RQ3 focuses on specific SE
ontologies, which are computational artifacts, as RQ3 deals with what ontologies exist to date.
Finally, RQ4 evaluates the existing SE ontologies from an ontology engineering perspective to
establish to what extent ontology engineering techniques are applied in SE.
Table 3.2 lists the inclusion and exclusion criteria applied in the paper selection process to
refine the review scope. The overarching research question is, how do ontologies support SE?
However, during the review process, it is found that many papers discuss how SE approaches
are applied to advance ontology design and development, contrary to what the review targets.
Therefore, these papers were excluded. Papers were also excluded if they discuss Ontology in
terms of philosophy. For example, Oliga (1988) clarifies the underlying metatheoretical
assumptions for the foundations of systems methodologies. In this scenario, Ontology reflects
the essence of things and phenomena, while this research only focuses on on tologies that are
computational artifacts. Keating (2005) explores the foundations for the system of systems
(SOS) engineering along the epistemological, ontological, methodological, application, and
method domains for research. It is based on the philosophical underpinnings used to inform the
epistemological and ontological perspective of SOS engineering, which is not what this study
concerns. The subjective criteria (#3, #5, #6, #7 and #8) are detailed below for clarity.
Table 3.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

#
1
2
3
#
4
5
6
7
8
9

Inclusion criteria
Peer-reviewed papers
Primary studies
Studies that use an ontology to support SE
Exclusion criteria
Not written in English
Not describing ontologies for SE as the papers’ main purpose
Falling out of the scope of the pre-defined knowledge areas
The search words match, but the actual semantics are inconsistent
Irrelevant to SE although it mentions some terms about SE
Full text not available
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Inclusion criteria #3 states that studies that use an ontology to support SE shou ld be included.
This is a loose condition that enables, including as many papers as possible in the first-round
selection (Step 2). The abstracts were reviewed to understand the main idea of a paper. However,
it was found that many papers were not targeted at SE. For example, a well-cited paper by
Wand and Weber (1990) was retrieved as its title is ‘an ontological model of an information
system’, and the abstract contains terms such as subsystem and system decomposition.
However, it was excluded in this review as it focuses on information systems rather than SE.
Based on the exclusion criteria, papers were also excluded for not building ontologies for SE
as their main purpose (#5). For example, Derler et al. (2012) suggest that using domain-specific
ontologies should enhance modularity and prevent misconnected model components in cyberphysical systems (CPS). However, describing the ontology is not the main topic of this paper;
thus, it was excluded.
Criterion #6 refers to the pre-defined knowledge areas in Figure 2.1 and clarifies the scope of
this review. The pre-defined classification was designed to answer specific research questions
in this research. However, it is not equivalent to the entire universe of SE body of knowledge.
Many papers were excluded when they fell outside the pre-defined knowledge areas. This
exclusion criterion led to the omission of much work from other SE knowledge areas, such as
the agile system, multi-agent system, enabling system, acquisition process, and so on.
Criterion #7 describes the situation where a paper matched the searching strings, but the
matched terms have different semantics. For example, papers were come across that discuss
ontologies for ‘process systems engineering’ (Dombayci et al., 2015; Trokanas and Cecelja,
2016). However, ‘process systems engineering’ is not one of the SE processes.
Finally, criterion #8 excludes the papers that are irrelevant to SE, despite mentioning some SE
related terms.
To sum up, the classification in Figure 2.1 provides a comprehensive index for classifying the
SE knowledge areas. This classification, along with the inclusion and exclusion criteria in Table
3.2, ensure that the papers reviewed are within the scope of the research topic. The 7-step review
methodology in Figure 3.1 plays an essential role in analyzing the research gaps and identifying
future research directions.
In the following sections, findings from the 116 selected papers are presented. Each research
question is addressed separately in an independent section.
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3.4 Ontologies in Various SE Knowledge Areas (RQ1)
RQ1 focuses on identifying which SE knowledge areas are supported by an ontology. It is too
abstract to discuss how ontologies are applied in SE in general. It is also not possible to answer
RQ1 if there is no agreed classification about the SE body of knowledge. Therefore, RQ1 is
answered based on the original classification of the SE knowledge areas demonstrated in Figure
2.1. The six groups of knowledge areas are shown on the left of Figure 3.2, which shows a
visualization of the papers’ distribution against the classification.
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Systems Fundamentals

Engineered System Contexts
Systems Engineering Standards
Generic Life Cycle Stages
Systems Engineering
Management

Groups

Representing Systems with
Models

Systems Engineering Knowledge Areas

Figure 3.2 Distribution of papers for SE knowledge areas

The horizontal axes in Figure 3.2 are the codes of the knowledge areas: systems fundamentals
(A1 to A4), representing systems with models (B1 to B3), engineered system context (C1 to
C5), SE standards (D1 to D2), generic life cycle stages (E1 to E6), and SE management (F1 to
F8). The correspondence between codes and the knowledge areas can also be found in Figure
2.1. The magnitude of the ‘bubbles’ correlates to the numbers of papers. Note that one paper
can satisfy more than one knowledge area so that it will be counted more than once.
Table 3.3 summarizes all the papers that are included in this review with their classifications in
the knowledge areas. Because of the volume of the literature, Table 3.3 provides an index of all
the 116 papers considered in the review with their most relevant topics in the 28 knowledge
areas. It is worth noting that one paper can satisfy more than one knowledge area. Based on
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Figure 3.2, it is easy to see which knowledge areas are the hot spots of ontologies research and
which knowledge fields are relatively deficient in ontologies research. For each knowledge area,
the relevant literature is detailed reviewed and synthesized, in the following six subsections
after Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 An index of the references mapped to the corresponding knowledge areas

Knowledge
areas

A1. System

References

Dori and Sillitto (2017)

Knowledge
areas

B1. Model

References

Knowledge
areas

References

Sánchez et al. (2009)

C2. Service systems

Nardi et al. (2015)
Dong et al. (2011)
Gonsalves and Itoh (2008)
Lemey and Poels (2011)
Miao and Sun (2006)

A2. Behavior
Easterbrook (2014)
Mason (2005)
Kaderka et al. (2018)
Borgo et al. (2009)
Gero and Kannengiesser (2007)
B2. MBSE
Dori (2016)
Herzig et al. (2011)
Orellana and Madni (2014)
Hoppe et al. (2017a)
Shani (2017)
Ernadote (2015, 2017)
Hennig et al. (2016)
Bermejo-Alonso et al. (2016)
Madni and Sievers (2018a, 2018b)
C3. Enterprise systems

Ahmad et al. (2011)
Green et al. (2005)
Weichhart et al. (2016)
Roche (2000)
Lee and Goodwin (2006)

A3. Complexity

Jacobson et al. (2011)

B3. Modeling language
Dori (2002, 2016)
Mezhuyev (2014)
Guizzardi et al. (2015)
Figueiredo et al. (2018)
Al-Fedaghi (2015)
Mandutianu et al. (2009)
Wagner et al. (2012)
C4. SOS
Langford and Langford
(2017)
Ormrod et al. (2015)
Benali et al. (2014)
He et al. (2014)
Dogan et al. (2014, 2012)
Ferreira and Tejeda (2011)
Samhan et al. (2016)
Zhu et al. (2017)
Madni and Sievers (2014)

A4. Emergence
Schmid (2009)
Langford and Langford (2017)
He et al. (2014)
C1. Product systems

Ball and Runge (2014)
Borgo and Leitão (2007)
Annamalai et al. (2011)
Rese et al. (2013)
El Kadiri and Kiritsis (2015)

C5. CPS
Trappey et al. (2018)
Jeong et al. (2018)
Ma et al. (2017)
Vanherpen et al. (2016)
Hildebrandt et al. (2018)
Wan et al. (2018)
Torsleff et al. (2018)
Daun et al. (2016)
Brings et al. (2018)
Balduccini et al. (2018)
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Knowledge
areas

C2. Service systems

C3. Enterprise systems

C4. SOS

C5. CPS
Lynch et al. (2016, 2017)
Schmit et al. (2016)
Petnga and Austin (2016, 2013,
2015)
Sartakov (2015)
Teslya and Ryabchikov (2018)
Eskins and Sanders (2011)
Herrera et al. (2013)
Ali and Hong (2018)

Knowledge
areas

References

Knowledge
areas
References

D1. Modeling standard

Dori and Reinhartz-Berger (2003)
ISO/PAS International Standard
(2015)
Dori et al. (2018)
Lopez-Lorca et al. (2011)
Madni et al. (2001, 1998)
Sarder and Ferreira (2007)
Hoppe et al. (2017b)
Chourabi et al. (2010)
Triantis and Collopy (2014)
Aslaksen et al. (2011)

D2. Related standard
van Ruijven (2013, 2015)
Yang et al. (2017)
Agrawal (2016)
Blokland and Reniers (2018)
Eito-Brun (2016)
Henderson-Sellers et al. (2014)
Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2016)
Guessi et al. (2015)
Martin et al. (2017)
Roldán et al. (2018)
Ferchichi et al. (2008)
Pardo-Calvache et al. (2014)

E3. Production stage
Madni and Sievers (2014a, 2014b)

E1. Concept stage

Bergholtz and Eriksson
(2015)
Pfaff and Krcmar (2018)
Silega et al. (2016)
Ryan and Wheatcraft (2017)
Fraga and Llorens (2015)

E4. Utilization stage
N/A

E2. Development stage
Hallberg et al. (2014)
Miller (2017)
Hatchuel et al. (2013)
Sim and Duffy (2003)
Sarder et al. (2007)
Christophe et al. (2009)
Ryan et al. (2013)
Witherell et al. (2007)
Vanherpen et al. (2016)
Cruz et al. (2018)
Fraga and Llorens (2015)
Guessi et al. (2015)
Martin et al. (2017)
Roldán et al. (2018)

E5. Support Stage
N/A

E6. Retirement Stage
N/A
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Knowledge
areas

References

Knowledge
areas

References

F1. Planning

Bouras et al. (2016)
Lee et al. (2008)
Líska and Návrat (2010)

F5. Configuration management
Zhang (2014)
Eito-Brun (2018)
Dong et al. (2011)
Samhan et al. (2016)

F2. Assessment and control

Hahn et al. (2008)

F6. Information management
Blanco et al. (2008)
Wimalasuriya and Dou (2010)
Grubic and Fan (2010)
Mikroyannidis and Theodoulidis
(2010)

F3. Decision management

Wulandari et al. (2018)
Cruz et al. (2018)
Gorshkov et al. (2016)

F7. Measurement
Honour and Valerdi (2014)
Bertoa et al. (2006)
Kim and Fox (2002)

F4. Risk management
Tserng et al. (2009)
Nota et al. (2010)
Lykourentzou et al. (2011)
Ansaldi et al. (2012)
Birkholz et al. (2012)
Jiang and Zhang (2013)
Guo and Nunes (2009)
Agrawal (2016)
Blokland and Reniers (2018)
F8. Quality management
Fraga and Llorens (2015)
Geisler et al. (2016)
Kim and Fox (2002)
Ferchichi et al. (2008)
Pardo-Calvache et al. (2014)
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3.4.1

Systems Fundamentals

The first group of the SE knowledge areas deals with systems fundamentals. An analysis of the
relevant papers reveals that ontologies are used to support key SE concepts, such as system,
behavior, complexity, and emergence. The following subsections discuss the relevant literature
regarding the application of ontologies that supports defining the four SE concepts.
A1. System
The study of what a system means to the SE domain has been continuously debated. Among
them, Dori and Sillitto (2017) establish an integrative ontological framework to classify and
map over 100 definitions of ‘system’. They conclude that one single definition of a system
cannot be both precise enough, to be useful, and general enough to satisfy the widest possible
range of systems community. This ontological framework, as a system typology, lays a
foundation for achieving a widely accepted family of definitions of ‘system’.
A2. Behavior
“A system's behavior is a system event(s) which is either necessary or sufficient for another
event in that system or its environment” (Ackoff, 1971). Systems thinking is a critical strength
in the understanding of transformational changes that are needed to achieve sustainability.
Therefore, key concepts for sustainability are discussed by Easterbrook (2014) for
understanding and reasoning about system behavior. Mason (2005) defines a set of properties,
especially for organizational behaviors. Furthermore, Kaderka et al. (2018) develop a tool to
allow engineers to specify system and component behaviors. This tool relies on an underlying
ontology that includes core concepts about behavior and scenario.
Borgo et al. (2009) define the meanings of behavior and function of technical artifacts in a
uniform and rigorous foundational ontology. They assess five meanings of artifact behavior and
the two meanings of function by incorporating these engineering notions in the descriptive
ontology for linguistic and cognitive engineering (DOLCE), concluding that “two meanings of
artifact functions, namely, device-centric and environment-centric functions, can be captured
in DOLCE via the concepts of behavioral constraint and mode of deployment of an artifact.”
Gero and Kannengiesser (2007) propose a function-behavior-structure (FBS) ontology and
apply the FBS ontology to classify processes according to the FBS view of objects and
processes. Integrating function and behavior in a process ontology is useful for knowledge
representations of processes, as they add semantics in a purposive context to generate, compare,
and execute specific processes.
A3. Complexity
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Jacobson et al. (2011) report an experiment of students learning core conceptual perspectives
on system complexity. They find that students who are provided with an ontology about the
characteristics of complex systems perform at a significantly higher level on problem-solving
tasks.
A4. Emergence
As defined by Wheeler and Checkland (2000), emergence is “the principle that whole entities
exhibit properties which are meaningful only when attributed to the whole, not to its parts.”
Schmid (2009) proposes a review of ontological and epistemological meanings of emergence,
with a context of the particular role of computer simulation as an analytical tool for studying
emergent properties and processes. Langford and Langford (2017) argue that a valid formal
ontology can help expose the true nature of emergence. It provides flexible dimensionalities
and a proper atomic form to allow integrations according to the rules of part-whole mereology.
Therefore, relationships between structures can be captured, processes can be delineated, and
every interaction between objects in both event-based and time-based contexts can be stipulated.
Substantial transformation and accumulation of field knowledge comprised of SOS lead to
emergence and uncertainty. He et al. (2014) analyze the emergence behavior mechanism of
SOS and divide emergence into three levels: synthetic, application, and component. They also
develop an SOS ontology to interpret and analyze the emergent properties.

3.4.2

Representing Systems with Models

This subsection reports the use of ontologies in representing systems with models. It begins
with an ontology for the definition of a model and then discusses the application of ontologies
in MBSE and their support in developing modeling languages.
B1. Model
The concept of ‘model’ is to be found in many different areas in the field of computing. An
ontological definition of ‘model’ specific for SE cannot be found in the literature. However, the
work conducted by Sánchez et al. (2009) is highly relevant to SE. They present an ontology of
models in the field of information systems development, seeking to clarify and classify the
heterogeneous terms concerning ‘models’. The ontology tells the differences between schema,
diagram, ontology, meta-model, pattern, architecture, architecture style, and process model.
B2. MBSE
MBSE refers to SE that is based on formal modeling of conceptual, mathematical, and physical
elements (Rauzy and Haskins, 2019). Dori (2016) defines an object-process methodology
(OPM) to represent the systems modeling paradigm. OPM is founded on a universal minimal
ontology, which is very simple but rigorous. According to this ontology, objects exist, while
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processes transform them. The elements of the OPM ontology are entities (things and states)
and links.
In the context of MBSE, models, created by differing formalisms and stakeholders with diverse
views, need to remain consistent during the SE life cycle. Herzig et al. (2011) examine the
fundamentals of consistency management by introducing a mathematical definition of
consistency formally and then creating an ontology of inconsistency to reveal the different types.
Apart from identifying the types, a distinction between internal and external consistencies is
also compared. In this case, ontologies help to understand how inconsistency happens during
the modeling. However, it is not captured in formal ontology modeling language, thus limiting
its sharing and reuse.
Orellana and Madni (2014) take human factors into account to enhance MBSE. The critical
issue is that people not trained in human factors are unable to communicate with those that are
due to differences in terminology. Therefore, they propose a human -system integration
ontology to provide new semantics extending current system modeling semantics. This
ontology plays a vital role in better communications between all engineers, particularly, system
architects, system engineers, and human specialty engineers.
Hoppe et al. (2017a) present an approach to trace the data among different digital models during
the whole MBSE life cycle. The key technique of this approach is the definition of a holistic
conceptual data model, which is enhanced by an ontology profile. It specifies required and nonadmissible features for each SE phase and defines the specific behavior of each phase’s
characteristics. This results in the ability to have different views representing the level of
abstraction needed for a certain stage on the same data structure. Shani (2017) uses ontologies
to enable interoperability among MBSE tools and to allow model reuse to keep obsolete or
legacy models alive. To be specific, ontologies become as a universal language to represent
modeling data, allowing the models to withstand time through reuse among different tools and
different languages as they evolve and progress.
Ernadote (2017) presents an approach to support MBSE, which combines the advantages of
standard meta-models such as unified modeling language (UML) and systems modeling
language (SysML), with dedicated project ontologies. It provides a solution to ease the
communication between SE stakeholders by synthesizing standard meta-models and domain
ontologies. Therefore, one has the flexibility to add, change, or remove concepts of interest
using a specific meta-model while leaving the underlying project data unaffected. This solution
contributes to the rapid creations of model-based documents.
In MBSE, a model specifying the system’s design is shared across a variety of disciplines and
used to ensure the consistency and quality of the overall design. Existing implementations for
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describing these system models exhibit several shortcomings regarding their approach to data
management. Hennig et al. (2016) propose an MBSE ontology to solve this issue. The ontology
provides increased semantic soundness of the underlying standardized data specification,
enables reasoners to identify problems in the system, and allows the application of operational
knowledge collected over previous projects. It is used to design a satellite system to validate
and prove its value.
Autonomous SE is hampered by the lack of systematic methods to incorporate cognitive
capabilities into systems. Bermejo-Alonso et al. (2016) capture the core concepts and
relationships in the domain of the autonomous system, to enable the systematization of
knowledge, and its use in the model-based engineering of autonomous systems. Formalized
ontologies develop into exercisable models. They are enablers for modeling and used as core
assets fueling the whole MBSE process.
Models with explicit agreement on basic terminology and relationships are key to successful
MBSE. Ontologies, providing a uniform and consistent basis for representation and analysis,
facilitate the creation of MBSE meta-models. Madni and Sievers (2018a) distinguish ontologies
and meta-models in terms of their roles in advancing MBSE while affirm they are also an
integral aspect of MBSE. Madni and Sievers (2018b) provide a long list of the rationale for
constructing ontologies and justify how MBSE can benefit from these merits. Ontologies
provide MBSE the capability of tracing model elements from an abstract model to progressively
more specific models, and vice versa.
B3. Modeling language
As previously mentioned, OPM is both a language and a methodology (Dori, 2002). The
language part is defined by the specification of its syntax, semantics, and ontology (Dori, 2016).
Mezhuyev (2014) proposes an ontology-based approach to develop domain-specific languages
for SE. The meta-model level of the domain-specific language can be regarded as a SE ontology
expanded by grammar rules and mathematical methods, which depict key concepts and their
relationships in SE life cycle processes.
Guizzardi et al. (2015) discuss the development of the conceptual modeling language,
OntoUML, the most successful application of the unified foundational ontology (UFO). They
synthesize several methodological and computational tools, which have been developed over
the years to support the OntoUML community. Figueiredo et al. (2018) present an approach to
equip ontologically neutral modeling languages with real-world semantics. This approach can
extract ontological views from conceptual models represented in the OntoUML. It makes
systematic use of the real-world ontological semantics of OntoUML to propose a structure of
views. On the one hand, the structure preserves all the information content of the original model;
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on the other, the structure breaks down the information in different modules centered around
different ontological concerns.
However, Al-Fedaghi (2015) argues that SysML achieves success as a modeling tool because
of its multiplicity and fragmentation of representations, but fails to furnish a nucleus around
which different phases of the engineering process evolve. While different views of the system
are essential, there is still a need for an underlying specification that ties the different models
together into a uniform conceptual picture. Therefore, he proposes a core ontology acting as a
central reference in system specifications to improve SysML-based conceptual descriptions.
Nevertheless, Mandutianu et al. (2009) believe that although using a generic SE modeling
language certainly helps increase understandability between systems stakeholders; it is not
always enough. They prove that the understandability of modeling can be improved by using
ontologies because they act as a formal language or a grammar which modelers can use to
express their domain models. They compare the differences between SysML and OWL and
conclude that SysML lacks formal semantics while OWL provides the logical mechanisms for
semantic integration such that the meaning of the concepts is captured independently of the
domain of interest and supports automated reasoning. A desirable solution is to combine the
two languages in a coherent and meaningful way within the conceptual SE framework.
State analysis is a formal methodology that extends basic concepts from control theory and
software architecture to aid in the design of complex control applications. To effectively apply
this methodology with SysML tools, Wagner et al. (2012) develop ontological definitions of
the concepts and relations in state analysis methodology to map to SysML and enforce
structural constraints in a SysML model. The ontology for state analysis is developed in OWL2
via Protégé.

3.4.3

Engineered System Contexts

This subsection explores the application of ontologies in different engineered contexts. The
SEBoK (BKCASE Editorial Board, 2017) suggests four: product, service, enterprise, and
system of systems, while a fifth context, cyber-physical systems (CPS), is added because it is
emerging as a critical area that benefits from ontologies.
C1. Product systems
Ball and Runge (2014) present the initial implementation of an ontology-based modeling and
simulation system to support concurrent engineering, named “producing reusable engineered
systems through ontology” (PRESTO). The PRESTO system contains a product ontology to
enable the ability to leverage within the context of the product model.
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ADAptive holonic COntrol aRchitecture for distributed manufacturing systems (ADACOR) is
an agile and adaptive manufacturing control architecture. Borgo and Leitão (2007) develop a
formal ontology for manufacturing scheduling and control environments by aligning the
ADACOR architecture with a widely used foundational ontology, DOLCE. The ADACOR
concepts, predicates, and attributes are analyzed for their ontological commitment and
formalized in DOLCE, resulting in a core ontology of manufacturing. The ontology is suitable
for developing adaptive and knowledge-based manufacturing processes, which is the key to the
success of a manufacturing enterprise.
Annamalai et al. (2011) create a fundamental structure of a product-service systems ontology
for providing an explicit formal specification of the terms in the domain and the relations
amongst them. Through the ontology, the commonalities and differences of product-service
systems between research groups and industries are understood, which helps industries to
develop viable product-service systems by providing excellent communication between the
stakeholders. Moreover, Rese et al. (2013) specifically focus on analyzing the definition of the
business model in the context of product-service systems. They propose an ontology for
characterizing and comparing various business models and provide a reference model for
generating new business models.
Moreover, Kadiri and Kiritsis (2015) conduct a state-of-the-art literature review on ontologies
in product life cycle management. Ontologies have seven key roles according to their study,
namely, trusted source of knowledge, database, knowledgebase, the bridge for multiple
domains, mediator for interoperability, contextual search enabler, and linked data enabler.
C2. Service systems
Nardi et al. (2015) propose a core ontology for services that address the notion of service in
general, contributing to the harmony of different service perspectives.
As the structures of service products become increasingly complex, automatically configuring
a customizable service product satisfying the customer’s requirement becomes challenging.
Dong et al. (2011) propose the use of ontologies for service product configuration. They
develop a service ontology whose core concepts are service element, port, property, constraint,
and resource. This ontology is used to model a customizable mobile service that shows merit
in satisfying the customer’s requirement.
Gonsalves and Itoh (2008) develop a performance ontology for service systems. The core of
the performance ontology describes customers, resources, service and protocols, and the
semantic relations among them. The ontology provides a framework for integrating the
quantitative performance evaluation of service systems specified as queuing networks or as
stochastic Petri nets. The goal of the domain ontology is to eliminate the conceptual and
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terminological confusion among the members of a virtual community of performance analysts
and designers.
Lemey and Poels (2011) create an ontology of service systems worldview, which contains ten
foundational concepts and their relationships in service science. They also map the foundational
concepts to the concepts in other service theories and frameworks.
Miao and Sun (2006) discuss the role of ontologies in service-oriented systems development.
They argue that ontologies can improve users’ initial query refinement in the client's end.
C3. Enterprise systems
Ahmad et al. (2011) present an SLR of existing research in ontology-based knowledge
management for enterprise systems. They identify the major activities in the enterprise systems
life cycle and synthesize the definitions of the knowledge management process. Then, they link
the

knowledge management process and the enterprise system's life cycle. Among all the

knowledge management research, they focus on reporting those based on ontologies.
Enterprise systems interoperability is currently an essential topic for business. Green et al.
(2005) conduct an ontological evaluation of the constructs contained in the ebXML business
process specification schema (BPSS). They map the constructs of the Bunge -Wand-Weber
(BWW) ontological representation model with the ebXML constructs and analyze the
shortcomings of ebXML. In ontological analyses, two types of analytical mapping are carried
out: a representation mapping and an interpretation mapping. The study shows the usefulness
of the ontological model for analyzing, evaluating, and engineering techniques in the areas of
traditional and structured systems analysis, object-oriented modeling, and process modeling for
enterprise systems. Moreover, Weichhart et al. (2016) define an ontology of enterprise
interoperability whose core is based on systems science-related concepts and related properties.
The ontology describes the underlying conceptualization of complex adaptive systems,
composed of a structure of system elements, the relation between them, and interfaces through
which interoperability occurs.
Concurrent engineering is based on the co-operation and collaboration of multi-disciplinary
people who need to communicate and exchange information in enterprise systems. Roche (2000)
proposes to use ontologies as an agreed vocabulary of standard terms and meanings shared
within enterprise systems and develop a software environment, named ontological knowledge
station (OK Station). This software is used to define the terminology used by the development
staff and to define enterprise ontologies.
Ontologies could significantly reduce the costs of deploying, integrating, and maintaining
enterprise systems. The barrier to the more widespread use of ontologies for such applications
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is the lack of support in the currently available middleware stacks used in enterprise computing.
Lee and Goodwin (2006) describe several enterprise systems where ontology management can
be useful, especially the SnoBase ontology management system.
C4. SOS
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO/IEC/IEEE International Standard, 2015) provides a definition of
SOS: “An SOS brings together a set of systems for a task that n one of the systems can
accomplish on its own. Each constituent system keeps its management, goals, and resources
while coordinating within the SOS and adapting to meet SOS goals.” Langford and Langford
(2017) argue that ontologies can be applied to determine taxonomy that illuminates the
normative constructs of SOS. Ormrod et al. (2015) believe that efforts to model and trace the
propagation of cyber effects across multiple distinct domains in an SOS require a specific
ontology.
Benali et al. (2014) propose an approach to building an SOS interoperability conceptual model
and a foundational ontology adapted from DOLCE to depict the SOS interoperability context.
Based on the ontology, they propose a context-based SOS interoperability content ontology
design pattern.
Capability is the ability to do something which has an overarching approach that links value,
purpose, and solution of a systems problem. He et al. (2014) develop an SOS ontology to
evaluate capability, while Dogan et al. (2012) present an approach to develop an ontology for
capability engineering. A capability ontology is an enabler of semantic interoperability , and it
supports a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization for the concept of
capability engineering. Dogan et al. (2014) also present another remarkable research. They
create an SOS engineering thesaurus to ensure that concepts and term s are consistently
interpreted, which can be a basis for an ontology.
Ferreira and Tejeda (2011) develop an ontology for the unmanned and autonomous system
(UAS) of systems test and evaluation domain. The ontology assists those interested in the field
of UAS SOS test and evaluation to understand the entities, relationships, and terminology
within the domain.
Samhan et al. (2016) design a framework to address configuration management challenges in
SOS engineering, in particular, change management issues. They identify four main stages to
realize the framework, and ontologies are used in the first two stages to define a holistic
specification of the change management business process of SOS engineering. However, the
framework is still at a theoretical level, lacking the results of practice and, therefore, unable to
prove its feasibility and validity.
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Zhu et al. (2017) analyze the relations between mission and other concepts in SOS requirements
modeling and present an ontology of the mission concept model. The ontology ensures SOS
architects build mission models rigorously and analyze the mission model flexibly to make it
expandable.
C5. CPS
“CPS are integrations of computation with physical processes. Embedded computers and
networks monitor and control the physical processes, usually with feedback loops where
physical processes affect computations and vice versa (Lee, 2008).” Trappey et al. (2018)
depict a domain ontology to highlight technology and functions derived from a previous CPS
domain ontology that shows the properties and the relations between key technology
components. Jeong et al. (2018) propose an upper ontology that describes typical missions,
functions, and interfaces of the subsystems to overcome heterogeneity inherent in automatic
service composition for CPS.
The design of CPS involves many stakeholders when designing the system. Various
stakeholders tend to express individual concerns specific to their views on the system under
design. Despite their different views, they all relate to the design of the same sy stem. Therefore,
effective communication and consistency of design properties are critical to reducing errors.
Ma et al. (2017) propose an ontology-based language, named OntoEvent, for semantic
sophisticated event modeling and detection in CPS.
Moreover, Vanherpen et al. (2016) introduce ontological properties and their relations as the
link between the view-specific properties used by the stakeholders to solve this problem. The
view-specific properties or linguistic properties stemming from different semantic views can
be related to each other through a shared ontology or a set of ontologies. These ontological
properties and their relations with the linguistic world allow reasoning and tracing the viewspecific properties that are needed for a specific design contract. By making the relations
explicit, engineers can negotiate contracts with a common understanding of how properties are
linked. Hildebrandt et al. (2018) propose a method tailored towards the needs of CPS to build
ontologies since they can represent the information being shared among different stakeholders
with open context. They demonstrate this method to build an ontology for communicating
information between CPS about processes and machine states in the manufacturing domain.
Wan et al. (2018) develop an ontology to describe the intelligent manufacturing resource to
meet production requirements for fast iteration and to realize agile and efficient manufacturing
CPS resource allocation from the perspective of resource utilization.
Torsleff et al. (2018) propose an ontology development approach. The aim is for modeling a
coherent specification of openness and dynamicity in the structural, functional, and operational
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contexts across multiple systems. The ontologies also enable such collaborative CPS to perform
context-related reasoning and exchange context-related information. Furthermore, Daun et al.
(2016) and Brings et al. (2018) proposes a context ontology to cope with highly dynamic
contexts of CPS by explicitly differentiating between not only the system and its context but
also between the CPS network the system participates in, as well as the system network’s
context. They use the ontology to keep the different contexts of multiple CPS consistent with
one other and the super system’s specifications. Balduccini et al. (2018) develop an ontology
for the trustworthiness aspect in CPS according to the CPS framework released by the US
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The ontology makes it possible to
reason about aspects and concerns of CPS, such as their interdependencies and the implications
about the other systems.
Lynch et al. (2016) use ontologies to validate model integration and meta-model description in
the CPS engineering domain. Lynch et al. (2017) implement an ontology-based approach to
compress engineering development times and quickly prune the conceptual design space for
CPS. They developed a lightweight ontology to facilitate a shift of the development focus to
high-value design alternatives early in the SE life cycle. The ontology identifies relationships
between design knowledge to component knowledge, enabling engineers to quickly see the
results of design decisions in terms of existing components and products. The ontology is built
by OWL and manipulated in Protégé. Furthermore, Schmit et al. (2016) use the same
ontological structure to develop an ontology as a component model library to store and extract
the information required for design space refinement. They present a case study of engineering
a notional missile system, a kind of CPS, which proves this ontology’s value.
Petnga and Austin (2013) propose a time-based reasoning framework for CPS, which contains
an ontology that describes system behavior in terms of time, intervals of time, and relationships
among intervals of time. Elsewhere, Petnga and Austin (2015) examine the role of a spatial
ontology, which can formally represent spatial domain entities occurring in CPS. Furthermore,
Petnga and Austin (2016) develop an ontological framework for knowledge modeling and
decision support in CPS, named CPS-KMoDS. It relies on the composition of domain-specific
ontologies along with corresponding knowledge bases on the one hand and domain-specific
semantics extensions, an integrator, and the cyber-physical application on the other hand.
Sartakov (2015) uses an ontology to support the representation of networks in intrusiondetection systems, which prevent intrusion into networks of cyber-physical objects. The
representation allows implementation both at the software level – comparing the movement of
network traffic with its model, and the physical level – controlling connections of network
devices. Ontological representation provides a model of the network which is used for creation
specifications for intrusion-detection systems.
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Teslya and Ryabchikov (2018) develop an upper-level ontology to describe the main
components of industrial socio-cyber-physical systems and the connections between them.
Eskins and Sanders (2011) introduce a definition of the cyber-human system and its elements.
They define an opportunity-willingness-capability ontology for classifying cyber-human
system elements concerning system tasks. The elements are classified into four types:
components, participants, processes, and tasks.
The Mixed-criticality system is an integrated suite of hardware, operating system, middleware
services, and application software that supports the execution of safety-critical, mission-critical,
and non-critical software within a single, secure computing platform. The design of such a
system is identified as a core foundational concept in the design of CPS. Herrera et al. (2013)
first identify main design disciplines involved in the mixed-criticality system at both systemon-chip scale and SOS scales and then propose a core ontology for modeling a mixed -criticality
system at both scales. The proposed ontology provides a core terminology of the design of a
mixed-criticality system. However, although it provides some statements, it is still a work in
progress and needs further development in formal ontology modeling language to allow
validation.
Failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) model is an approach for the detection
and prevention of sensor failure in CPS. Ali and Hong (2018) transform the FMECA model
into a UML diagram and implement the UML class model in Protégéto build an ontology for
failure detection and prevention.

3.4.4

SE Standards

This subsection reports the development of ontologies in support of system modeling and SE
relevant standards. There are ten papers found in the literature, which deal with using ontologies
to improve SE standards in relation to modeling. Also, 13 papers are identified for applying
ontologies in aid of better understanding and practicing SE relevant standards. It can be seen
that ontologies have contributed to SE standards in many ways.
D1. Modeling standard
Dori and Reinhartz-Berger (2003) develop OPM, a holistic formal yet intuitive conceptual
modeling approach, for the development of complex socio-technical systems and knowledge
management. In December 2015, the International Organization for Standardization recognized
OPM as ISO/PAS 19450 (ISO/PAS International Standard, 2015). An overview of the
evolution of OPM modeling tools, the older OPA CASE Tool, the current OPCAT, and the
future OPCloud are discussed in Dori et al. (2018).
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Lopez-Lorca et al. (2011) propose a process to support developers in modeling tasks using
ontologies to validate and improve the quality of requirement analysis models as they are being
developed and, at the same time, bridging the traditional gap between developers and clients.
Ontologies can enable the reasoning of assigning properties to the concepts defined in the
domain automatically. Madni et al. (2001, 1998) argue that enterprise modeling and process
management share a common set of concepts. Therefore, they create an ontology, named
IDEON/IPPD, support the design and tailoring of SE processes from an integrated productprocess development (IPPD) perspective. This conceptually unified ontology for SE process
design and management is key to supporting process redesign and streamlining.
Sarder and Ferreira (2007) focus on the functional domain in SE. An ontology is designed to
assist interested parties in understanding the broad and multi-faceted nature of the discipline of
SE.
Hoppe et al. (2017b) use ontologies to increase the quality levels of developing increasingly
complex systems by creating semantically rich data models. While classical model-based
applications provide well-established engineering functions, ontologies contribute several
advantages: reasoning, classifying, and sharing. Reasoning derives further knowledge
automatically from data based on rules that have been applied manually by system engineers in
the past. Classifying creates additional types and more detailed types than those that have
already been applied to derive not explicitly covered knowledge. Data shared between
engineering domains can be analyzed in an overall context to detect inconsistencies and provide
means to generate overall project metrics.
Chourabi et al. (2010) propose a flexible ontology-based schema with formally defined
semantics to enable the capture and reuse of SE experience. It contains the fundamental concept
for a holistic SE knowledge model. This general ontology is developed in a domain, product,
and process facet. The three levels provide a comprehensive semantic model for the SE project
asset through an integrated representation of its semantic content, its structural content, and its
design rationale.
Triantis and Collopy (2014) carry out initial work for building a SE ontology by discussing
some key concepts in SE, such as artifact, system, subsystem, and component. They also
express their views on the relations between systems and organizations. They believe that the
concept organization is at the core of SE, which should be understood in two ways: (1)
characterizing the structure within an artifact, and (2) referring to a cultural institution within
which people work together in a structured manner. Aslaksen et al. (2011) develop a high-level
ontology for SE under the premise that SE is a sub-process within the overall process of
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engineering. Therefore, the concepts and relations inherit many of the features of engineering.
The ontology is used for providing a shared vocabulary for communications about SE.
D2. Related standard
van Ruijven (2015, 2013) develop an ontology of the interpretation of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288
based on the author’s years of experience with the standard. Moreover, Yang et al. (2017)
develop a formal ontology for ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 according to the Input-Process-Output
(IPO) diagrams defined in the INCOSE SE handbook.
Agrawal (2016) develops an ontology to structure and organize core concepts of the risk
assessment phase of ISO/IEC 27005: 2011 standard. Blokland and Reniers (2018) propose an
ontological and semantic foundation for safety science, based on an etymolo gical and
etiological study of the concepts of risk and safety. This foundation is aligned with the
semantics and concepts used in the ISO 31000 risk management standard.
Eito-Brun (2016) develops ontologies to manage the different artifacts and information items
requested in the European Space Agency (ESA) ECSS standards, including the ECSS-M-ST40.
Software engineering standards developed under the auspices of ISO/IEC JTC1's SC7 have
been identified as employing terms whose definitions vary significantly between standards.
Henderson-Sellers et al. (2014) and Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2016) create an ontological
infrastructure that aims to be a single coherent underpinning for all SC7 standards, including
ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765 Systems and Software Engineering - Systems and Software Engineering
Vocabulary. To develop this infrastructure, they identify five distinct areas where conceptual
modeling and ontologies might help reorganize SC7 standards. Among them, an abstract
domain ontology, named definitional elements ontology, forms the basis by providing nonspecific details of any standard.
Guessi et al. (2015a) develop a formal ontology, named OntolAD, for ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010
Systems and Software Engineering - Architecture Description to support automatic
conformance validation and enhance architectural descriptions reuse. Martin et al. (2017)
define an ontology, named ArchiMEO, for capturing enterprise-specific knowledge. This
ontology also consists of concepts defined in ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 to depict architecture
viewpoints. Roldán et al. (2018) develop an ontology-based approach for sharing, integrating,
and retrieving knowledge from different architectural knowledge sources, which is based on
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010.
Ferchichi et al. (2008) propose an ontology to map two quality standards, ISO 9001: 2000 and
capability maturity model integration (CMMI). Pardo-Calvache et al. (2014) develop an
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ontology of process-reference models, named PrMO, which defines a typical structure of
process elements to support the harmonization of structural differences of multiple reference
models, through the homogenization of their process structures. They validate the ontology
through the instantiation of the information contained in different models and standards,
including ISO 9001: 2008.

3.4.5

Generic Life Cycle Stages

This subsection looks at the SE knowledge areas from the life cycle stages and processes
perspective. Therefore, in this section, the role of ontologies in different life cycle stages can
be well identified and analyzed. Note that some studies that are reported in the previous sections
also provide evidence of using ontologies in different life cycle stages. There are also papers
that cover more than one life cycle stage. This can be identified in Table 3.3.
E1. Concept stage
This subsection contains the application of ontologies in the process of business analysis and
stakeholder requirements definition.
Bergholtz and Eriksson (2015) propose an ontology for the institutional domain that is used for
supporting conceptual modeling in business analysis. Pfaff and Krcma (2018) present a system
architecture for an integrated data management of distributed databases based on a domainspecific ontology. This ontology is linked to data sources and functions as the central concept
for database access, which is an increase in knowledge and data sharing which will enhance
existing business analysis methods. Thus, additional databases can b e integrated by linking
them to this domain-specific ontology and are directly available for further business analyses.
Silega et al. (2016) suggest using ontologies for the transformation and mapping from abstract
domain models (technology-independent) to technology-dependent models, through platformindependent models, which is a crucial issue of business process modeling. They define the
process of generating and validating model transformations by using ontologies, and the
description of business processes within an organization contributes to the automation and
quality of the architectural design.
Ryan and Wheatcraft (2017) develop a cohesive set of definitions of the terms associated with
stakeholders and requirements, such as entity, need, requirement statement, requirement
expression, characteristics of a well-formed requirement statement, and attributes of a
requirement. They argue that a much more precise ontology is needed for agreements on
standard definitions across the full requirements engineering domain.
E2. Development stage
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Here, a summary of the use of ontologies in systems development is provided, including
processes such as architecture definition and design definition.
Hallberg et al. (2014) present the definitions, dependencies, and relationships of the most
fundamental concepts in systems development in the form of an ontology. The ontology
consists of four categories of concepts: general concepts, description concepts, realization
concepts, and appearance concepts. The two core concepts in the ontology are systems and
systems development.
Miller (2017) presents an ontology for developing airspace system architecture, which
composed of a collection of entities, properties, and relationships representing the key system
concepts. It separates the domain knowledge from the operational, thus enabling the
development of architectural variations derived from a common language and understanding of
the Airspace Systems. From the ontology, development and investigations can be made for
many architectural variations founded in a common vocabulary and understanding of the
airspace system domain.
Hatchuel et al. (2013) derive an ontology of design from a comparison between formal design
theories developed in two different scientific fields: engineering and set theory. It clarifies six
of the main features of design as rigorously as possible. Sim and Duffy (2003) identify and
classify a generic set of design activities from published literature into what is referred to as
design definition activities, design evaluation activities, and design management activities.
They are considered as an ontology of the design activities that designers perform in the design
process. A set of consistent and coherent definitions of these activities are deliberated and
presented. Sarder et al. (2007) propose a methodology, named domain knowledge acquisition
process (DKAP), for design ontologies modeling.
The synthesis of design solutions is a stage of the SE design process. Christophe et al. (2009)
present a framework of conceptual design specific for SE by developing a mid -level ontology
to integrate with other ontologies of engineering and the connections with lower taxonomies.
The framework also integrates ontology search with SysML semantics supported by a computer
application, OPAS, a guide for designers during the synthesis of conceptual solutions.
Flexibility is frequently hailed as a desirable system design characteristic. However, in the SE
literature, flexibility remains an ambiguous concept. Ryan et al. (2013) employ an ontological
framework for clarifying salient aspects of extant flexibility-related terminology. The proposed
definitions of these fundamental system design principles can provide a baseline for improving
analysis and communication among SE practitioners and academics.
Witherell et al. (2007) develop an ontology for engineering design optimization, which
incorporates both standardized optimization terminology, formal method definitions, and often
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unrecorded optimization details. They utilize the ontology in a prototype computational
knowledge-based tool, named ONTOP, and implement ONTOP in two engineering design
optimization case studies. The results illustrate the potential value of an ontology in
representing application-specific knowledge while facilitating both the sharing and exchanging
of this knowledge in engineering design optimization.
E3. Production stage
In the systems production stage, it is found that ontologies are developed to support systems
integration. Madni and Sievers (2014b) develop a systems integration ontology that captures
the key issues and concerns in a standard language to enable efficient information transport
within a system and the interactions among stakeholders. This ontology minimizes errors that
cause systems integration failures. Specifically, it provides the basis for building a checklist
that can be reasoned with in ways that allow many integration problems to be avoided or
detected and circumvented. Furthermore, they present an SOS integration ontology (Madni and
Sievers, 2014a). This ontology includes both artifacts (documentation) and metrics
(measurements or tests used to assess integration success). The concepts are related to the SOS
engineering domain through relationships (associations).

3.4.6

SE Management

Implementing SE requires the coordination of technical and managerial endeavors. This
subsection is about managing the resources and assets allocated to perform SE, often in the
context of a project or a service. However, each of these management disciplines has its own
body of knowledge that can be discussed in detail; thus, this review tried to focus on the
technical or engineering aspects to tighten up the scope. Moreover, these management
disciplines are intertwined with project management and software engineering. This section
does not provide an all-inclusive review but focuses on the research that is SE oriented.
F1. Planning
Bouras et al. (2016) develop an ontology to maintain the historical data during the project
planning process to help project managers with an accurate and realistic estimation of timelines
of the project. It consists of three major concepts of project management: project, employee,
and task. Lee et al. (2008) develop a project planning ontology based on CMMI. The project
planning ontology involves the following: developing the project plan, interacting with
stakeholders appropriately, getting a commitment to the plan, and maintaining the plan. Lí
ska
and Návrat (2010) present an approach that enhances the software and systems process
engineering meta-models by an ontology to support requirements specification activity in the
project.
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F2. Assessment and control
Hahn et al. (2008) argue that ontologies can be used in product design project performance
assessment to describe the project output independent from data models used by the design
tools to store their results and from the different engineering disciplines.
F3. Decision management
Wulandari et al. (2018) discuss the role of ontologies in developing decision support systems.
They provide an SLR on ontology-based decision support systems. Interested readers can refer
to the review to learn more about the state of the art of ontologies in decision management.
Cruz et al. (2018) develop an ontology to describe design decisions. Based on this ontology,
they propose an approach to represent design decisions. It is validated through checking its
properties as a formal logical system and the applicability of the ontology to support the design
decision process of a specific project. Gorshkov et al. (2016) propose a method of ontological
representation of multiple viewpoints using named graphs to allow formulating the functional
requirements for a multi-viewpoint decision-making support system.
F4. Risk management
Tserng et al. (2009) propose an ontology-based risk management framework to enhance risk
management performance by improving the workflow and knowledge reuse. The study verifies
that project risk ontologies can be developed by acquiring tacit knowledge and extracting
explicit knowledge from the organization. Nota et al. (2010) develop a risk ontology whose
aim is to capture the fundamental concepts of risk management together with a formal
specification of rules to qualify operational aspects of risk management. Also, Sales et al. (2018)
carry out an in-depth ontological analysis on the nature of risk and unclear notions in
performing risk analysis under the principles of UFO. Lykourentzou et al. (2011) develop an
ontology for operational risk management to facilitate information sharing across
organizational unit boundaries and enable computational inferences over the heterogeneous
applications of the organization. It provides a unified view of operational risk management
information.
Ansaldi et al. (2012) develop two ontologies, named OntologyGuide73 and OntologyRATIS,
for risk management domain to facilitate the reading and understanding of the guidelines for
risk assessment and support the choice of the most suitable method for a given context among
the available technologies.
Birkholz et al. (2012) develop an interconnected-asset ontology as a step towards a standardized
representation of detailed asset information. It is a machine-readable representation that
supports the automation of risk management processes, and the standardization of asset
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information reduces redundant acquisition processes that are often found in practice. Jiang and
Zhang (2013) construct an ontology that can be used as the foundation of construction projects’
risk events database. This ontology includes risk sources, risk events, and risk consequences. It
provides a unified risk-related concept set through illustrating concepts and the relationships
between them. This ontology can be utilized, shared, and reused by people and computers and
lays a solid foundation for semantic retrieval.
Guo and Nunes (2009) develop a risk identification checklist for facilitating user companies to
identify, organize, and manage potential risks associated with the post-adoption of enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems. A risk ontology is subsequently established to highlight these
ERP risks, as well as to present their potential causal relationships. The risk ontology is a
valuable tool and checklist to support risk identification, prevention, management, and control,
as well as to facilitate strategic planning and decision making.
F5. Configuration management
Zhang (2014) presents a state-of-the-art review of product configuration ontologies. Eito-Brun
(2018) reports a case study in the aerospace sector that uses ontologies to streamline the
management of configuration management related data, including both the inventory of
software and hardware components and their aggregation into higher-level configuration items.
It is achieved by defining a configuration management ontology to allow the capture of all the
configuration management data based on and requested in the European Space Agency standard.
The ontology is designed using the RDF/OWL modeling language and modeled with the
TopBraid software tool. Unfortunately, the full ontology is not published, but the taxonomy of
configuration items can be inferred in the paper. The properties are defined to keep information
about different aspects of both the configuration items and the recurrent units.
F6. Information management
Blanco et al. (2008) conduct an SLR on information security ontologies. They compare the
studies by represented contents, language, methodology, software environment, and cost of
using the ontology in new systems. Wimalasuriya and Dou (2010) provide an introduction to
ontology-based information extraction (OBIE) and review the details of different OBIE systems.
They discuss the implementation details of these systems, including the tools used by them and
the metrics used to measure their performance. Grubic and Fan (2010) review the supply chain
ontologies in terms of their contributions to attaining information systems interoperability.
Mikroyannidis and Theodoulidis (2010) examine existing approaches in information
management, as well as ontology management and evolution in business intelligence.
F7. Measurement
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Honour and Valerdi (2014) build an ontology for SE to allow consistent measurement. It
contains broad-based definitions of key terms such as systems engineering effort, amount of
effort, type of effort, quality, success, and optimum.
Bertoa et al. (2006) present a software measurement ontology proposal. The concepts of the
ontology and relationships among them are presented in detail and grouped according to the
sub-ontology to which they belong. A running example based on a real case study is used to
illustrate the ontology.
F8. Quality management
To build a knowledge repository for managing requirements quality, we need first clearly define
the typology of requirements that are going to be covered by the knowledge system, as this will
affect the requirements structure and vocabulary. Fraga and Llorens (2015) propose an
ontology-based knowledge management process to enhance standardizing and normalizing the
terminology used in requirements quality management.
Geisler et al. (2016) propose an ontology-based data quality framework for relational data
stream management systems that includes data quality measurement and monitoring in a
transparent, modular, and flexible way. The core of the data quality framework is an ontology
that manages all data quality-related meta-data, such as the data sources, their data quality
factors, and data quality metrics.
Kim and Fox (2002) present a TOVE measurement ontology used as data models to provide
quality management services. An assessment system for measuring attributes of an entity,
activities for measurement, and quality as conformance to requirements are the core concepts
represented in the ontology.

3.4.7

Summary Remark for RQ1

In Section 3.4, a detailed report on what SE knowledge areas are supported by ontologies is
presented. The results show that there are special focuses on applying ontologies in particular
SE knowledge areas, such as the development stage of the SE lif e cycle, the cyber-physical
systems, the SE related standards. However, there are also many knowledge areas that have
only received limited attention. These areas need more exploration regarding the benefits of
ontologies. Therefore, in the next section, the overall contributions of ontologies brought to the
SE domain are synthesized to create an opportunity for digging up the potentials.

3.5 The Role of Ontologies in SE (RQ2)
RQ2 focuses on the contributions that ontologies make to SE. In other words, why ontologies
are created and used in SE. This section answers RQ2 - for what purposes ontologies have been
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used in SE, i.e., benefits, value, and contributions. These effects are synthesized from the
original statements in the reviewed papers and are summarized in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Contributions of ontologies for SE

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Contributions of ontologies for SE
Enabling interoperability and communication among multiple disciplines or across different
stakeholders
Integrating, mapping, exchanging and reusing knowledge
Describing concepts and their relationships explicitly and accurately to avoid incompleteness
and ambiguity
Developing a domain knowledge representation
Unifying a controlled vocabulary or semantics for capturing declarative knowledge
Providing core and basic concepts as a reference to describe other concepts
Defining a homogeneous terminology to eliminate inconsistency
Sharing a common understanding of a domain
Capturing knowledge in a formal language
Allowing, expressing and reasoning about machine-readable programmable complex logical
axioms
Visualizing and navigating knowledge repository

These benefits reflect the nature of the ontology itself as well as the various interpretations of
the functions of ontologies by the research community. The contributions of ontologies vary
depending on the nature and type of SE problems. Nevertheless, it is worth notin g they are often
linked. For example, when ontologies are used to enable interoperability (#1 of Table 3.4), they
will generally contribute to forming a controlled vocabulary or semantics (#5), which can result
in a homogeneous terminology to eliminate inconsistency (#7). These functions are not
combined into one category, as they have a slightly different emphasis in terms of the ultimate
impact.
To sum up, it is confirmed that ontologies contribute to SE problems in various ways. Most of
the time, the contributions are often implicit or concealed in the articles, which makes the
evaluation of the real functions of the ontologies hard to get. Therefore, in order to reveal the
real contributions of ontologies, it is necessary to evaluate the existing ontologies that are
artifacts to conceptualize the SE knowledge. In the next section, extant SE ontologies will be
reviewed and reported.

3.6 Extant SE Ontologies and Adopted Techniques (RQ3 and RQ4)
RQ3 deals with the scope of the ontologies that are developed for SE as artifacts. This section
summarizes the existing ontologies for SE and provides an answer to RQ3 regarding ontologies
as final deliverables. Table 3.5 presents all the ontologies and their scopes. As many papers do
not publish all the details about the ontologies, Table 3.5 resolves some key concepts and
properties according to the content of the papers.
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Table 3.5 Ontologies and their scope

References
Dori (2016, 2002)
Honour and Valerdi
(2014)
Madni et al. (2001,
1998)
Triantis and Collopy
(2014)
Aslaksen et al. (2011)

SE body of
knowledge

Chourabi et al. (2010)
Sarder et al. (2007);
Sarder and Ferreira
(2007)
van Ruijven (2015,
2013)
Yang et al. (2017)
Hennig et al. (2016)

MBSE

Easterbrook (2014)
Mason (2005)
Kaderka et al. (2018)

C1

P2

R3

SE

√

√

√

SE

√

SE

√

√

√

SE

√

SE

√

√

√

SE

√

√

√

SE

√

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288

√

√

√

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288

√

√

√

MBSE

√

√

√

system behavior

√

Topics

behavior

Scopes

organizational
behaviors
behavior a nd scenario

Key concepts
system, subsystem, stakeholder, beneficiary,
customer, user, supplier, product, service,
function, structure, and behavior
systems engineering effort, amount, type,
quality, success, optimum
entity, enterprise, process, constraint

procedural link, structural link

deploy, achieve, employ, set, own

artifact, system, subsystem, component
process, project, activity, design,
implementation, operation, maintenance
entity, resource, process, product, domain,
requirement
systems engineering function, systems
engineering object, technical management,
technical execution, actor, product
purpose, objective, stakeholder requirement,
process, service
process, object, input, output, control,
enabler
connector, contamination element, discrete
model, discrete state, functional port
stock, flow, emergent behavior, feedback
loop

√

perform, defined by, provide,
incur, produce
specialize, instantiate

is derived from, consist of, is
realized by

configure, consist of, contain
element

decide, inform, monitor, evaluate,
hold, exchange, transform, locate

√
√

Key properties

√

scenario, temporal constraint, system,
schedulable behavior constraint, behaving
element

has type, constrain, from, to,
begin, end
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References

Topics

Scopes

C1

P2

R3

√

√

Borgo et al. (2009)

artifact behavior

√

Gero and Kannengiesser
(2007)

object behavior

√

Herzig et al. (2011)

inconsistency

inconsistency

√

√

√

Dogan et al. (2012)

capability
engineering

capability
engineering

√

√

√

Eskins and Sanders
(2011)

opportunitywillingnesscapability

opportunitywillingness-capability

√

Ali and Hong (2018)

failure

failure

√

√

√

Balduccini et al. (2018)

trustworthiness

trustworthiness

√

√

√

He et al. (2014)

SOS

√

Ferreira and Tejeda
(2011)

unmanned and
autonomous SOS test
and evaluation

√

√

√

Zhu et al. (2017)

SOS mission

√

√

√

Madni and Sievers
(2014a)

SOS integration

√

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010

√

√

√

SOS

Guessi et al. (2015a)

architecture

Key concepts
artifact behavior, perdurant, endurant,
behavior environment, behavioral constraint
function, behavior, structure, input,
transformation, output
scientific data, idea, belief, preference,
model, modeling language, mathematics
activity, capability engineering, organization,
system, service, outcome, perspective,
resource

Key properties
participate, span, exist

has, consistent with, observation
of, informed by
encompass, consider, generate,
comprise

component, participant, process, task

√

component, failure, severity criticality,
recommended action
concern, aspect, trustworthiness, security,
cyber security
history data, aim, capability index, functional
characteristics, system, system function,
system effectiveness, system cost, system
quantity, system relation
test, test and evaluation plan, resource, test
script, test object, test type
system, system of systems, constitute
system, system configuration, emergency
behavior, task, mission
verification and validation, integration,
certification and accreditation, tailoring and
reuse, stakeholder, configuration
management
architecture description element,
environment, architecture, system

has failure, has criticality, has
hazard
has sub concern satisfy

develop

decompose, support, conflict

has concern, is interested in,
frame
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Scopes
airspace system
architecture

C1

P2

R3

√

√

√

Sim and Duffy (2003)

design activities

√

Witherell et al. (2007)

design optimization

References

Topics

Miller (2017)

Lynch et al. (2017)

design

Cruz et al. (2018)

Hallberg et al. (2014)

development

Orellana and Madni
(2014)

√

Lee et al. (2008)

project planning

Nota et al. (2010)
Lykourentzou et al.
(2011)
Ansaldi et al. (2012)

risk

Key properties
use, support, manage, own, has

assumption, author, constraint,
description
has direct component, has ma ss
unit
has style architectural service
oriented, has communication
interface web service, has
structure component

design and
component

√

√

√

system, launch system, aerodynamic system,
power system, mass measurement unit

design decisions

√

√

√

architecture view, technology, pattern,
communication interface

exist in, consist of, describe,
support development of
basis for, document, represent,
comprise, describe, conform to,
extend

system development

√

√

√

general concept, description concept,
realization concept, appearance concept,
context, system, component, architecture,
model, design

human-system
integration

√

√

√

requirement, human agent, behavior,
structure, parametric, mechanism

systems integration

√

project planning

√

√

√

risk

√

√

√

operational risk
management

√

√

√

risk management

√

√

√

integration
Madni and Sievers
(2014b)

Key concepts
system resource, aircraft, resource manager,
resource authority, airspace system
abstracting, associating, composing,
decomposing, defining, detailing

integration, certification and accreditation,
tailoring and reuse, stakeholder,
configuration management
scope, work product and task attribute, life
cycle, effort and cost, budget and schedule,
risk
environmental context, cluster, station, risk
responsible, sensor, risk
process, process risk, risk event, treatment
plan, risk root cause
risk assessment method, risk assessment,
expected input, application sector, expected
output

estimate, establish, define,
determine, identify
is subdivided in, own, is managed
by, is equipped with
has risk, has result, has impact,
has treatment plan
include, need input, provide
output
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References

Topics

Jiang and Zhang (2013)
Guo and Nunes (2009)
Agrawal (2016)

Scopes
construction projects’
risk
enterprise resource
planning risk

C1

P2

R3

ISO/IEC 27005: 2011

√

√

√

√
√

Key concepts
risk source, risk event, risk consequence,
unexpected event, adverse change
operational risk, analytical risk,
organization-wide risk, technical risk
risk, consequence, control, vulnerability,
organization
measure, scale, unit of measurement,
measurement, measurement result
quality standard, recommendation set,
practice, mapping, maturity level
product service systems, stakeholder,
product life cycle, business model, customer
need
value, organization, risk distribution,
revenue stream, property right
agent, service provider, service offer, target
customer, service offering claim

Bertoa et al. (2006)

measurement

measurement

√

√

√

Ferchichi et al. (2008)

quality

ISO 9001: 2000

√

√

√

Annamalai et al. (2011)

product service
systems

product service
systems

√

Rese et al. (2013)

product service
systems

business model

√

service as
commitment

√

√

√

service

√

√

√

service element, port, property, constraint,
function, supplier, resource

Lemey and Poels (2011)

service science

√

√

√

entity, service, resource, stakeholder

Trappey et al. (2018)

CPS technology and
function

√

CPS

√

√

√

CPS context
information

√

√

√

Nardi et al. (2015)
Dong et al. (2011)

Jeong et al. (2018)

Daun et al. (2016)

service

CPS

connection, conversion, computation,
cognition, configuration
physical object, object profile, object model,
service, computational service, cyber
service, input, output, request, acting
environment, irrelevant environment,
context, context object, context subject,
system, software, hardware

Key properties

contain, modify, lead to, own, has
has, expressed in, belong to, use
include, group, mapping

create, describe, member of,
involve, part of, inhere in
has port, has property, has
constraint, has function, supplied
by, has resource
enable, consist of, use, participate
in

present, support, has input, has
output, has request, has acting
are separated, influence,
constraint, interact with
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References

Topics

Scopes

C1

P2

R3

Brings et al. (2018)

CPS context
information

√

√

√

Teslya and Ryabchikov
(2018)

socio-cyber-physical
systems

√

√

√

Key concepts
environment, irrelevant environment,
context, context object, context subject,
system, software, hardware
supply chain operation, manufacturing
machine and capability, product and
material, structural relation

Key properties
are separated, influence,
constraint, interact with
use, concretize, on, consume

Note:
1. C = concept, ‘√’ if concepts are defined in the ontology
2. P = property, ‘√’ if properties are defined in the ontology
3. R = relationship, ‘√’ if relationships are defined in the ontology
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From Table 3.5, it can be seen that many ontologies are developed for SE to fulfill different
purposes. Most of them have a specific scope and provide concepts and relations within that
scope to a certain extent. However, the formality of the ontologies is subject to further
investigation. Therefore, in the next section, a review is conducted, especially from an ontology
engineering perspective, since the techniques can reflect the degree of formality of the extant
ontologies.
RQ4 deals with languages, methods, and tools that have been adopted to develop SE ontologies
from an ontology engineering perspective. This section reports the results of the analysis of the
ontologies. It follows a framework proposed by Scheuermann and Leukel (2014), including
ontology engineering techniques such as languages, methods, and tools. The results are
presented in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Analysis of ontologies from an ontology engineering perspective

References

Languages

Methods

Dori (2016, 2002)

OPM 1

OPM

Honour and Valerdi (2014)
Madni et al. (2001, 1998)
Triantis and Collopy (2014)
Aslaksen et al. (2011)
Chourabi et al. (2010)
Sarder et al. (2007); Sarder
and Ferreira (2007)
van Ruijven (2015, 2013)
Yang et al. (2017)
Hennig et al. (2016)
Easterbrook (2014)
Mason (2005)
Kaderka et al. (2018)
Herzig et al. (2011)
Dogan et al. (2012)
Eskins and Sanders (2011)
Ali and Hong (2018)
Balduccini et al. (2018)
He et al. (2014)
Ferreira and Tejeda (2011)
Zhu et al. (2017)
Madni and Sievers (2014a)
Guessi et al. (2015a)
Miller (2017)
Sim and Duffy (2003)
Witherell et al. (2007)
Lynch et al. (2017)
Cruz et al. (2018)
Hallberg et al. (2014)
Orellana and Madni (2014)

NLD4
UML6
NLD, DD7
NLD, DD
NLD, DD

NS5
NS
NS
NS
NS

Tools
OPCAT2
OPCloud 3
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

IDEF5 8

DKAP9

IDEF5

RDF10
OWL12
OWL 2 15
NLD
NLD
NLD, DD
NLD, MD16 , DD
OWL
NLD, MD
OWL
NLD, MD
NLD, MD, DD
UML, OWL
OWL DL18
SysML19
OWL
NLD, DD
NLD
OWL
OWL
OWL
NLD, DD
UML

NS
AOM 13
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
AOM
NS
NS
NS
NS
DKAP
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
AOM
NS

Relatics11
Protégé14
Protégé
NS
NS
NS
NS
Protégé
NS
Protégé
NS
NS
Magic Draw17 , Protégé
NS
NS
Protégé
NS
NS
Protégé
Protégé
Protégé
NS
NS
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References
Madni and Sievers (2014b)
Lee et al. (2008)
Nota et al. (2010)
Lykourentzou et al. (2011)
Ansaldi et al. (2012)
Jiang and Zhang (2013)
Guo and Nunes (2009)
Agrawal (2016)
Bertoa et al. (2006)
Ferchichi et al. (2008)
Dong et al. (2011)
Lemey and Poels (2011)
Trappey et al. (2018)
Jeong et al. (2018)
Daun et al. (2016)
Brings et al. (2018)
Teslya and Ryabchikov
(2018)

Languages
SysML
NLD, DD
NLD, DD
NLD, DD
NLD, DD
OWL
NLD, DD
NLD, DD
UML
UML
OWL
UML
NLD, DD
OWL
UML
UML

Methods

Tools

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
AOM
NS
NS
NS
NS
Uschold and King20
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Protégé
NS
NS
NS
NS
Protégé
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NLD, DD

NS

NS

Note:
1. OPM = object-process methodology
2. http://esml.iem.technion.ac.il/opcat-installation/
3. https://www.opcloud.tech/
4. NLD = natural language description
5. NS = not specified
6. UML = unified modeling language
7. DD = diagrams demonstration
8. http://www.idef.com/idef5-ontology-description-capture-method/
9. DKAP = domain knowledge acquisition process
10. RDF = resource description framework
11. https://www.relatics.com/
12. OWL = web ontology language
13. AOM = authors’ own method
14. https://protege.stanford.edu/
15. OWL 2 = version 2 of web ontology language primer
16. MD = mathematical definition
17. https://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw
18. OWL DL = web ontology language description logics
19. SysML = systems modeling language
20. Uschold, M., and King, M. (1995). Towards a Methodology for Building Ontologies

The analysis shows that the degree of formality of most of the ontologies is low. The reason is
that very few studies report the methodology of how the ontology is built. Moreover, most of
the ontologies are still at a conceptual stage, described by natural languages and informal
diagrams, and are not created by professional tools, which hinder the ability to reuse and share
them. The ontologies shown in Table 3.5 are published in various journals and conference
proceedings. Surprisingly, only two ontologies are available online and to download. Thus, the
problem with most ontologies is that from reading the paper, it is difﬁcult to grasp the formal
speciﬁcation sufﬁciently. Very often, the level of description is rather high, and the detail is
deficient.
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents a comprehensive literature review on the state of the art of OBSE. It
focuses on what SE knowledge areas are supported by ontologies, what contributions that these
ontologies have made to SE, what concepts and relations are covered by these ontologies, and
what kinds of methods, developing tools, and languages are used to build these ontologies.
Based on the results of the literature review, key conclusions can be drawn as follows.
•

There is no ontology that tends to capture the whole SE body of knowledge.

•

The methods of developing SE ontologies are all manual and in need of automation.

•

The extant ontologies remain at a general level and lack a detailed representation.

•

The development of the ontologies requires using sophisticated languages and tools to
increase the formality.

•

Little work has been done regarding the visualization of the ontologies and their
potential application scenarios.

Next, a research methodology is presented in Chapter 4. It is designed for addressing the
research gaps identified from the literature and guiding the research towards targeted
deliverables.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the research methodology for developing a formal ontology for the SE
body of knowledge. It begins with a brief review of the research framework (Section 4.2). Then,
the proposed ontology learning approach is presented in detail. The proposed approach contains
three key stages, document collection and pre-processing, lexical analysis through NLP, and
ontology components extraction. They are respectively elaborated by the three subsections in
Section 4.3.

4.2 Research Framework
This section summarizes the research framework from the highest level. Figure 4.1 is the toplevel framework also modeled by IDEF0.
IDEF methods are a suite or family of methods that support a paradigm capable of addressing
the modeling needs of systems and software engineering fields. IDEF0 is the function modeling
method that is designed to model the decisions, actions, and activities of an organization or
system. The activities are represented by squares. Arrows contain four roles, which are inputs
(from left boarder to activity), outputs (from activity to the right border), controls (from up
border to activity), and mechanisms (from down border to activity). Activities can be zoomed
into sub-diagrams, which include sub-activities and participants.

Figure 4.1 Top-level research framework

In Figure 4.1, research questions and goals control the research process in general. Key
deliverables are yield from different stages of the research. The mechanisms show supportive
tools and platforms, which are indispensable technological means for this research. As external
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inputs, literature, SE knowledge materials, and other related work are imported into the
ontology learning and development process. The outputs from this research are
•

an SLR on OBSE,

•

a novel ontology learning approach for learning SE ontological knowledge from
textual resources,

•

a set of SE ontology models that frame the SE ontology,

•

a formal ontology that represents the SE body of knowledge, and

•

a summary of the research contributions, limitations, and future work.

The design of the study is based on and controlled by the research questions and research goals.
As this research also concerns the development of an engineering artifact, an SE ontology, as
one of the final deliverables, the development ought to be supported by sophisticated tools and
platforms.
Figure 4.1 is the top-level diagram that represents the overall research framework. Figure 1.1
is a break-down of the research methodology that shows more details of the research framework.
Figure 1.1 illustrates more details about the research activities that consist of the research
framework. The eight activities are respectively to
•

conduct a literature review on ontologies in SE,

•

design a research methodology,

•

propose an ontology learning approach,

•

develop ontology models,

•

apply the learning approach,

•

populate data in the model,

•

discuss the results and,

•

identify limitations and future work.

First, an SLR was conducted to identify the gaps and understand state of the art. The results
have been presented in Chapter 3. The gaps identified then guided the design of the research
methodology to achieve the stated goals and solved research problems. Then, the study
developed an SE ontology based on the research framework. According to the key deliverables,
activities were implemented one after another, including proposing the ontology learning
approach, developing ontology models, and applying the approach and the models. The
learning approach yielded the expected ontological primitives. These primitives acted as the
primary elements that consist of the ultimate ontology. The ontology was then edited, presented,
and visualized using sophisticated tools. Finally, the ontology was compared with related work
to discuss the strength and limitations.
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Among the research activities, one of the critical steps is to propose an ontology learning
approach. This approach is also realized by a case study to demonstrate the ontology learning
process. In the next section, a more detailed discussion is provided on the existing ontology
learning and development process.
Within the entire research, key deliverables are
•

an SLR,

•

a novel ontology learning approach,

•

a set of SE ontology models

•

a case study for demonstrating the proposed learning approach and validating the
developed models, and

•

a formal SE ontology presented by hierarchical visualization tools.

The SLR has already been presented in Chapter 3. The next section presents the proposed
ontology learning methodology.

4.3 The Proposed Ontology Learning Methodology
As the major outcomes of the research shown in Figure 4.1, this section presents one of the
significant outcomes, that is, the proposed ontology learning methodology.
An analysis of the literature shows that ontology development methodologies in SE are all
manual and not making the most of existing SE standards. In order to improve the current
research outcomes, this study used emerging ontology learning techniques. To generate a big
picture of the proposed ontology learning approach utilized in this study, Figure 4.2 presents a
top-level overview of the stages in the ontology learning approach. It was created based upon
best practices from previous ontology learning efforts and depicted by Object-Process
Methodology (Rosa et al., 2019).
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Figure 4.2 Multistage ontology learning approach

The methodology aims at learning ontological primitives from SE knowledge materials such as
SE standards to develop SE ontologies in a semi-automatic fashion. Figure 4.2 (a) illustrates
the top-level stages. Figure 4.2 (b) to (d) zoom into each stage and also shows the toolchain.
The following sections detail each stage by describing the activities and steps with their
expected outputs.

4.3.1

Stage I: Document Collection and Pre-processing

To begin with, SE standards in electronic documentation format were collected to create an SE
domain of discourse. The files were authoritative reference materials, such as international
standards, since they contain formal English terminologies and have high -quality content.
These documents consist of an SE corpus. The length of the standards determines the size of
the corpus and how much data is available in the later training and testing stage. Therefore, it
is ideal to have sufficient data.
SE standards are commonly found in PDF format. It is good practice to keep as much
information found in the standard when transforming the original PDF file into the TXT text
document and cancel ‘noises’ such as figures, tables, page numbers, formatted texts as they
may interfere with the logical flow of the text.
After the pre-processing steps above, a plain and tidy TXT file was brought into the next stage.

4.3.2

Stage II: Lexical Analysis through NLP

Advanced analysis tools were used to aid the execution of the second stage. It is especially
important to conduct a scientifically rigorous Natural Language Processing (NLP) on the preprocessed documents. For this study, the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) platform was used
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for symbolic and statistical analysis, such as tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and
semantic reasoning. The detailed application of this toolkit is presented in Chapter 6: Case
Study.
Stage II started with the text file obtained from stage I. The file was correctly encoded by
character encodings such as Unicode, UTF-8, and ANSEL. It can ensure the text in a not messy
or unreadable format. Initially, the text was loaded and read as a large string. The next step was
to segment the large string into mutually independent sentences according to the sentence
boundary. The function offered by NLTK or other NLP tools is not one-size-fits-all for all
circumstances. Therefore, evaluation of the segmented sentences was conducted to improve the
accuracy of the sentence boundary. In SE standards, paragraphs are often organized by chapters,
sections, and headings; thus, it is necessary to check whether the titles are split from the
following sentences. It is common to find the use of bullet points in SE standards to set forth
parallel statements, therefore ensuring each of the bullet points is also separated is critical. A
full stop was attached to each line break to obtain better results and improve the performance
of the NLTK sentence tokenizer to ensure a thorough sentence segmentation further.
Following the sentence segmentation, a word tokenization was conducted on each sentence.
With the help of NLTK word tokenizer, an SE corpus was obtained with tokenized words,
which is better for lexical analysis. However, it is essential to evaluate the correctness of word
tokenization since SE standards use abbreviations and unique punctuations, which might not
be correctly recognized. A batch processing of special occasions was carried out as correct
tokenization influenced the statistics in the later stage.
The last activity of Stage II was to add part-of-speech tags to each token. There are various
ways to add word classes to the SE corpus automatically. It is, therefore, important to compare
the performance of different taggers. A training corpus was designed to improve the adaptive
ability of the tagger to acquire a tagger with a high accuracy score. The data were split into two,
training the tagger on some data and test it on the remaining.
At the end of Stage II, an annotated SE corpus was developed, which is a major undertaking
for the next stage.

4.3.3

Stage III: Ontology Components Extraction

In most ontology development, the layers conceptually build upon each another in the sense
that higher layers rely on the output situated at lower layers. Consequently, the activities in
Stage III were defined following this rule.
First, the entities were segmented and labeled, which are typically nouns, proper names, and
definite noun phrases. Meanwhile, it is also useful to consider indefinite nouns or noun chunks
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since some of them might be frequently used terms in SE standards. In order to extract key
terms in the SE domain, the frequency distributions of different kinds of terms were used.
As different terms may refer to the same concept, the merging of synonyms is an essential
activity in this stage, making ontologies one of the best solutions to language ambiguity. The
key terms extracted from the SE corpus were not only nouns or noun phrases, but also verbs
and verb phrases. Generally, nouns and noun phrases are concepts in a relation, whereas verbs
and verb phrases describe what relations exist between the concepts (they are called “relation
types” in Figure 4.2). Therefore, when merging synonyms, not only different noun terms were
merged, but also the verbs or verb phrases of the same relation. A data model was predefined
to store these synonyms. Two other models (conceptual and logical models) were also created
to aid the development of the SE ontology. The next chapter provides more details about these
models and how they are developed.
The next task was to deal with abbreviations. In this study, they were automatically considered
as synonyms to the full specified name of a concept. Certain language patterns were also used
to detect terms that have the same semantics. Label annotations were used to present different
names representing the same concept. Then, a set of key concepts with their possible synonyms
were obtained, as well as a set of fundamental relations types.
The last activity was to assembly the concepts with relevant relations. There are two kinds of
relations in ontologies, taxonomic and non-taxonomic. The taxonomic relation is the key to
construct the concept hierarchy. Non-taxonomic relations describe how the concepts are linked
together. In this study, the SE ontology was built with the help of an ontology editor called
Protégé and its web-based version WebProtégé. They ensure that the logical axioms are
established in formal ontology language (e.g., OWL). The tools also enable argument and
inference. They can significantly enhance queries and automated reasoning (Dibowski et al.,
2018).
In summary, this approach converted natural language descriptions in the SE standards into
rigorous computable definitions.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter contains two parts. The first part presents the overall research framework that this
study employed. The second part focuses on the ontology learning approach that this study
proposed to learn an SE ontology from authoritative SE standards.
Regarding the research methodology, the key deliverables are presented in the research
framework. So far, the first three activities, along with their outcomes, have been presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. They are conducting a systematic literature review, designing a scientific
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research methodology, and proposing a novel ontology learning approach. Especially, as one
of the key deliverables in the methodological aspect, the proposed ontology learning approach
is described in detail in three stages. The next chapter presents the ontology models that are
developed for formalizing the conceptual, logical, and data facets of the SE ontology.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the ontology models that were developed for this study. It is the third
output in the IDEF0 model in Figure 4.1. The ontology models can be seen as the overarching
structure in which the SE knowledge can be gathered in a systematic and formal way. To be
specific, three models are created for modeling the SE ontology. They are conceptual model,
logical model, and data model, which are described respectively in the following subsections.

5.2 Conceptual Model
When developing ontologies, the conceptual model represents the structure that clarifies the
expected artifact to shape the final deliverables. The conceptual model also serves as the metamodel of the structure of the ontology under construction. It concerns how the ontological
primitives are arranged in the ontology. Based on best practices, the conceptu al model of this
research is presented in Figure 5.1.

Concept

Relationship
Taxonomic

Identifier

Description

Nontaxonomic

Property

Terminology

Subclass

Fully qualified name

Object

Data

Synonym

Figure 5.1 Conceptual Model

A unique internationalized resource identifier (IRI) is allocated for each concept. Therefore, a
concept is uniquely identified by its IRI but not by its name. Also, for each term, property,
relationship, and description, a unique identifier will be assigned to differentiate every item. A
detailed specification of various identifiers is presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Specifications of identifiers

Identifier types

Specifications

Identifier

The only and unique numeric code for identifying an item

Concept identifier

The identifier of any concept

Description identifier

The identifier of any description

Destination concept identifier

A relationship consists of a source concept, a relation type, and a
destination concept. When a concept in a relationship is a
destination concept, its identifier is referred to as destination
concept identifier

Terminology identifier

The identifier of any terminology

Relation type identifier

The identifier of any relation type

Relationship identifier

The identifier of any relationship

Source concept identifier

A relationship consists of a source concept, a relation type, and a
destination concept. When a concept in a relationship is a source
concept, its identifier is referred to as source concept identifier

A concept is a class, a category, a collection, a type of object, or a kind of thing. Concept depicts
the fundamental elements of a knowledge domain. The term used to express a concept is
terminology. Different terminologies of the same concept are synonyms. The description is
used for providing a textual explanation of a concept. A relatio nship consists of a source
concept, a relation type (or property), and a destination concept. The relation type in a
relationship refers to the construct whereby concepts can be linked. Subclass property, object
property, and data property are three kinds of relation types. Relationship expresses how two
concepts are related, including taxonomic relationships and non-taxonomic relationships.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the conceptual model in a graphical form.
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Identifiers
Concepts

Identifier

Concept

Property

Terminologies
Terminology

Relationship

Description

Descriptions

Properties

Relationships

Figure 5.2 A graphical representation of the conceptual model

There are six pools in Figure 5.2, representing identifiers, concepts, terminologies, descriptions,
properties, and relationships, respectively. Each yellow rhomboid is an identifier, which has
one to one correspondence between identifiers and the other five elements. Concepts, presented
in green ellipses, link with terminologies (blue ellipses) and descriptions (Grey diamonds).
Properties are marked as orange circles. As can be seen from the navy rounded rectangle (a
relationship), a relationship consists of two green ellipses and one orange circle, which means
two concepts linked by one property. The graphical representation in Figure 5.2 presents the
abstract conceptual model in a more vivid way.

5.3 Logical Model
Unlike the conceptual model, the logical model of an ontology focuses on explaining the logical
restrictions between the different elements of an ontology. Figure 5.3 shows the logical model
of the ontology that was built.
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Destination concept
identifier
Source concept
identifier

Relation Type
Concept

Relation category

Fully qualified name

Fully qualified name

Relation
type
identifier

Relationship

Domain

Range

Concept
identifier

Concept
identifier
Relation type
identifier

Terminology

Description
Textual description

Synonym
Acceptability

Relationship
identifier

Terminology
Identifier

Item

Description
identifier

Reference

Item identifier
Item type

Legend

A

B

Dependency relationship.
A depends on B, but does not contain an instance of B.
A receives an instance of B as a foreign key.

Figure 5.3 Logical model of the ontology

As can be seen from the logical model, all the elements of an ontology expect for the identifier
are further abstracted into a class called item. The identifiers become the bond that links all the
other elements together. In each of the classes, for example, the relation type (or property),
primary attributes are listed, such as relation category, fully qualified name, domain, and range.
These attributes are indispensable for developing the SE ontology. They also play a supporting
role when looking at the ontology from the data model perspectives, which will be discussed in
the next section. The legend in Figure 5.3 shows the dependency relationship that is very
commonly used by UML when generating logical models. Take terminology and concept as an
example. The concept identifier indicates that terminologies depend on concepts and receives
an instance of concepts as a foreign key. That is to say, all the terminologies must link with at
least one concept, with the concept identifier being the bridge connecting these two.
Concept hierarchy is an additional output, but a critical element in an ontology, when
developing the taxonomic relationships. It can be automatically generated when adding new
concepts to the ontology by using subclass properties. The concept hierarchy is also used to
demonstrate the taxonomy of a knowledge domain. However, Figure 5.3 cannot express this
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important characteristic directly. Therefore, an independent notation is portrayed in Figure 5.4
to describe the logical model of the taxonomic relationship, especially the multiple parenting
feature in ontologies.

Root concept

Supertype ancestor

Top-level
concept

Supertype parent

Multiple supertype
parents

Concept in focus

Subtype child
Subtype descendant

Legend
Omission of many
inheritance relationships.

B

A

Notation.
Collection of the same
elements.

Inheritance relationship.
A inherits B, or A is a type of B.

Figure 5.4 Logical model of multiple parenting feature of ontologies

One of the significant features of ontologies is to enable multiple inheritance relationships
between concepts (see Figure 5.4). Looking from the perspective of the eye, Figure 5.4
describes all the possible taxonomic relationships that a concept in focus could have. First, this
concept is directly linked by its supertype parent to the concept hierarchy. Its direct descendant
is called subtype child. All of the subtype descendants inherit the relationships that their
supertype parent has. With the level of the concept hierarchy increasing, the subtype child
depicts the knowledge domain towards a more and more specialized degree, which is
commonly understood as specialization in UML. It is worth noting that a concept can have
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multiple supertype parents. All the concepts are under a group of top-level concepts that are the
fundamental categories or the top-level generalization of a knowledge domain.
In this study, one of the primary objectives is to define the top-level concepts of the SE body
of knowledge, which needs to be comprehensive to contain all kinds of SE knowledge and
differ the boundaries of each classification.

5.4 Data Model
The data model of the ontology is to clarify the data structure for storing and presenting all the
information possessed by the ontology. First of all, as the core function of the ontology, the
terminology must be captured in a systematic way. Table 5.2 shows the pre-defined data
structure for storing multiple terminologies for a concept.
Table 5.2 Data model of terminologies corresponding to a concept

Concept and terminology

<Concept identifier>
<Fully qualified name>
<Terminology identifier> <Synonym>
Terminology <Terminology identifier> <Synonym>
<Terminology identifier> <Synonym>

Preferential
Optional
Optional

A concept can be uniquely identified by its concept identifier. However, showing identifiers in
ontologies is not ideal in terms of good interoperability. Therefore, a fully qualified name is
designed to represent the concept and increase readability. Different terms for expressing the
concept are captured as synonyms of the aforementioned concept, each of which is assigned
with a unique terminology identifier. In addition, a preferential level of usage is attached to
each terminology. Some of the terminologies are preferential in conveying the concept, while
others are optional with lower preference.
A fully qualified name is the full, formal, and specified name of a concept, which is not
necessarily the most commonly used one. However, it must be re-recorded in the terminology,
which can be marked as preferential or optional. No abbreviation can appear in the fully
qualified name.
All the names appearing in the terminology are called synonyms to the fully qualified name,
which presents the same concept in different terminologies.
The data model provides a mechanism that enables SE knowledge to be represented, even when
a single concept does not capture the required level of detail. This is important as it enables a
wide range of SE knowledge to be captured in a record, without requiring the terminology to
include a separate concept for every detailed combination of ideas that may potentially need to
be recorded.
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Precoordinated expressions are expressions that represent the meaning of ind ividual concepts
that are predefined in the ontology. Besides the unique concept identifier and descriptions, each
concept also has a formal logic definition represented by a set of defining relationships to other
concepts. Table 5.3 illustrates that an item can be represented by a single identifier, with or
without an accompanying human-readable term. It also illustrates the defining relationships of
the concept identified in the expression. This is the precoordinated definitional knowledge that
is conveyed by this expression.
Table 5.3 also shows expressions that contain two or more concept identifiers, which are
referred to as postcoordinated expressions. Postcoordination combines concepts and allows
more detail to be added to the meaning represented by a single concept. A postcoordinated
expression is not just a list of concept identifiers; it follows a set of rules that mimic the way
attributes and values are used to define the SE concepts.
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Table 5.3 Precoordinated expression and postcoordinated expression rules and grammar

Grammar
<identifier> “<label>”

Symbol
Double
quotation
marks

“”

<identifier> “<label>”:
<refinement>

Colon

:

<identifier 1> “<label 1>”:
<identifier 2> “<label 2>” =
<identifier 3> “<label 3>”

Equal sign

=

<identifier 1> “<label 1>”:
<identifier 2> “<label 2>” =
<identifier 3> “<label 3>”;
<identifier 4> “<label 4>” =
<identifier 5> “<label 5>”
<identifier 1> “<label 1>”:
{<identifier 2> “<label 2>” =
<identifier 3> “<label 3>”;
<identifier 4> “<label 4>” =
<identifier 5> “<label 5>”}
<identifier 1> “<label 1>”:
{<identifier 2> “<label 2>” =
<identifier 3> “<label 3>”;
(<identifier 4> “<label 4>” =
<identifier 5> “<label 5>”;
<identifier 4> “<label 4>” =
<identifier 6> “<label 6>”)}

Explanation
The label quoted in the double quotation marks is
the label of the identifier, such as a fully qualified
name, a synonym, a property name.
A refinement can be attached to an item, detailing
the definition, description, or relationships of the
item.
In a refinement of a relationship, the source concept
is linked by a property to a destination concept. The
destination concept can be understood as the value
of the property, which is after an equal sign in the
data model.

Semicolon

;

When adding more than one refinement to the same
concept, each refinement can be separated from
other, divided by a semicolon to mean “and”.

Curly
braces

{}

All the refinements can be regarded as a whole
when operating the concepts.

Round
braces

()

When assigning different values to the same
property,

Example
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”:
<refinement>
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”:
RRX5rediZc8okKYSepNubM “has input” =
RzTb9NXhEJFCxjAI0Dp5vY “system to be validated”
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”:
RRX5rediZc8okKYSepNubM “has input” =
RzTb9NXhEJFCxjAI0Dp5vY “system to be validated”;
R9EZzi0FswU1YZEyY6aXBpi “outputting” =
RCIPzJDujiBBU6YdSb1a749 “validation report”
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”:
{RRX5rediZc8okKYSepNubM “has input” =
RzTb9NXhEJFCxjAI0Dp5vY “system to be validated”;
R9EZzi0FswU1YZEyY6aXBpi “outputting” =
RCIPzJDujiBBU6YdSb1a749 “validation report”}
R7RnJE2bqOxvcOWbQ7oxtqA “validation process”:
{RRX5rediZc8okKYSepNubM “has input” =
RzTb9NXhEJFCxjAI0Dp5vY “system to be validated”;
(R9EZzi0FswU1YZEyY6aXBpi “outputting” =
RCIPzJDujiBBU6YdSb1a749 “validation report”;
R9EZzi0FswU1YZEyY6aXBpi “outputting” =
RDoP67VSJ80OsqdfTbSLZpY “validation record”)}
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There are several valid ways to represent and store ontological knowledge. However, to support
interoperability, this section has specified a standard data model with compositional grammar
form that is both human-readable and computer processable.

5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, three novel models are developed and presented to depict the SE ontology from
three facets, namely conceptual model, logical model, and data model. These models are created
based on ontology definitions and theoretical foundations. They seem universal; however, they
are designed to specify the SE body of knowledge. The definition of formal ontologies should
consider these three facets.
These models serve as the overarching structure in which the SE knowledge can be gathered
and structured. The conceptual model illustrated by Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 specifies the key
elements in an ontology, i.e., the definitions of identifiers, concepts, terminologies, descriptions,
properties, and relationships. As for the logical level, Figure 5.3 lays the foundation of the
logical relations between the different elements in the conceptual model, and Figure 5.4 further
elaborates on the multiple parenting hierarchical relations in the SE ontology. The data model
includes the definition of precoordinated and postcoordinated expression rules and grammar
that enable the ontology represented by compositional grammar form that is both humanreadable and computer processable.
The proposed ontology learning approach and the developed ontology models have been
introduced. The next chapter focuses on applying the proposed approach and the models in a
real case study to show the feasibility of these research endeavors.
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a complete case study by using the approach and models proposed in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. It deals with two outputs of the research as defined in the IDEF0
model, namely a formal ontology deriving from authoritative SE standards, and a visualization
of the SE ontology by sophisticated ontology tools.
The case study is conducted to show how the ontology learning approach and the ontology
models are used in practice. As the description of the ontology learning approach in the last
chapter is not presented by an actual SE standard, some details may be lost. Therefore, in this
chapter, the case study chooses a real SE standard and practices all the stages of the ontology
learning approach to generate an SE ontology.
Section 6.2 records the entire process of the application of the ontology learning approach using
the INCOSE SE handbook. Furthermore, the ontological primitives generated from the
ontology learning approach are populated into the ontology models.
Instead of describing how the model was populated, Section 6.3 focuses on the description of
the actual learned SE ontology, detailing its terminology, concepts, and relations. Moreover,
the developed ontology shows its powerful ability to re-structure and represent the SE life cycle
processes in a dynamic way.
Section 6.4 provides an application scenario of the SE ontology in obtaining an IDEF0 model
of the SE life cycle processes. It is a more accurate and dynamic model than the N 2 diagram
provided by the INCOSE SE handbook. It presents the A-0 diagram and the A0 diagram in the
IDEF0 model. The detailed decomposition of the IDEF0 model is attached in Appendix 1.

6.2 Application of the Ontology Learning Methodology
This section presents a complete application of the proposed ontology learning methodology
for learning an SE ontology from the INCOSE SE handbook. To elaborate on the details, it first
provides a brief introduction to the INCOSE SE handbook. Then, it presents how each of the
stages in the methodology is applied through the case study.

6.2.1

Introduction to the INCOSE SE Handbook

The INCOSE SE handbook (INCOSE, 2015a) provides an authoritative reference to the SE
discipline in terms of theory and practice. It covers the SE core body of knowledge and relates
to other international standards.
The INCOSE handbook describes critical process activities performed by systems engineers
and other engineering professionals throughout the life cycle of a system. The handbook itself
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is a tool and portfolio of system concepts, aiding practitioners by providing a solid background
on system thinking, life cycle concepts, the system of systems management and complex
systems, etc. The handbook also acts as a reference for the discipline of SE in general, including
standards, models, life cycle stages, processes, and their built-in tools and methods. According
to Forsberg and Roedler (2011), the series of the INCOSE SE handbook all become the primary
reference to many organizations for creating internal SE process documents.
However, there are also some limitations that restrict the application of SE best practices. It
contains sufficient terminologies that describe the SE domain but are often intertwined and
ambiguous (Chourabi et al., 2010). With continuous revisions, the same concepts are referred
to by different terms, and the linkages between the two editions are complicated to identify (Di
Maio, 2011). The handbook has been translated into different languages and adapted for
different cultures. The translation also causes misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the
meanings of important SE concepts.
Thereby, although it is a world-widely accepted standard, it needs improvement in terms of the
level of interoperability. However, due to its rich terminologies, it is ideal for acting as the SE
corpus to derive an SE ontology. The following sections will show how the knowledge in the
INCOSE SE handbook is extracted to form an SE ontology to address the problems.

6.2.2

Stage I: Document Collection and Pre-processing

To begin with, the latest English edition (4 th version) of the INCOSE SE handbook was obtained.
It was published in 2015. Therefore, the electronic file of the English version in PDF was
obtained. However, when using this handbook as the SE corpus, a pre-processing of the original
text is necessary. The table of contents, Chapter 1, and the appendices were eliminated to clean
the text since they do not contribute much to the corpus; in contrast, they might affect the results.
The rest of the INCOSE SE handbook has a conventional layout, as shown in Figure 6.1 and
Figure 6.2. They show the general layout of the handbook, which contains titles, subtitles,
paragraphs, bullet points, tables, figures, pages, headers, and footers.
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Figure 6.1 An epitome of the INCOSE SE handbook

In order to obtain a clean text, this electronic document (PDF) was converted into a text file
(TXT). It is worth noting that case sensitivity was retained since some of the abbreviations are
important to the SE community. A sample of the TXT file is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.2 General structure of a page in the INCOSE SE handbook
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Figure 6.3 The electronic file after conversion to plain text

6.2.3

Stage II: Lexical Analysis through NLP

Next, the text file was brought to the lexical analysis stage, with the help of NLP techniques.
The NLP drew support from the platform Spyder 3.3.2 to run Python 3.7.1 to invoke the NLTK
packages 3.4. The TXT file was loaded first to the Python environment and then segmented
into sentences (nltk.sent_tokenize(raw text)). Next, a loop command was made upon each
sentence to further segment the sentence into words (nltk.word_tokenize(sentence)). Afterward,
the Penn Treebank tagset was used to assign part-of-speech tags to each token in a sentence
(nltk.pos_tag(sentence)), resulting in a list of tagged tokens. The changes made to a sample
sentence along with the above operations are illustrated in an example as Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Changes in the text after applying relevant NLTK packages

NLTK package
nltk.sent_tokenize(raw text)
nltk.word_tokenize(sentence)

Changes in the text
'The systems engineer must continually distinguish between
systems in the real world and system representations.'
['The', 'systems', 'engineer', 'must', 'continually', 'distinguish',
'between', 'systems', 'in', 'the', 'real', 'world', 'and', 'system',
'representations', '.']
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NLTK package

nltk.pos_tag(sentence)

Changes in the text
[('The', 'DT'), ('systems', 'NNS'), ('engineer', 'NN'), ('must',
'MD'), ('continually', 'RB'), ('distinguish', 'VB'), ('between',
'IN'), ('systems', 'NNS'), ('in', 'IN'), ('the', 'DT'), ('real', 'JJ'),
('world', 'NN'), ('and', 'CC'), ('system', 'NN'), ('representations',
'NNS'), ('.', '.')]

The results in Table 6.1 are the final outcomes of the repeated training of the off-the-shelf tagger.
In the beginning, the tagger had a relatively low accuracy score, meaning it did not always
assign the proper tag to the token. Then, the tagger was trained by comparing the outcomes to
the tags that a human expert would assign to enhance its performance. Also, a gold standard
test was used to evaluate the tagger to improve its accuracy further. The rule is that the tagger
is regarded as being correct if the tag’s guess for a given word is the same as the gold standard
tag. This principle was implemented on a set of randomly chosen sentences from the corpus.
After they reached the standard level, the tagger was trained through the gold standard to tag
the rest of the corpus. The output from this stage is an SE corpus with part-of-speech tags
annotated to each token.

6.2.4

Stage III: Ontology Components Extraction

Once the annotated SE corpus was obtained, the ontology components extraction was
performed. A series of initial findings were obtained, such as the identification of the highfrequency terms and the detection of a set of key verbs or verb phrases. The high-frequency
terms are the foundation of making up the ontology concepts (or classes). The verb and verb
phrases are usually considered as the relations that link such concepts.
In Figure 6.4, a word cloud of the high-frequency terms that appear more than 100 times is
shown.
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Figure 6.4 Word cloud of high-frequency terms

The size of the area in Figure 6.4 represents how often each term appears. In fact, more than
5,000 different kinds of noun terms were discovered. Although it is not surprising that the term
‘system’ is mentioned the most often, its occurrence only accounts for 4.3% percent of the total
number of nouns. When taking all the noun terms that have more than 100 occurrences into
account, their accumulative occurrence adds up to 16,327 times, which makes up 37.2% of the
total number of nouns. This finding reveals that although the handbook uses many kinds of
terms (more than 5,000 for noun), some are used only once or twice, and others are used
repeatedly. If a suitable threshold is chosen, it is possible to use the least number of terms to
describe the complete SE body of knowledge, decreasing confusion, and ambiguity.
For this case study, the initial threshold was set at 100 and then gradually reduced to include
more terms in the core term set, i.e., the core set of terms for SE knowledge. Through repeated
experiments, the final threshold was set as 20, meaning that all the terms whose occurrences
reach 20 were included in the core term set. This set contains the most key terms for SE and
the least useless terms. Figure 6.5 shows the inclusions of the terms that are used to define SE
life cycle processes. The size of the bubble represents the frequency of occurrence. By contrast,
the term system appears nearly 2,000 times, whereas tailoring only occurs 22 times. The
position of the bubble from right to left reflects its level of increasing importance. It can be seen
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that the key terms cluster on the left with larger bubble sizes, which verifies that by setting up
an appropriate threshold, the core term set will contain the least number of terms but will
represent the complete SE body of knowledge.

Figure 6.5 Key terms obtained with a threshold of 20

Moreover, essential terms were used to seek key noun phrases that are usually as important
concepts in this domain. By using regular expressions in Python, a multistage chunk grammar
was developed. It contains recursive rules, not only for chunking noun phrases, but also for
prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and sentences. The extraction of key phrases provides the
creation of ontologies with ontological primitives, i.e., the components of an ontology. For
noun phrases to become concepts, direct one-to-one mapping was performed. Figure 6.6 shows
an excerpt of the most frequent noun phrases.
It can be found from Figure 6.6 that the phrases that comprise the SE knowledge domain are
mostly fundamental concepts, such as system elements, system requirements, system engineers.
Nevertheless, it can also be found that some high-frequency phrases are used to ensure clarity
in writing, such as process activities, appendix E, and following activities. Therefore, the
extracted list of noun phrases was filtered to make it contain only fundamental SE concepts.
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Figure 6.6 High-frequent noun phrases
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Verb and verb phrases were also detected by the chunk grammar. Therefore, each sentence was
analyzed and chunked to split the different parts of the sentence structure. Eventually, each
sentence can be presented in a tree view, as shown in Figure 6.7, as an example. This sentence
is also the one in Table 6.1. However, unlike before, the SE corpus was structured with further
semantics, leveraging a foundation for ontology creation in the next phase.

Figure 6.7 A tree view of sentence structure

6.3 The SE Ontology
This section elaborates on the SE ontology in terms of the terminology it includes, the top-level
concepts that form the ontology, the multiple-parent taxonomic relations within the ontology,
and the concept hierarchy that the SE ontology contains.

6.3.1

Terminology

From the ontology learning process, several ontological primitives were generated. They
constitute the ontology by consisting of the concepts, terminologies, properties, relationships,
and axioms. Noun terms and phrases constitute the basics of ontology concepts. From the
ontology learning processes, various SE terminologies were extracted with frequency
distributions. Starting from the terms and phrases with high frequency, terminologies were
imported into WebProtégéto build the concept hierarchy. The concept hierarchy was built
based on the taxonomic relationships detected in the SE corpus. For each concept, synonyms
were merged based on the data model presented in Section 5.4. WebProtégéoffers a function
to edit concepts’ names with labels.
Take the ‘concept of operations’ as an example (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8 Merging synonyms

The ‘concept of operations’ is a commonly referred concept within the SE domain. However,
most of the time, SE practitioners are inclined to refer to it as ConOps. In fact, the three different
labels of ‘concept of operations’ are all captured in the ontology as they are synonyms. They
are annotated as rdfs:label, skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel. This annotation specifies the
various names used to describe a concept, i.e., fully qualified name, preferred name, and
acceptable name.

6.3.2

Top-level Concepts

Similar concepts were grouped together, and taxonomic relationships were developed between
concepts to build concept hierarchy. The process is done in a bottom-up manner, as the concept
hierarchy starts with the leaf nodes and branches of the lower and middle layers. The groupings
of concepts were not performed arbitrarily. In fact, they are formed by bottom-up clustering
according to good practices (Gangemi et al., 2002; OBO Technical WG, 2019). The top-level
concepts are presented in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Top-level concept hierarchy in WebProtégé

6.3.3

Multiple-parent Taxonomic Relations

There are nine top-level classes that depict the SE body of knowledge. In other words, the SE
concepts generated from the INCOSE SE handbook were all grouped under at least one class.
In fact, an SE concept can appear under multi-parent classes. Therefore, the class hierarchy is
an acyclic net structure, not a simple tree, but a poly-hierarchy. This is pre-defined in the logical
model of the ontology in Section 5.3.
Figure 6.10 shows an example of multiple-parent taxonomic relationships.

Figure 6.10 An example of the multiple-parent taxonomic relationships

‘Design definition’ is a concept in the SE knowledge domain. It belongs to both the ‘activity
related to definition’ and the ‘activity related to design’. The ‘activity related to definition’ and
the ‘activity related to design’ all belong to the class ‘activity’, which is under the top-level
hierarchy ‘activities, procedures or processes’.
The top-level classes with their descendants will be briefly described from Section 6.3.4.1 to
Section 6.3.4.9.

6.3.4

Concept Hierarchy

The following subsections present the concept hierarchy that frames the SE ontology.
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6.3.4.1 Abstract Concepts or Properties of a System
As the default sorting of concepts was set as the alphabet order, the first top-level class is
‘abstract concepts or properties of a system’. Figure 6.11 shows an excerpt of this class and its
descendants.

Figure 6.11 An excerpt of abstract concepts or properties of a system

Take ‘measurement needs’ as an example. ‘Measurement needs’ include ‘measure of
effectiveness needs,’ ‘measure of effectiveness needs’, ‘technical performance measures needs’,
‘project performance measures needs’, and ‘organizational process performance measures
needs’. The INCOSE SE handbook differentiates needs from requirements. However, through
the development of the SE ontology, it is found that sometimes needs are called requests under
certain circumstances. For example, ‘acquisition need’ is the identification of a need that cannot
be met within the organization encountering the need or a need that can be met in a more
economical way by a supplier. A ‘request for supply’ is the request to an external supplying
organization to propose a solution to meet a need for a system element or system (product or
service). In essence, they are both a kind of needs. Therefore, they are both a subclass of needs.
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6.3.4.2 Activities, Procedures or Processes
The second top-level class is related to ‘activities, procedures, or processes’ within SE. Figure
6.12 shows the secondary and primary decomposition of the classification of the procedure and
process.

Figure 6.12 An excerpt of activities, procedures or processes

Procedures in the SE domain represent a set of actions and techniques performed with specific
enablers. The SE life cycle processes contain ‘disposal procedure’, ‘installation procedure’,
‘integration procedure’, ‘maintenance procedure’, ‘validation procedure’, and ‘verification
procedure’. However, through the ontology learning process, a concept called ‘change control
procedure’ is found in the INCOSE SE handbook. The handbook does not provide a clear
definition of this procedure, but it is introduced by ISO/IEC 26514:2008, meaning the actions
that are taken to identify, document, review, and authorize changes to a software or
documentation product that is being developed. Therefore, it can be concluded th at the ontology
learning approach can detect knowledge that is implicitly presented in the SE standards.
However, the INCOSE SE handbook alone cannot portray the entire universe of the SE domain.
The SE ontology developed in this research does not intend to provide a complete picture of
the SE body of knowledge either, as ontologies can always be enriched or refined. The aim of
the research is to provide a universal approach that can take advantage of and extract ontological
knowledge from existing SE standards. The goal of the developed ontology is to serve as a
foundation to contain more SE concepts.

6.3.4.3 Approaches, Methodologies or Theories
The third top-level class is ‘approaches, methodologies or theories’ in the SE domain. Figure
6.13 shows the hierarchy within this classification. This class can be enriched with more
concepts, as the current extracted hierarchy is only based on the INCOSE SE handbook. The
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handbook does not provide much information on SE approaches, methodologies or theories.
However, as an essential constituent of the SE body of knowledge, this top-level class is
reserved for further investigation.

Figure 6.13 An excerpt of approaches, methodologies or theories

6.3.4.4 Capabilities or Characteristics
The fourth top-level class is ‘capabilities or characteristics’. Figure 6.14 presents the
‘capabilities or characteristics’ found in the INCOSE SE handbook.

Figure 6.14 An excerpt of capabilities or characteristics

One of the capabilities that the SE life cycle processes emphasize is traceability. Various kinds
of traceability were detected from the ontology learning process, such as ‘architecture
traceability’, ‘business requirements traceability’, ‘design traceability’, etc.

6.3.4.5 Data or Information Materials
The fifth top-level class is ‘data or information materials’. This is the largest classification
among the nine top-level classes. Figure 6.15 presents an excerpt of this top-level class.
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Figure 6.15 An excerpt of data or information materials

As known by many SE practitioners, when practicing SE processes, many documents are
generated and transferred between processes. The variety of these document artifacts makes SE
novices hard to manage. In the SE ontology, different kinds of documents are systematically
classified. Figure 6.16 provides an excerpt from the ‘document artifact’ class in the SE ontology.
In Figure 6.16, the ‘account or report’ in the SE domain can be classified into reports that are
from all applicable life cycle processes and other processes. Agreements are divided into two
categories, ‘acquisition agreement’ and ‘supply agreement’.
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Figure 6.16 An excerpt of document artifacts

6.3.4.6 Engineering Disciplines
The sixth top-level class is ‘engineering disciplines’. Figure 6.17 shows an overview of this
category. Since the INCOSE SE handbook provides general SE domain knowledge, it does not
provide details about specific engineering disciplines. However, it is vital to establish an
independent classification for distinguishing different engineering disciplines related to SE.
Therefore, the subclasses currently under this top-level class are rather limited.

Figure 6.17 An excerpt of engineering discipline
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6.3.4.7 Physical Concepts or Properties of a System
The seventh top-level class is ‘physical concepts or properties of a system’. It is another
important set of concepts that corresponds to ‘abstract concepts or properties of a system’.
Figure 6.18 shows an excerpt of this top-level class.

Figure 6.18 An excerpt of physical concepts or properties of a system

As can be seen from Figure 6.18, a ‘system or system element’ can have different statuses, such
as accepted, acquired, integrated, supplied, and verified.

6.3.4.8 Plans or Strategies
The eighth top-level class is ‘plans or strategies’ in the SE body of knowledge. Figure 6.19
shows an excerpt of this class.
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Figure 6.19 An excerpt of plans or strategies

For example, the ontology shows 23 types of strategies that appear in the INCOSE SE handbook.
It can also be found that sometimes a strategy is named as a policy or plan. Summarizing them
together can help unify the terminology.

6.3.4.9 Scales
The last top-level class is ‘scales’. Figure 6.20 shows an excerpt of scales found in the INCOSE
SE handbook. For example, criteria belong to one kind of scale.
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Figure 6.20 An excerpt of scales

6.4 Application of the Developed Ontology
This section presents an application scenario where the developed ontology for the SE body of
knowledge is applied. The scenario is how the ontology is used to enable a dynamic and robust
representation of the system life cycle processes. It begins by presenting an overview of the
system life cycle processes. Then, a semantic network is proposed for connecting all the
processes. Third, the ontology for the system life cycle processes is demonstrated. Next, by
using the reasoning and inferring features of ontologies, the interrelations within the system life
cycle processes are revealed. Fifth, it provides a reorganization of the processes by the IDEF0
process modeling method.

6.4.1

System Life Cycle Processes Overview

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 is the international standard for systems and software engineering
– system life cycle processes. This international standard establishes a defined set of processes
for describing the life cycle of systems created by humans in order to facilitate communication
among different stakeholders in the life cycle of a system. It also provides a normative direction
regarding the tailoring of these system life cycle processes to fit different SE projects. As jointly
described in the INCOSE SE handbook and ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288, the SE life cycle processes
are categorized into four groups, technical processes, technical management processes,
agreement processes, and organizational project-enabling processes. The four process groups
and the sub-processes included in each group are depicted in Figure 6.21.
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System life cycle
processes

Technical
processes

14 sub-processes:
Business or
mission analysis
process et al.

Technical
management
processes

Organizational
project-enabling
processes

Agreement
processes

8 sub-processes:
Project planning
process et al.

2 sub-processes:
Acquisition
process et al.

6 sub-processes:
Life cycle model
management
process et al.

Figure 6.21 System life cycle processes per ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015

While ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 provides a generic top-level process description, the
INCOSE SE handbook further elaborates on the practices and activities necessary to put the
processes into practice consistent with the international standard. A common format is used to
describe the system life cycle processes, which is illustrated in Figure 6.22.
Controls

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Enablers

Figure 6.22 Sample of an IPO diagram

This format is named as an IPO diagram, which stands for the input-process-output diagram,
and it shows the key inputs, resulting outputs, necessary controls, and essential enablers of a
system life cycle process. Inputs, outputs, controls, and enablers can be regarded as
indispensable elements when describing a process. Therefore, in this research, they are defined
as a generalized class named system life cycle object. In other words, the input, output, control,
or enabler can be regarded as specialized roles of an object playing in a system life cycle process.

6.4.2

Proposing a Semantic Network for System Life Cycle Processes

There are some system life cycle objects that act as both outputs and inputs in terms of two or
more processes when the objects have sequential relationships. However, one IPO diagram can
only show one life cycle process at a time. It cannot represent the whole network of which all
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the objects consist. A possible situation is mentioned that some objects can act both as an output
and an input, which gives an example of one possible relation that is missing, unrecognized,
and undefined in the processes network.
Therefore, important relations are missing in the IPO diagrams, and the current knowledge
representation lacks the capability to describe the system life cycle processes as a semantic
network. Specifically, the relations between sub-processes are missing, as shown in Figure 6.23.

Sources

Relations

Relations

Controls

Sources

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Outwards

Enablers

Relations

Sources

Relations

Figure 6.23 Extension of IPO diagram with potential relations

In the middle, one IPO diagram stands alone. The boundary of this IPO diagram is limited to
what is presented as its objects. In fact, outside the boundary, all inputs, controls, and enablers
must have some sources that import them into the process of interest. Moreover, every output
must have some destination, no matter if they are exported to another process or a few processes
or even outside the whole life cycle processes.
Based on the above analysis, improvement and optimization can be made to change the standalone IPO diagrams into a network. It will expose what relations are implicitly contained in the
process. According to the precious achievement in this research, the SE ontology can realize
this and even make the processes computer-readable.

6.4.3

Development of System Life Cycle Processes Ontology

The SE ontology presented in Section 6.3 is derived from the INCOSE SE handbook, capturing
the entire SE body of knowledge. System life cycle processes are one of the core elements of
the SE domain knowledge. As the extant SE standards fail to represent the processes in an
explicit and interoperable way, it is promising to take advantage of the SE ontology to
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reorganize and represent the system life cycle processes in ontological knowledge
representation. This endeavor can make the isolated life cycle processes become an
interconnected network. In order to achieve such a network, a 9-step method is adopted,
illustrated in Figure 6.24. Each step is briefly introduced as follows.

International Standard and guide
for System life cycle processes

A. Extract concepts and
definitions

B. Import into
structured database

If an object
C. Add item into system If a process
life cycle processes
Classify
datasheet

D. Restore processes
hierarchical relations

E. Add item into system
life cycle objects
datasheet

F. Add and update
lexical annotations

G. Obtain candidate
relations from linguistic
analysis

System life cycle
processes hierarchy

H. Define system life
cycle objects and build
classification

Defined and classified
system life cycle objects

I. Add relations between
system life cycle objects
and processes

System life cycle processes ontology

Figure 6.24 Flowchart of generating system life cycle processes ontology
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A. Extract Concepts and Definitions
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 adopts a common structure to describe each system life cycle
process, its purpose, outcomes, as well as activities and tasks. The Input-Process-Output (IPO)
diagram in the INCOSE guide contains the inputs, outputs, controls, and enablers of each
system life cycle process. Both of the standard and the handbook are available in electronic
format, especially with the handbook already formulating an SE corpus. In the first step, the
activity is to extract all the life cycle processes, objects, and their textual definitions from the
international standard and the INCOSE SE handbook. This has been achieved in the previous
research activities when learning the SE ontology from the handbook. As for life cycle
processes, their purposes were extracted from ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 because it is
important to specify the objectives when executing a process. As for the life cycle objects, the
INCOSE SE handbook has summarized a list of all the objects with their respective descriptions
arranged alphabetically. However, it does not distinguish which role or roles (i.e., as inputs,
outputs, controls, enablers) a life cycle object plays.
B. Import into Structured Database
The extracted data were firstly stored in datasheets. The terms and their definitions were also
extracted in the learning process of the SE ontology. The datasheet structures to store life cycle
processes and objects are shown in Figure 6.25 (a) and (b).
Sytem Life Cycle Objects
Sytem Life Cycle Processes

PK

PK

ID

ID

Title

Title

Alias

Purpose

Abbreviation

Parent ID

Description

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.25 Data model of the datasheets

In Figure 6.25 (a), ‘ID’ is a set of automatically generated numbers without repetition, as the
primary key (shown as PK in the figure) to identify each life cycle process. ‘Title’ is the name
of a process consistent with the international standard. ‘Purpose’ is a short textual description
to explain the goal of a process. ‘Parent ID’ is used to mark up the hierarchical relations between
processes. In Figure 6.25 (b), the properties for life cycle objects are more than processes. Apart
from ‘ID’ and ‘Title’, ‘Alias’ was used to save other names of a system life cycle object,
‘Abbreviation’ to store acronym, and ‘Description’ to note the meaning.
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C. Add Item into System Life Cycle Processes Datasheet
This step is to populate the data into the datasheet. With the developed SE ontology, it is
effortless to exchange desired information between OWL (format of an ontology) and SQL
(format of a database).
D. Restore Processes Hierarchical Relations
After obtaining the structured data, the SE ontology on WebProtégéwas exported to desktop
Protégé as reasoners are needed to run to infer class hierarchy. Figure 6.26 shows the
ontological expression for a system life cycle process, taking the ‘acquisition process’ as an
example. Note that the model includes owl:Class to mark the concept of interest by using an
unique ID (in this example, ‘#OWLClass_265’ refers to ‘acquisition process’); rdfs:subClassOf
to build the processes hierarchy (in this example, ‘#OWLClass_264’ refers to ‘agreement
processes’ which means ‘acquisition process’ is a subclass of ‘agreement process’); rdfs:label
to indicate the name of the process; and rdf:purpose to provide the objectives included in the
original standard.
<owl:Class rdf:about="#OWLClass_265">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OWLClass_264"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>…</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">acquisition process</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:purpose xml:lang="en">
The purpose of the acquisition process is to obtain a product or service
in accordance with the acquirer’s requirements.
</rdfs:purpose>
</owl:Class>

Figure 6.26 Example of the ontological model for system life cycle processes

E. Add Item into System Life Cycle Objects Datasheet
This activity was done in parallel with step C. Computer programs were written to facilitate the
operation to add system life cycle objects into the datasheet according to the data structure. The
datasheet contains 222 records that are the entire set of system life cycle objects. In the
meantime, the ontological model was created for life cycle objects. A class named ‘system life
cycle object index’ was used to include every object. There is no manually added hierarchy in
the index because the classification of objects can be generated automatically in the later steps.
F. Add and Update Lexical Annotations
There is a pretreatment to the names of the life cycle objects. When generating the SE ontology,
synonyms have been considered to store full names, alias and abbreviation as the INCOSE SE
handbook use them in a mixed way. In order to unify the usage, full names were employed as
the label of each object. Aliases and abbreviations were updated in the lexical annotations. The
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reason to keep these aliases and abbreviations is that many of them are commonly used than
the full names. Table 6.2 shows some examples.
Table 6.2 Unifying terminology

Original term

Unified Term

Candidate configuration
items (Cis)

Candidate configuration items

Initial RVTM

Initial requirements verification
and traceability matrix

Operator /maintainer
training materials

Operator training materials

SEMP

Systems engineering
management plan

Notes
Updates ‘Cis’ to synonym as an
alias
Update ‘Initial RVTM’ to synonym
as an alias
Update ‘maintainer training
material’ to synonym as an alias
Update ‘SEMP’ to acronym as an
abbreviation

Figure 6.27 shows the ontological expression for the life cycle objects, taking ‘candidate
configuration items’ as an instance. Note that the model further includes rdfs:definitionEn to
provide the English definition of the object and rdfs:synonym to indicate the alias.
<owl:Class rdf:about="#OWLClass_60">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OWLClass_37"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>...</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:definitionEn xml:lang="en">
Items for configuration control. Can originate from any life cycle
process
</rdfs:definitionEn>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">candidate configuration items</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:synonym xml:lang="en">CIs</rdfs:synonym>
</owl:Class>

Figure 6.27 Example of ontological expression for system life cycle objects

G. Obtain Candidate Relations from Linguistic Analysis
In order to obtain the candidate relations within the system life cycle processes, it is necessary
to undertake a linguistic analysis of the original standard. This can be done in a semiautomatic
way by applying NLP techniques. As this has been described in previous chapters in detail,
these activities will only be briefly summarized here. An important aspect of this process is
natural language comprehension. For this reason, several different kinds of programs were
employed, including lemmatization (which implements stemming algorithms to extract the
lexeme or root of a word), morphological analysis (which gleans sentence information from
their constituent elements: morphemes, words, and parts of speech), syntactic analysis (which
group sentence constituents to extract elements larger than words), and semantic modeling
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(which represent language semantics in terms of concepts and their relations, using abstraction,
logical reasoning, organization, and data structuring capabilities).
From a linguistic analysis, it is possible to determine a hierarchical relationship when the name
of a term contains the name of another one (for example, the term agreements and the terms
acquisition agreement and supply agreement), or when expressions such as ‘is a’ or ‘including’
linked to the name of another term included in the standard appear in the text of the term
definition.
Apart from hierarchical relations, there are many more complex relations between life cycle
processes and life cycle objects, or just among objects. These relations are usually expressed in
verb forms, such as the base form of a verb, the past tense, the gerund, the past participle, etc.
Therefore, NLP was applied for processing the raw text in the standard by sentence
segmentation, word tokenization, and part-of-speech tagger. For example, the description of
qualified personnel is that the right people with the right skills are assigned at the right time to
projects per their skill needs and timing, which can be illustrated in the constituency tree, as
shown in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28 Example of constituency tree

Moreover, there are four special relations between life cycle processes and life cycle objects
recognized and then added to the ontology model, which are ‘is input of’, ‘is output of’, ‘is
control of’, and ‘is enabler of’. These four relations are hidden in the original text and cannot
be analyzed by NLP but are widely used in the standard , especially in the IPO diagrams.
Therefore, they are nominated as candidates’ relations as well.
H. Define System Life Cycle Objects and Build Classification
After obtaining the candidate relations, they were then used to define life cycle objects. A welldefined class is capable of being used for automatically classification by logical reasoning. The
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class hierarchy defined in Section 6.3.4 is also used for generating concept classifications of
life cycle processes.
I.

Add Relations between System Life Cycle Objects and Processes

The final step and the previous one overlap and are iterative as they both involve the creation
of relations in the life cycle processes. Therefore, in this step, specific groupings are defined to
provide different perspectives, viewpoints, and purposes to analyze the life cycle processes and
objects. The generation of groupings is important to build the classification. Groupings such as
systems life cycle objects as inputs (or outputs, controls, enablers) enrich and complete the
classifications by adding new insights to the system life cycle processes.
Through the process described above, an ontology for system life cycle processes is created.
The ontology presents the system life cycle processes in both human-readable and computerreadable way. It has been proved that the computer can ‘understand’ what a life cycle process
and what a life cycle object is by executing logical reasoning or queries to return the answers
correctly. The ontology can also restore the functionality of IPO diagrams, as shown in Figure
6.29, which takes the ‘acquisition process’ as an example.

Figure 6.29 Restoration of the functionality of IPO diagrams

In Figure 6.29, inputs are on the left, among which the input ‘enabling system requirements’
further includes seven kinds of detailed enabling system requirements. The outputs are
displayed on the right.

6.4.4

Reasoning and Inferring

There are 222 system life cycle classes, and by applying NLP techniques, 162 properties or
relations between these classes are recognized and defined. The top 20 properties with their
frequency appearing in the definitions of system life cycle objects are shown in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30 Candidate properties (top 20)

The most frequently used property is ‘include’, which announces the ‘is a’ relation. Note that
the verb form is transformed through lemmatization processing, therefore ‘include’ represents
the different forms that appear in the raw text such as ‘including’, ‘includes’, ‘included’, etc.
A classification of concepts in the life cycle processes is also presented in the ontology.
Different groupings for different perspectives, viewpoints, and purposes to analyze and apply
the processes are defined. Figure 6.31 shows all possible intersections of inputs (I), outputs (O),
controls (C), and enables (E) by different colors, which are also the possible groupings that the
ontology can create.
I&O

Inputs (I)

Outputs (O)

Outputs (O)

Inputs (I)

O&E

Intersection of I, O, C, E
E.g. O&C, I&O&E, et al.

I&O&C
Enablers (E)

Controls (C)

Enablers (E)

Controls (C)
I&C
O&C

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.31 Possible groupings in theory vs. meaningful groupings in reality

The analysis starts with examining the intersection of every pair of two different kinds of
objects, i.e., I&O, I&C I&E, O&C, O&E, and C&E. When getting an empty set from the
intersection of two kinds of objects, there is no point adding a third one since it will also be an
empty set. After the first round of reasoning, the ontology returns the following results. There
are two empty set, I&E, and C&E, which means there are no life cycle objects that both play
the role of input and enabler, and control and enabler. Therefore, there is no point examining
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the intersections that are smaller than I&E and C&E. The second round is to examine if there
is a nonempty set in I&O&C and O&C&E. The reasoning shows that O&C&E turns out to be
an empty set, but there is a common element among inputs, outputs, and controls, which is
‘project direction’. A sketch diagram to demonstrate the reasoning result of intersections of life
cycle objects is shown in Figure 6.31 (b).

6.4.5

Reorganization of the Life Cycle Processes in IDEF0

The ontology for system life cycle processes has a direct impact on the reorganization of the
processes. In order to keep similar formatting to the IPO diagrams, the IDEF0 model is selected
to present the reorganization of the life cycle processes.
Note that the IDEF0 diagrams created for the life cycle processes have only referred to the latest
English version (4.0, published in 2015) of the INCOSE SE handbook. Other versions, such as
the 2011 version, are not considered. It is worth noting this since they have a few
inconsistencies. Also, the IDEF0 diagrams only contain the system life cycle processes, not
including the tailoring process. Therefore, the top-level diagram (Diagram A-0) is named
system life cycle processes. It includes the four groups of processes defined in Diagram A0,
which are technical processes, technical management processes, agreement processes, and
organizational project-enabling processes.
In order to simplify the names, Table 6.3 provides a specification of the abbreviations of the
four groups of processes and their sub-processes. The colors in the IDEF0 diagrams are
consistent with the table. At the same time, this thesis will also use these abbreviations to
simplify the expression. Because some abbreviations have duplicate names, special letters have
been added to duplicate names for deduplication.
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Table 6.3 Specifications of the abbreviation of the names of the system life cycle processes

Title

Abbr.

Title

Abbr.

Technical Processes

TPs

Technical Management Processes

TMPs

Business or Mission Analysis Process

BMAP

Project Planning Process

PPP

Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
Definition Process

SNRDP

Project Assessment and Control
Process

PACP

System Requirements Definition Process

SRDP

Decision Management Process

DMP

Architecture Definition Process

ADP

Risk Management Process

RMP

Design Definition Process

DDP

Configuration Management
Process

RMP

System Analysis Process

SAP

Information Management Process

InfoMP

Implementation Process

IP

Measurement Process

MeaP

Integration Process

InteP

Quality Assurance Process

QAP

Verification Process

VP

Transition Process

TP

Validation Process

VaP

Operation Process

OP

Maintenance Process

MP

Disposal Process

DP

Title
Agreement
Processes
Acquisition
Process
Supply
Process

Abbr.
APs
AP
SP

Title
Organization Project
Enabling Processes
Life Cycle Model
Management Process
Infrastructure Management
Process
Portfolio Management
Process
Human Resource
Management Process
Quality Management
Process
Knowledge Management
Process

Abbr.
OPPs
LCMMP
IMP
PMP
HRMP
QMP
KMP
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Since the four groups of processes generally include a large number of sub-processes, contentrelated sub-processes are integrated upward during the reorganization process, and mergers are
established. The characteristics of these mergers are:
•

The name is the abbreviated arrangement of the merged sub-processes.

•

The shape uses rounded rectangles, and the color is gray.

In order to make the numerous arrows in the diagrams have a more obvious type distinction,
the arrows are colored intentionally. The use and definition of the specific colors are shown in
Table 6.4. The identification of these special classes of life cycle objects is based on the SE
ontology.
Table 6.4 Specifications of the arrow colors

Arrows
unsorted title
life cycle record
life cycle
strategy

life cycle report

procedure
enabling system
requirement
life cycle
concept
measurement
data
measurement
needs
system (flow)
life cycle
constraint
traceability
traceability
matrix
description

Colors

Explanations
All arrows that have not been purposely colored remain black, which
means that these arrows have not been particularly classified.
The concept named records is colored according to its definition (that is,
which sub-classes it includes).
The concept named strategy documents is colored according to its
definition (i.e., which sub-classes it includes).
The concept named reports is colored according to its definition (that is,
which sub-items it includes).
Note: In the SE ontology, it especially recognized that some reports are
not included in this class (the original text in the handbook is that other
reports go to other process areas and are not aggregated here), and these
reports are not colored.
The concept named procedures is colored according to its definition (that
is, which sub-items it includes).
The concept named enabling system requirements is colored according
to its definition (i.e., which sub-items it includes).
The concept named the life cycle concept is colored according to its
definition.
Note: The definition of the life cycle concept indicates which sub-classes
it includes. However, the sub-classes do not appear in the IPO diagrams.
In order to specify this concept, the color is reserved.
The concept named measurement data is colored according to its
definition (that is, what it includes).
The concept named measurement needs is colored according to its
definition (that is, what it includes).
The arrows in this color mark the flow that a system or system element
evolves in life cycle processes.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
The concept named life cycle constraints is colored according to its
definition (that is, what it includes).
All concepts that are traceability are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are traceability matrix are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are as descriptions are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
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Arrows
rationale

definition

identification

requirement

criteria
preliminary
measurement
data
preliminary
measurement
needs
preliminary life
cycle concept

Colors

Explanations
All concepts that are rationale are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are as a definition are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are as identification are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are as a requirement are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are criteria are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are preliminary measurement data are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
All concepts that are preliminary measurement needs are marked.
Note: This concept is not defined in the handbook but is inferred from
the SE ontology.
The concept named the preliminary life cycle concept is colored
according to its definition.
Note: The definition of a preliminary life cycle concept indicates which
sub-classes it includes. However, the sub-classes do not appear in the
IPO diagrams. In order to specify this concept, the color is reserved.

To present the reorganized life cycle processes, a set of IDEF0 diagrams were developed. These
diagrams have a feature that they can be decomposed from the top-level processes. Figure 6.32
presents the top-level diagram of the system life cycle processes.

Figure 6.32 Top-level (A-0) diagram of the reorganized life cycle processes
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As can be seen from the left, inputs that are not internally created from the processes are
presented one by one. On the right, outputs can be classified into seven. They are controls from
system life cycle processes, a unique plan called ‘systems engineering management plan’, plans
generated from specific life cycle processes, reports produced from specific life cycle processes,
supplied system, acquisition payment, and enablers. Among the inputs and outputs, it can be
seen that two colored arrows named ‘acquired system’ and ‘supplied system’ are highlighted
according to the specification in Table 6.4. Moreover, from this top-level diagram, it can be
seen that all the enablers are generated from life cycle processes internally and work upon the
entire processes. As for controls, standards, and applicable laws and regulations come from the
external environment. The rest of the controls all come from the processes internally.
Figure 6.33 shows a decomposition of the top-level (A-0) diagram further broken down into
the four groups of life cycle processes, A0 diagram.

Figure 6.33 A0 diagram of the four groups of life cycle processes

The original life cycle processes defined in the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 do not provide the
relationships between the technical processes, technical management processes, agreement
processes, and organizational project-enabling processes. Through the establishment of the SE
ontology, these relations are identified and can be explicitly presented. Figure 6.33 depicts the
links through the arrows between the boxes. Colored arrows are special groupings in the SE
ontology, obtaining from reasoning and inferring. The rules are presented in Table 6.4.
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Each of the four groups can be further decomposed. Due to the length limit, they are attached
in Appendix 1.

6.5 Conclusion
Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive and complete case study that applies the ontology learning
approach and the ontology models in practice. Moreover, it also details the developed SE
ontology that represents the entire SE body of knowledge with the terminologies that the
ontology contains, the top-level concepts that the ontology is structured, and the concepts and
relations that are derived from the INCOSE SE handbook. Additionally, the developed ontology
is used to restructure the system life cycle processes, as illustrated by the new process models
presented by Figure 6.29, Figure 6.32, and Figure 6.33, as well as the specifications in Table
6.3 and Table 6.4.
Through the case study, the following conclusions can be drawn.
•

The ontology learning approach shows excellent advantages in acquiring SE
knowledge primitives, yielding more than 5,000 different kinds of terms with their
degree of importance in the SE body of knowledge.

•

The ontology conceptual, logical, and data models are powerful for organizing the SE
domain knowledge into a well-defined multiple parenting hierarchy.

•

The SE ontology depicts the SE body of knowledge from nine dimensions, i.e.,
o

abstract concepts or properties of a system,

o

activities, procedures or processes,

o

approaches, methodologies or theories,

o

capabilities or characteristics,

o

data or information materials,

o

engineering disciplines,

o

physical concepts or properties of a system,

o

plans or strategies, and

o

scales.

•

The developed ontology shows a high degree of interoperability and formality.

•

The SE ontology has great potential in explicitly specifying the SE body of knowledge
as well as restructuring and inferring new knowledge for the SE discipline.
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the research undertaken. First, it presents a summary,
including a review of the rationale for the study, a recap of the research gaps and questions, and
a summary of the research achievements. Then, this chapter highlights the research
contributions from the theoretical, methodological, and application perspectives, as well as the
impacts on academia and industry. Next, the limitations of the research are discussed. Finally,
it gives future research recommendations, including a possible roadmap for the future OBSE
research implementation.

7.2 Thesis Summary
This section provides a summary of the work undertaken. The research is dedicated to
developing a formal ontology for the SE body of knowledge via the emerging ontology learning
approaches. To this end, several endeavors were made in the following aspects.

7.2.1

Review of the Rationale for the Study

So far, there is no single standard to unify the SE domain knowledge (Ward et al., 2018b). In
fact, domain knowledge is still treated primarily as heuristics, learned by each practitioner
(Friedman and Prusak, 2008). The differences between various standards lead to disagreement
and confusion, making information exchange increasingly difficult (Gonzalez-Perez et al.,
2016). Miscommunication and lack of mutual understanding of key concepts in the SE domain
can potentially lead to dire consequences (Dori and Sillitto, 2017).
Moreover, current SE standards still remain document-centric, making its model-based
transition very difficult (Ernadote, 2017). The prerequisite of model-based SE (MBSE) is to
achieve a logically rigorous specification of the entire SE processes, i.e., what artifacts are
generated, via which activities, by means of who, and how do they evolve? However, current
SE standards fail to provide these relations explicitly, since their textual descriptions often have
terminological ambiguity and relational inconsistencies (Yang et al., 2017). Therefore, SE,
especially for MBSE, is in need of a formal, explicit, and shared instrument to specify its body
of knowledge. Nowadays, such knowledge representation is an ontology.
Ontologies are increasingly used by systems engineers to solve SE problems (Yang et al.,
2019a). They are employed to create a shared conceptualization (Forsberg et al., 2010; Ring
and Troncale, 2014), enable interoperability and communication among multiple disciplines or
across different stakeholders (Fraga et al., 2015; Gutierrez, 2018), and define key SE concepts
explicitly to avoid incompleteness and ambiguity (Dong and Hussain, 2014; Guo et al., 2012).
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However, extant SE ontologies are either developed for partial SE subdomains or have low
degrees of formality (Yang et al., 2019a).
In order to improve the current research status and fill the gaps, this research was proposed and
carried out. The specific research questions are reviewed in the next section.

7.2.2

Review of the Research Questions

This research begins by identifying the gaps and problems currently existing in the SE domain.
Among all the problems, four glaring gaps were identified, which demand prompt solutions.
They are synthesized as follows.
•

The understanding of the nature of SE is implicit and different, as shown by the
fragmented and fractured development of the SE standards (Di Maio, 2011; Honour,
2004; Hutchison et al., 2017).

•

Current SE standards and meta-models lack interoperability and computer
interpretability to support the MBSE transition (Eito-Brun, 2016; Engel et al., 2018;
Ernadote, 2017; Giachetti, 2015; Givehchi et al., 2017; Madni and Sievers, 2018a;
Rosa et al., 2019).

•

There is an absence of a widely accepted and consistent terminology for fundamental
SE concepts, which results in miscommunication, misunderstanding, and
misinterpretation among SE stakeholders (Dori and Sillitto, 2017; Ernadote, 2015;
Haskins and Ruud, 2018; Lin and Harding, 2007; Rousseau et al., 2016; Sarder et al.,
2007).

•

There still lacks a cohesive knowledge representation to conceptualize the entire SE
body of knowledge (Adcock et al., 2016; Di Maio, 2010; Hallberg et al., 2014;
Martin et al., 2013; van Ruijven, 2013; Ward et al., 2018a).

In the SE community, more and more researchers call for an SE ontology to fix the problems.
They call for formal ontologies, advocate ontology-based SE (OBSE), and argue that the SE
standards and SE body of knowledge will benefit from such cohesive SE ontology (Aslaksen
et al., 2011; Engel et al., 2018; Ernadote, 2015; Giachetti, 2015; Givehchi et al., 2017; Hallberg
et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2013; Mezhuyev, 2014).
As ontologies and SE are two different domains, it is necessary to investigate what ontologies
mean to SE and what benefits that ontologies can bring to SE. Consequently, a review on the
extant ontology literature was carried out, focusing on the current definitions, formalisms, and
classifications of ontologies. Also, the state of the art of ontology engineering techniques was
understood, primarily focusing on the emerging ontology learning approach.
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The review of SE literature helps to identify the existing gaps. The review of ontology literature
contributes to finding possible solutions. There is a third angle, which is the literature that shows
the extant use and development status of ontologies in SE or simply OBSE.
To understand the state of the art of OBSE, this research has conducted a comprehensive
literature review through the systematic literature review (SLR) mechanism. It is the first SLR
in the OBSE domain. The aim of the review is not only understanding the state of the art but
also identifying gaps and needs existing in the OBSE domain. In the state-of-the-art review,
four questions have been thoroughly analyzed.
•

What SE knowledge areas are supported by ontologies, and to what extent?

•

Why ontologies are used in SE?

•

What are the existing SE ontologies?

•

What ontology engineering methods, languages, and tools are applied to develop
these ontologies?

As there is no previous literature review on this topic, the four review questions are elaborately
and specifically designed to understand the most important issues in the state of the art of OBSE.
The first question focuses on exploring the width and depth of the application of ontologies in
SE. As SE covers a vast knowledge domain and contains a variety of knowledge areas, a clear
definition of the scope of SE in this study must be made first. Therefore, this research has
defined a typology for the SE knowledge areas (Figure 2.1), based on a synthesis and
understanding of currently widely accepted and authoritative standards. This typology presents
a clear classification of SE knowledge areas and demonstrates it by six subjects, i.e., systems
fundamentals, representing systems with models, engineered system contexts, SE standards,
generic life cycle stages, and SE management. Each subject group further contains smaller
subjects that deal with a specific knowledge area. Per each knowledge area, a literature review
has been thoroughly conducted. The results are summarized in Figure 3.2 and detailly presented
in Section 3.4. The results show how ontologies are applied in various SE knowledge areas.
The second question looks at the literature from another perspective, which is why ontologies
are created and used in SE. The aim of the question is to reveal what kind of benefits that
ontologies bring to SE. Table 3.4 provides a summary of the contributions of ontologies.
However, most studies do not present the purposes for using ontologies explicitly. Therefore,
the role of ontologies in solving SE problems is obtained by a careful analysis of the literature.
The third and fourth questions are both built on the fact that ontologies are an artifact. Therefore,
each ontology has its own scope, a methodology to build, language to develop, and tools to
present. They determine the knowledge domain that the ontology captures and the degree of
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formality that the ontology possesses. These two questions also reflect the state of the art of
ontology engineering techniques being adopted in the SE community.
Through the literature review on the four questions, a few conclusions are drawn.
•

There is no ontology that captures the entire SE knowledge domain.

•

The methods of developing SE ontology are manual and need to be automated.

•

The existing ontologies are still in a high-level description, lacking a detailed
specification.

•

Ontology development in SE requires the use of formal ontology engineering
languages and tools to enable the sharing and reusing.

•

7.2.3

Little work has been done on the visualization of the ontologies.

Summary of the Research Achievements

Based on the above points, combined with the latest studies in ontology engineering, this
research proposed to use the ontology learning approach and technique to develop a formal
ontology for the entire SE body of knowledge. Specifically, the following achievemen ts were
made.
•

This research proposed a 3-stage ontology learning methodology based on the best
practices using various natural language processing (NLP) statistical and linguistic
methods.

•

Three ontology models were formulated to represent the conceptual, logical, and data
facets of the SE ontology.

•

A case study was conducted applying the proposed ontology learning methodology to
an authoritative SE standard - the INCOSE SE handbook to extract ontological
primitives.

•

An SE ontology was built based on the ontology models populated by the ontological
primitives extracted from the ontology learning process.

•

The created ontology was detailed presented in terms of the terminology, top-level
concepts, taxonomic relations, and concept hierarchy.

•

Through the reasoning and inferring features of formal ontologies, the developed
ontology was applied to reorganize the system life cycle processes, which were refined
in a set of IDEF0 models.

•

A roadmap for future OBSE was generated to provide a clear direction on the research
objectives.
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7.3 Contributions
This research contributes to the body of knowledge in many ways.
From a theoretical perspective, it provides the first state-of-the-art review on the development
and application of ontologies in the SE domain, which has never been conducted before. Within
this review, an overall state of the distribution of the extant research is presented systematically,
based on a dedicated classification of the SE knowledge areas. Through the review, gaps and
inadequacies of the exiting work are clearly exposed. Moreover, a roadmap is generated for
OBSE to steer future research directions.
From a methodology perspective, a novel ontology learning approach is proposed for learning
SE ontologies from textual SE standards. The ontology learning approach can resolve the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck in traditional manual construction. Also, this research is the
first that uses the ontology learning approach to generate SE ontologies. It provides new
possibilities, new ideas, and new solutions for future OBSE and MBSE.
From the application perspective, this study demonstrates one of the application scenarios of
the SE ontology. It utilizes the features of ontologies in reasoning relations and inferring new
knowledge to reorganize the life cycle processes. The original static and isolated IPO diagrams
are linked into a more dynamic, robust, and interrelated knowledge representation through the
interrelations derived from the SE ontology. Moreover, this new knowledge representation can
make a big difference in process tailoring and project management of complex systems.
For the academic researcher, this research adds to the OBSE body of knowledge. It establishes
a systematic framework to understand what is currently known and what could be explored in
the future. It highlights a comprehensive strategy to design, develop, and deploy ontologies and
makes sure that gaps in the knowledge domain are identified and can be closed as needed.
For practitioners, the research is designed to help developers to create an ontology, based on
the best practice. It also bridges the gap between theory and practice to help set more
competitive and realistic goals on the final delivered functions of the ontology. It also serves as
a guide for the practitioners during their journey, allowing them to recognize and act on their
current models that require an improvement of change.
In terms of deliverables, a complete and formal ontology for SE has been developed. Compared
with the existing ones, this ontology has the following three advantages. It is developed based
on authoritative SE standards, which ensures the content is consistent with the most widely
accepted benchmarks. It is developed in a formal language and presented by sophisticated tools,
which contributes to the share and reuse in a variety of scenarios. It covers the entire scope of
the SE body of knowledge, which has not been created in any of the previous studies.
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7.4 Limitations and recommendations for future work
All studies come with limitations, and this research is no exception. In particular, this study
proposes an ontology learning methodology to extract fundamental concepts and relations from
SE authoritative standards.
•

However, only one comprehensive case study is conducted to present and explain the
approach. It is acknowledged that it is good practice to apply the approach to many
standards in order to unify terminologies and maintain a consistent vocabulary to suit
different cultures.

•

Further studies need to be carried out in order to validate that the learned ontology
does not omit implicit taxonomic relations.

•

Considerably more work will need to be done to automate the process of acquiring
non-taxonomic relations and data properties.

In future work, researchers must incorporate more SE standards into the ontology and enable a
robust mechanism to update the ontology in order to enrich the axioms to create a more
heavyweight SE ontology. This will require further investigations on creating class restrictions,
such as equivalent classes to specify the various names for the description of a concept,
collaborative ontology development, and public accessibility to validate the ontology.
Based on the analysis of the extant literature, it can be concluded that there are many research
gaps within OBSE. Therefore, this section discusses the limitations while proposes a roadmap
for potential research directions. This roadmap, as illustrated in Figure 7.1, incorporates vital
learnings and insights to help both academic researchers and practitioners implement a
comprehensive strategy to create ontologies for SE. For this particular research, this roadmap
also plays an important role in guiding the research directions.
The roadmap comprises four critical steps designed to help developers to identify and
implement ontologies based on the extant literature. These steps are (1) targeting a SE
knowledge area, (2) clarifying functions of ontologies, (3) improving ontology engineering
techniques, and (4) becoming part of the solution to SE challenges. Each step serves as a
checklist to ensure good practice is upheld. Together, they consist of a comprehensive,
integrated strategy for formal ontology modeling and effective implementation.
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Figure 7.1 A roadmap for OBSE research directions

(1) Target a SE knowledge area
For ontology development, it is critical to choose a specific SE knowledge area, because
defining the domain of an ontology is the first step to building an ontology. It is suggested to
use the classification created in the study (Figure 2.1) and the bubble chart (Figure 3.2) to look
for gaps or areas that have received little attention in the literature. The reason is that the
terminologies, concepts, and definitions of these areas are the most ambiguous. From our
investigation, much work is done for SE management, especially for risk management.
However, there is a need to develop ontologies for systems fundamentals, including the
knowledge areas not reviewed in this research. Another area that requires further attention is
the later stages in the generic life cycle, as they are directly related to the performance of SE
practice. With the support of an ontology during the whole system life cycle, a systems engineer
will be able to communicate with various stakeholders more effectively.
(2) Clarify functions of ontologies
Table 3.4 identifies 11 types of contributions that ontologies make to SE from the literature.
The result reflects the purposes and rationale of OBSE. However, these purposes should be
made clearer so that the functions of the ontology can be highlighted. To address this deficit,
the contributions of ontologies should be referred to, as listed in the roadmap. These 11
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functions will help a developer to formulate clear goals and objectives for ontology
development, which is essential for practical ontology engineering. The ability to clarify the
functions is also crucial to strategic planning because they help to turn the objectives into
specific, measurable targets and are concrete to help translate the missions into reality.
(3) Improving ontology engineering techniques
There is a dearth of maturity and formality in the existing SE ontologies. This situation can be
changed by improving the ontology engineering techniques, including using formal languages,
methods, and tools to develop SE ontologies. Therefore, it is recommended that future ontology
development should adopt a well-designed methodology rather than heuristics to ensure that
best practice is followed. The ontology learning approach can also be improved in many
perspectives, such as extracting non-taxonomic relations. Some current ontologies described in
natural languages can be formalized by ontology modeling languages such as OWL to check
their logic consistency. The adoption of ontology development tools (e.g., Protégé) comes with
many advantages, including providing ontology editing functionality, multiple inheritances,
visualization, reasoning, and reuse.
(4) Becoming part of the solution to SE challenges
According to the INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2025 (INCOSE, 2014), the future state
of SE is facing new challenges. These challenges are merged into the roadmap to enable OBSE
to become part of the solution.
The roadmap presents a comprehensive strategy for OBSE based on the interrelated steps. This
strategy is closely related to the findings of the research. It adheres to the SE knowledge areas
followed throughout this article and is directly based on the conclusions drawn from the
literature review. In conclusion, the four subsections in the outer ring of the roadmap should be
integrated - one area should not be neglected at the expense of the other.

7.5 Conclusion
This thesis proposed an ontology learning methodology to develop an SE ontology. It also
presents the developed ontology in a formal language by superior tools. The ontology
conceptualizes the SE body of knowledge and enables the knowledge beings better shared and
reused. It increases harmonization in standards and decreases language conflicts between
stakeholders. The ontology learning approach breaks through the knowledge a cquisition
bottleneck, making ontology development more efficient, accurate, and economical. The
classification in the ontology can be used as pre-defined containers to help bring the fragmented
standards together to create a cohesive SE body of knowledge. The ontology is machinereadable; thus, it enhances the interoperability in MBSE. It also enables a digital engineering
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ecosystem and helps to trace application ontologies to an SE reference ontology. Furthermore,
the terminologies, syntax, and semantics of fundamental SE concepts are extracted from the
authoritative SE standard developed by INCOSE and populated by sophisticated developing
languages and tools, which significantly increase the formality of the ontology. This ontology
is a new way to evaluate SE terminologies and provide recommendations on the future revisions
and diffusions of SE standards.
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Appendix 1
This appendix includes the set of IDEF0 diagrams that show the interrelationships between the
system life cycle processes. The diagrams have a feature of decomposition, meaning that the
upper-level processes are broken down into lower-level subprocesses. This decomposition is
reflected by the labeling rules of the IDEF0 model. For example, the top-level diagram is
labeled by A-0. Its decomposition is numbered as A0. The A0 diagram is made up of A1, A2,
A3, etc. Then, A1 can be further broken down into A11, A12, etc.
The table of appendix figures is as follows.
APPENDIX FIGURE 1 (A-0) SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE PROCESSES ......................................................................... 148
APPENDIX FIGURE 2 (A0) SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE PROCESSES........................................................................... 149
APPENDIX FIGURE 3 (A1) TECHNICAL PROCESSES (TPS) .............................................................................. 150
APPENDIX FIGURE 4 (A2) TECHNICAL M ANAGEMENT PROCESSES (TMPS) ............................................... 151
APPENDIX FIGURE 5 (A3) AGREEMENT PROCESSES (APS) ............................................................................ 152
APPENDIX FIGURE 6 (A4) ORGANIZATIONAL PROJECT -ENABLING PROCESSES (OPPS) ............................ 153
APPENDIX FIGURE 7 (A11) BMAP, SNRDP, SR DP, ADP AND DDP ......................................................... 154
APPENDIX FIGURE 8 (A12) IP, I NTEP, VP, TP, VAP, OP, MP, AND DP ...................................................... 155
APPENDIX FIGURE 9 (A21) DMP, RMP, CMP, AND I NFOMP....................................................................... 156
APPENDIX FIGURE 10 (A22) M EAP AND QAP ................................................................................................. 157
APPENDIX FIGURE 11 (A41) LCMMP, IMP, PMP, HRMP, AND QMP....................................................... 158
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APPENDIX FIGURE 13 (A112) ADP AND DDP ................................................................................................. 160
APPENDIX FIGURE 14 (A131) IP AND I NTEP.................................................................................................... 161
APPENDIX FIGURE 15 (A132) VP, TP AND VAP.............................................................................................. 162
APPENDIX FIGURE 16 (A133) OP AND MP....................................................................................................... 163
APPENDIX FIGURE 17 THE SE ONTOLOGY ON WEBPROTÉGÉ........................................................................ 164
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Appendix 2
This appendix attaches the developed SE ontology visualized by three tools.
First, WebProtégéis used for editing the SE ontology. The link to the ontology is as follows.
https://webprotege.stanford.edu/#projects/903d1233-156b-49a8-9e3213f05f4d0031/edit/Classes
It is open for viewing and commenting to the public (register and login required).
The interface is shown in Appendix Figure 17.

Appendix Figure 17 The SE ontology on WebProtégé

Second, the source file of the SE ontology is in OWL, and all the reasoning is run by Protégé.
Plenty of plugins can be used to view the ontology from different perspectives. For example,
Appendix Figure 18 shows the concept hierarchy and the non-taxonomic relations between the
system life cycle processes by OntoGraf.
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Appendix Figure 18 The SE ontology on Protégé

Third, WebVOWL is used to analyze the clustering of the SE concepts. Appendix Figure 19
presents the SE ontology collapsed at the degree of 6.

Appendix Figure 19 The SE ontology on WEBVOWL
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